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This thesis attempts to find whether scenario planning supports the organizational
strategy as a method for addressing uncertainty. The main issues are why, what and how
scenario planning fits in organizational strategy and how the process could be supported
to make it more effective.
The study follows the constructive approach. It starts with examination of competitive
advantage and the way that an organization develops strategy and how it addresses the
uncertainty in its operational environment. Based on the conducted literature review,
scenario methods would seem to provide versatile platform for addressing future
uncertainties. The construction is formed by examining the scenario methods and
presenting suitable support methods, which results in forming of the theoretical
proposition for supporter scenario process.
The theoretical framework is tested in laboratory conditions, and the results from the test
sessions are used a basis for scenario stories. The process of forming the scenarios and
the results are illustrated and presented for scrutiny.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Overview
In modern day business, managing change in the operational environment has become vital
part of building success. The increasing speed of changes in the field of business and
shortening product lifecycles are being discussed right up to the point where these concepts
are becoming clichés (e.g. Wiggins & Ruefli, 2005; Teece et al. 1997). The problem of
uncertain operating conditions boils down to question; how can a business develop
reasonable strategies for steering the company in the long run (Mintzberg, 1994)?
Strategic planning in some form is seen as an important part of modern corporate
management. Traditional techniques and tools have been criticized for being too rigid in
the perspective of managing change in the environment (Miller & Waller, 2003;
Schoemaker, 1995; Mintzberg, 1994). In many instances, the analysis that fuels
development of corporate strategies is a snapshot of the surrounding world and does not
perceive possible anomalies in situations’ development.
In traditional sense, management is all about knowing the relevant decision parameters and
forecasting the result of each decision. In contrast, in recent literature (e.g. Walsh, 2005;
Coyle, 2004; Mintzberg et al. 1998) scenario planning has gained attention as a structured
method for interfacing strategic planning with the evolving operating conditions. The main
advantages of scenario planning, when compared to other methods for preparing for the
future, are; scenarios are not a single point prediction of a defined time-space in some point
of future and conventionally multiple scenarios are used to map the borders of plausible
futures e.g. (Schwartz, 1996; Schoemaker, 1995). The central idea in the scenario approach
is to avoid problems that arise if against all probability, a carefully conducted forecast of
future business proves to be faulty (Miller & Waller, 2003). Still, scenario planning is
often conceived as a difficult process to undertake and the benefits are left unrealized. The
purpose of this study is to develop a framework for utilizing modern support methods in
scenario process and to test whether there are benefits in the supported process.
In the following sections, the attention turns at first to the basis of competitive advantage
of an organization and the process of strategy formulation. The purpose is to see, what the
prerequisites for gaining competitive advantage over rivaling organizations are. The
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second step is to define scenario planning as a process and examine how the process is
conducted in a proactive manner. Using this process of scenario planning as a pivot point,
the third phase focuses on some of the modern support techniques for group work to find
out whether the process can be effectively supported. After forming this framework for a
supported scenario process, the process is tested in laboratory conditions to evaluate and to
better understand the functionality of the process.
1.2. Scope and issues of this study
The greater aim of this study is to develop a conceptual framework for using modern
decision support and knowledge presentation methods in scenario process. Figure 1 below
illustrates the scope of this study in terms of the research disciplines that are involved.
Scenario planning is hereby approached in context of organizational strategy, to distinguish
from the other possible views. In respect of scenario planning, the principal aim is the
process involved in the planning and the challenges it presents to group work in the
process, as well as the available methods to use for supporting the scenario process. Figure
1 illustrates outline of this study.
Research Problem

Group Support
Methods

Strategy
formulation

Scenario
Planning

Organizational
strategy and
competitive
advantage

Figure 1. Elements of the research problem
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The issues raised by these considerations are expressed in Table 1. The first issue is selfevident, as the first issue that is often raised is what the motivation for using scenario
planning, or any other method for that matter, is. The second large issue is what makes a
scenario process successful, what the challenges are and how the work could be supported
effectively. Thirdly, how do the proposed methods fit in the process and how the process
works?
These issues can be further divided to more specific research questions, which are
supposed to act as a precept to the study. Each issue holds three questions that will be
covered below. First questions deal with the realm of organizational strategy and how does
scenario planning fit in the strategy equation. The next questions are aimed at scenario
planning as a process, its challenges and strengths, and the role of the support methods in
the mix. The last three are of the more practical persuasion, asking what the practical
implications of the other issues are.
Table 1. Research questions
Main issues

Resulting research questions
What is the relationship of an organizations strategic
paradigm and uncertainty management?

Why: what is the motivation for scenario planning?

What are the characteristics of uncertainty management
methodologies and how do they suit different strategic
paradigms?
How does scenario planning measure up as a method of
uncertainty management?
What are the challenges in scenario planning as a process

What: what are the characteristics of scenario planning
and what support methods suit them?

How can scenario process be facilitated with decision
support methods?
Can use of these methods add value to the process or final
results?
How is the use of support systems conducted in practice?

How: how does the scenario process go and how the
support methods are implemented in the process?

How the support systems fit in the process?
How are the resulting scenarios?

1.3. Methodology

The study follows the constructive research approach described by Kasanen et al. (1991).
The constructive approach follows a path from definition of the research problem, through
constructing a solution to the presented problem, to testing of the construction and
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assessment of generalizability and validity of results. The process of constructive research
includes the following six steps: (Ibid.)
1) Definition of research problem
2) Familiarizing with the subject
3) Construction of solution or model
4) Testing of construction
5) Verifying scientific contribution
6) Addressing generalizability
Considering the research problem defined above, the constructive approach seems to hand
appropriate methodological background for the research. In terms of actual research
methods, descriptive literary study is used to determine conditions for successful scenario
planning and the challenges that scenario process present to the use of a GSS, i.e. to form
the construction for research problem.
In the empirical phase, the construction is put to test in a GDSS laboratory, or a decision
room type, face-to-face, GSS-setting in Lappeenranta University of Technology. The
method used is multiple case study. Even though Yin proposes single case study in testing
theory propositions (Yin, 1994), multiple cases are used for two major reasons, to alleviate
the effect of researchers’ action and to raise eternal validity of results. The presented
framework is used in scenario sessions and the sessions are evaluated with a questionnaire
and interviews with the participants.
At first, the questionnaire results are processed quantitatively, to get an overview of the
experiments’ results and to evaluate which are the weak and strong points of the tested
process. On grounds of these results, a series of interviews is to be conducted to further
disseminate the causalities behind the results. Use of these means reaches to investigate
how empirical findings correlate with the presented framework and to achieve increased
understanding of the usability of a GSS. Aside the GSS the rest of the framework is
presented to open scrutiny and evaluated subjectively
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1.4. Structure

Figure 2 below expresses the structure of this study. After this introduction, the study
begins with a brief discussion of ways in which organizations develop their strategy and
what presumptions are enclosed in these structures. The chapter attempts at explaining the
source of competitive advantage through an overview of strategic paradigms, examining
the processes of strategy formulation and suitable structures for controlling uncertainties
and change in the operating conditions. The second theme is how these factors affect
organizations’ position on change in their operational conditions and what kind of methods
are available for managing change.
The scenario approach is then taken a step further, as these considerations form the
grounds on which a framework for supported scenario process is built on. The definitions
and process of scenarios are examined in hope of finding an effective process for scenario
creation. Using the properties of the process as a starting point, the fourth chapter examines
some support methods aimed for group work to find methods for making the scenario
method more efficient and effective.
The synthesis of the theoretical considerations is presented the fifth chapter, and the
chapter after that is devoted to an empirical examination of the process. The constructed
framework is evaluated in laboratory conditions, as explained above. The last main section
is an illustration of the proposed process and the resulting scenarios concerning the future
operation environment of Lappeenranta University of Technology. The grande finale is in
the concluding eight chapter, after which the summary will give an overall picture of the
study.
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Input

- Background
- Research motif

Main chapter

Output

1. Introduction

- The scope and boundaries of the study
- Research questions
- Outline and methods for the research

- Strategic theory of the firm and
competitive advantage
- Theory how firms aim to realize
advantage and sustain it

2. Organizational strategy
and change

- Theory on scenario planning
- Scenario methods and process
forms

3. Scenario process

- Definition of concepts
- Definition of process and method
- Challenges in scenario process

- Scenario process and method
- Challenges in scenario process
- Methods for supporting group
work and knowledge presentation

4. Support methods
for scenario process

- Suitable methods for supporting scenario
process
- Ways to avert the weaknesses and
support the strenghts

5. Conceptualization of
supported scenario process

- Recommendations for executing scenario
process
- Use of support in the process

- Defined process
- Chosen scenario methods
- Challenges
- Support methods

- Recommendations for executing
the process
- Proposed support methods

6. Empirical testing

- Recommendations for executing
the process
- Support methods
- Material from the test sessions

7. Scenarios in action LUT 2016

- Research questions
- Theory proposition
- Results from the testing
- Experiences from the project

8. Conclusion and
discussions

- Theory proposition
- Results
- Conclusions

9. Summary

- Relation of change and competitive advantage
- Relation of scenarios with comparable methods
for managing uncertainty
- Justification for scenario techniques

- Proof of concept for supported scenario
process
- Partial validation of the proposed
recommendations

- Illustration of the process
- Subjective evaluation of the methods
- Scenarios for LUT

- Conclusions on the proposed methods
- Evaluation of results
- Further research recommendation

- Concise overview on the subject

Figure 2. The structure of the study
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2. ORGANIZATIONAL STRATEGY AND CHANGE
Organizational strategy is a discipline that has accumulated a wide array of research during
its years. The field is divided by different views to organizations, their function and
premises in modern economy. The terminology is partly ambiguous, schools and views are
discussed and compared freely, without defining the concepts and of course, every
practitioner has their own terms. In the context of this study, terminology will follow this
ontology: the Paradigm is the set of underlying assumptions of the world and business, the
Schools of thought are approaches to strategy and strategy formulation within the
organization and Process views represent the assumptions after which the actual process is
formed (Figure 3).
At least to some extent these modules can be viewed as a hierarchy, or better yet a set of
different paths, as even though mostly not too clearly but still different paradigms tend to
associate with certain schools of thought, and inside a school, there is a tendency to favor
certain process views. However, in the present context the main questions are how the
organization develops competitive advantage and how does it address uncertainty in
operational conditions.

Process
View
.
.
.

School
-Design
-Planning
.
.
.

Paradigm
-OE
-RBV
-KBV

Figure 3. The ontology of organizational strategy
2.1. Strategic paradigms

In modern businesses, and even governmental organizations, strategic considerations have
become an axiomatic part of management. For some time now, it has been established in
management-speak that a company or an organization has to have:
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1) A mission that explains the function of the organization,
2) A vision which is a definition of state where the company wants to see itself in the
future
3) A strategy, or strategies, which describe the actions and goals that have to be
achieved in order to realize the vision.
Johnson and Scholes (2002, p. 10) also include stakeholders in strategic consideration by
defining strategy as the scope of an organization over the long term, including the source
of the competitive advantage and the ways in which stakeholders’ demands are fulfilled.
This simplified representation clasps a variety of different views and schools of thought
that have their own underlying assumptions of the world and the operative environment,
and implications to the actual creation and implementation of the strategy. Then, of course,
there is Mintzberg (et al. 1998; 1987), who defines strategy as five Ps: Plan, Ploy, Pattern,
Position, and Perspective.
Nikolai Foss (2005) considers Ronald Coase’s paper “The Nature of the Firm” of 1937 as a
starting shot for development of organizational strategy in the business field. The major
contribution in the paper was definition of boundaries and ethos of a firm as a separate
entity inside the surrounding society. This might not seem to be much of a contribution,
but defined borders of authority are one of the cornerstones of strategy development. Foss
(2005, p. 24) has determined some further qualifications, which a valid strategic theory
should explain:
1) The reason of existence for firms as economic entities
2) The boundaries of firm and the reasons why some activities are done inside the firm
and some through the markets
3) The explanation for different organizational structures found in firms
4) The source of competitive advantage
According to Foss (Ibid.) through these four steps, a proper strategic theory answers the
vital questions; why is it that the market is divided to separate, self-governing corpora
legalis or corporations, and what is the basis of heterogeneity in form and function
amongst these corporations.
The taxonomy of strategy has since Coase’s seminal work broadened considerably. In the
works of prominent writers, the field of organizational strategy has been divided by the
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strategic paradigm and the process of strategy creation e.g. (Foss 2005; Coyle, 2004;
Johnson & Scholes, 2002). The leading paradigms are considered to be; the view of
Organizational Economics (OE), the Resource Based View (RBV), and the newest
contender the Knowledge Based View (KBV). Despite different assumptions, these
theories have one common interest; gaining, or explaining, sustained competitive
advantage over other players in the same business field is the concern of all of these three
paradigms. Sustained advantage is defined as ability to earn rent over comparable or
substitute products/services for extended periods of time (Foss, 2005; Porter, 1985, p. 3).
That is, making more money than firms with comparable offerings, which is in fact the
underlying reason for strategic considerations.
In chronological order; first came OE in Coase’s footsteps to explain the existence of
firms. OE has been mostly concerned with economies of scale and economies of scope,
and transactional costs in operations as the basis for competitive advantage. Some consider
Edith Penrose’s (1957) “Theory of the Growth of the Firm” as an overture for strategic
theory, as it describes the mechanisms and premises for growth. OE deals mostly with
optimizing transactional costs and contracting. Perhaps the key issue in OE, in respect of
strategy, is economics of transactional costs. As Coase points out; the firm is a
consequence of a market failure, as in the perfect market there would not be need for
institutional production as the transaction cost and contracting cost would not differ from
costs between individuals, which notion is also called the Coase Theorem. (Foss, 2005, p.
25)
In modern OE, also known as Industrial or The New Industrial Economics (Williamson,
1998), the latest introduction is the agent theory, which focuses in optimizing contracting
costs between agents and principals with limited foresight of the future and present
decision parameters. The problem is the seesaw between cost of writing elaborate contracts
that will cover every eventuality (ex ante governance) and cost of recovering from the,
possibly irreversible, damages that are caused by the agent’s action (ex post governance).
(Foss, 2005, p. 28)
To some extent, the RBV could be characterized as a logical continuum from OE. RBV
involves ideas like Michael Porter’s (1985) Five Forces and Prahalad and Hamel’s (1995)
theory of core competence, with underlying assumption that coordination and exploitation
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of corporated resources is the source of the competitive edge over rivals. The key term in
RBV is according to Johnson and Scholes (2002, p. 7) strategic fit, or managing and
organizing the portfolio of resources, material and intangible, for optimal fit to current
conditions. The core competences can be seen as an extension to the concept of resources
as they are defined by Prahalad and Hamel (Ibid.) as the set competences, an accumulation
of skills and expert knowledge and people possessing these assets, which allow a firm to
enter new markets and quickly differentiate their product or service offering based on
operational conditions. The latest logical evolution is David Teece and other’s (1997)
framework of dynamic capabilities, similar to Jules Goddard’s (1997) meta-competence.
Goddard explains this meta-competence as being an ability to renew and develop
company’s core competences in macro level, in a much similar fashion that the
competences are enabling in micro level.
Johnson and Scholes (2002, p. 8), borrowing from Prahalad & Hamel, condense their
strategic assumptions to a one-dimensional choice between “environment-led fit” and
“resource-led stretch” which resembles a choice between RBV and KBV. The presented
option “Fit” is similar to the logic of large corporations, where the parental company
handles businesses in a similar way as financial investments. The optimization is done
through adaptation by trading with actual resources rather than long-term development
programs. On the other side, the perhaps more modern route of stretch focuses in acquiring
market power through developing unique capabilities in the form of core competences and
the actual corporate form remains more static as the organization “stretches” in order to
counter the movement of the business field.
In a way, KBV can be viewed as the next logical step from the Penrosean OE, but KBV
has its own distinctive spin of knowledge concerns in it. Foss (2005, p. 34) states that the
basis of KBV is Penrose’s idea that, contrary to her contemporary scholars, a firm does not
hold resources as such, but it has images of capacity and uses of the real resources, and
thus the firm operates under imperfect knowledge of optimal operation, a condition
nowadays dubbed as bounded rationality.
One outgrowth of KBV is that with the supposedly emerging knowledge economy, the
limiting factor of revenue is no longer the actual resources rather than the knowledge and
the people of firms. Regarding the KBV, the distinction between knowledge and
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information is crucial, as an example the piece of information “E=mc2“ does not mean
much to anyone, but when put into context of physics, chemistry and engineering by
people who have a shared social background (in the form of an organization), which is
assumed to lead to a shared language or a dialect (Nonaka, et a. 2000; Ståhle & Grönroos,
1999), this simple equation is suddenly transcended to the knowledge of how to make an
A-bomb or a power plant.
It has been suggested that with modern communication technology and free trade
agreements and such, the liquidity of assets is so high that the asymmetry necessary for
rent earning has to be created by different terms than before. Similarly modern KBV seems
to imply that when transactional cost of (information) approaches zero, the market
approaches Schumpeterian innovation based “hypercompetition” (Wiggins & Ruefli, 2005)
and so the information in the markets approaches the ideal symmetrical state, the
coordination of resources for optimal efficiency becomes trivial, and because of this, the
firm no longer can benefit its interest groups unless it can create and hold unique
intellectual capital which allows it to again differ it’s offering from its rivals.
Modern knowledge based arguments are based on stickiness and friction of knowledge;
because of these factors the firm exists to because it can include differed knowledge assets
within a language barrier, thus offering a chance for forming a unique set of capabilities. In
fact, when comparing KBV ideas of creating opportunities for rent by leveraging
knowledge stickiness and for example Prahalad and Hamel’s and Teece et al. ideas in the
competence side of RBV, as competences are defines as pools of unique knowledge and
expertise (attached to people as knowledge assets), the two views are suddenly not so
clearly distinguishable. (Foss, 2005, p. 38; Nonaka et al. 2000; Prahalad & Hamel, 1995;
Teece et al. 1997)
Similarly e.g. Acedo and others (2006) bundle RBV and KBV under a label of Resource
Based Theory (RBT). The resource-based theory of the firm is built on the idea that
capabilities or competences can be seen as resources as well as traditional tangible
resources. In fact Teece (et al. 1997) themselves have given ground to this perhaps even
controversial view, as they describe competences as resources that have to developed and
cultivated to gain competitive advantage over other firms.
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Figure 4 below illustrates the accumulation of strategic literature over time. The relations
in the figure are based mainly on Acedo et al. (2006) Foss (2005) Williamson (1998)
Porter (1985) and Penrose (1959). However, they are not meant to be read as
straightforward dependencies or analysis of referencing, but as illustration of accumulation
of theory from the root to the proverbial foliage of today’s varied strategic views. In
addition, the presentation is crudely simplistic, most notably several of modern strategists
like venerable H. Mintzberg are lacking. The purpose in this approach is to first build an
overview of the basis of the icebergs known as strategic paradigms, in order to better
understand why the tip of the more popularized literature is shaped the way it is.
R. Coase (1937)
- Boundaries of the firm
- Basis of Organizational
Economics
- The Coase theorem

J. Schumpeter (1942)
- Hypercompetition
- Innovation based economy

E. T. Penrose (1959)
- Effect of resource
heterogeinity
- Diminishing opportunity cost
of excess (endogenous) resources
- Bounded rationality

Cyert & March (1963)
- Bounded rationality
- Organizational standard
procedures (routines)

H. Demsetz (1974)
- Transaction costs
- Barriers of entry

OE -1980
Nelson & Winter (1982)
M. E. Porter (1985)
- 5-forces as a base of
competetive advantage
- Generic strategies

- Bounded rationality of
decision makers
- Tacit knowledge in
organization
- Routines as a source of inertia

RBV -1980

Barney (1991)
- Uniqueness of stategy
-In-imitable combination
of resources and operations

H. Demsetz (1991)
- The firm as a coordinator
of knowledge assets

Peteraf (1993)
- Resource heterogeinity
- Barriers of compettion

Kogut & Zander (1992)
- Capabilities as determinants
ot the boundaries of the firm

Prahalad & Hamel (1996)
- Core competences

KBV 1990 D. Teece (1997)
- Dynamic capabilities

Figure 4. Evolution of strategic theory of the firm
The value of the figure is perhaps that the theory buildup in the different paradigms is not
that different after all. The defining factor in OE or IE is that its focus is reducing strategic
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choices to problem of aligning incentives after agent-principal –theory to maximum output
and gaining competitive advantage through thereby optimized transaction cost. In his
laureate speech, Coase (1992) lashes modern economists for blindly reducing every
economic phenomenon to a price setting mechanism. In a similar fashion, KBV focuses on
building exclusive knowledge of the available resources and gaining rent from the resulting
optimal productivity. In RBV, the optimization is a more straightforward problem of
acquiring and aligning an optimal portfolio of resources. (Foss, 2005)
Comparing the theories explained above to Foss’ requirements for strategic theory, it can
be observed that alone none would explain all the relevant aspects of today’s business
environment. Foss (Ibid.) sheds brimstone over the separate theories for making wrong
assumptions or not giving explicit answers to each of the four aspects. On one hand, the
traditional OE has been criticized for being too formal in explaining competitive
advantage, the consecutive game theory extension is seen as unrealistic, but on the other
hand the modern RBT is prosecuted for not having modeling heuristics even though it may
intuitively seem more potent in explaining the phenomena in modern organizations.
Referring to Coase (1937), the raison d’ être of the modern (economic) organization is a
failure of the markets in some way or the other. If the horizon is broadened from the
perspective of theory of science, it seems that the strategic paradigms are perhaps
complementary rather than substitutes. It may be that OE has most solid theoretic base and
offers the best modeling heuristics, but the view of transactional cost alone seems to have
less than required descriptive power considering phenomena in modern economics. Also
perhaps depending on the industry, it seems hard to argue convincingly that the
competitive advantage of a subcontracting machine shop depends on nothing but the tacit
knowledge built into the firm.
However, it is not in the scope of this study to go into too much detail on strategic
paradigms. For short, the theories summarized above tell us that sustainable competitive
advantage is indeed nought but the function of identifying these imperfections and the
organization’s resources/capabilities/knowledge assets, and aligning these prerequisites to
the organizations advantage. It can be concluded that independent from the actual strategic
assumptions, it is in the best interest of each individual organization to coordinate the
activities in the optimal way according to the best knowledge available. Furthermore, if the
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concept of Schumpeterian competition is accepted, it leads to the need to develop methods
and processes for knowledge creation, to secure and sustain the upper hand compared to
the rest of the industry. As Arend (2003) points, the study of competitive advantage is
irrelevant with out the means to realize the advantage, as competitive advantage does not
by itself result in sustained superior performance.
2.2. Processes of strategy development

In the same way than there is a variety of theories about the source of competitive
advantage, there is at least as much variety in the ways that the strategies are actually
developed. The direct consequence of the theories above is the choice of hypothesis
regarding the source of competitive advantage. The presumed source of advantage then, in
its turn affects the process of strategy creation.
Alas, the case is not so simple in practice; the scholars concentrating in the theory of the
firm and the source of competitive advantage seldom get their hands dirty with describing
the actual process and in the writings of management scholars and practitioners, comments
on paradigms are often bland and vague. This chapter maps briefly some assumptions
about how the source of competitive advantage could be realized in practice.
Johnson & Scholes (2002, p. 38) issue the organizations position toward strategy
development as “lenses”. The concept of “lens” might be defined as the distortion of
perspective or mental models forged by the organizational culture and belief system, which
is the equivalent of “School” in Mintzberg’s (1994) vocabulary. The defined lenses are
named: design, experience and ideas.
Through the design lens, strategy development is viewed in more or less similar way as in
traditional corporate planning. Designing a strategy is based on rational thinking, different
analyses and forecasts, and a specifically designed and well defined strategy for the years
to come. The planning view involves periodical updates and checkups to the strategy in
order to keep the plans up to date, although there is also the option that if updates are not
made, the organization might lose its touch to surrounding environment and begin drifting.
(Johnson & Scholes, 2002, p. 39)
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The experiential lens refers to a model where a strategy is adopted and it “lives” with the
organization, changing gradually as time passes. Viewing strategy as experience, the
source of the strategy is more endogenous as in the planning school; the strategy rises from
the experience of the management and the organizational culture, which filters the changes
of exogenous parameters to the strategic level. Johnson and Scholes stress, although the
process might sound uncontrolled, that the development is controlled by the (collective)
experience in the organization and the changes are incremental and not necessarily too
obvious to the observer. Compared to the planning school, the experiential lens might also
seem more organic, with less obtrusive changes and smoother development, but perhaps
more difficult to actually control and get moving in the first place. (Johnson & Scholes,
2002, p. 43)
The lens of ideas is based on the supposition that although human behavior is infinitely
complex, there are some relatively simple and recognizable patterns that guides our
actions, or organizations for that matter. This has lead Johnson and Scholes to the notion
that in the same way than the experiential lens the strategy comes from the patterns or rules
that bind the organization and the illusion of chaos orders itself after a central logic.
(Johnson & Scholes, 2002, p. 50)
There is also a fourth option, the imposed strategy, where the options of an organization
are limited by legislation or other regulatory burden. The strategy has to be the formed
inside a restricted “pipe” of possibilities. The imposed option concerns mostly public,
educational, or military institutes, or some industries with great public interest, such as
power generation and distribution, water, telecom and other universal services. Although it
might seem otherwise, imposed strategy or objectives does not necessarily mean that the
organizations hands are completely tied. The given restrictions can be seen as constraints
in an optimization problem and the organization can then optimize is actions in the given
parameter set. (Johnson & Scholes, 2002, p. 73)
Mintzberg and others (Mintzberg, 1994 p. 2; ibid. et al. 1998, p. 5) one-up Johnson and
Scholes by a margin, introducing ten lenses or approaches of their own to strategy
development. In design school, the approach is conceptual, often led by a leader and the
source of strategy is the organization’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
(SWOT/TOWS). The planning-school, also featured in Johnson & Scholes (Ibid.), is based
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on the same “SWOT” but the difference is in the more disciplined and formal process of
pragmatic planning activities. The third of the kind is the positioning school which has
common element of the two already mentioned, but the focus is the substance and the
positioning of strategy, in the lines of the cliché-esque Ansoff, GE or Boston Consulting
Group –matrices. Johnson and Scholes’ definition of design school is somewhat broader,
covering the first three of Mintzberg’s. The rest of the bunch is less alike than the
preceding three; Mintzberg (et. al.1998, p. 5) calls the design schools as prescriptive, or
more commonly normative, as they describe how the strategy formulation process should
be composed. In contrast, the following schools are called descriptive, as they focus more
on the actual substance of strategy creation than a formal process.
Table 2. Strategy schools and processes (adapted from Mintzberg, 1994 p. 2; ibid. et al.
1998, p.5; Johnson & Scholes, 2002; Teece et al. 1997)
School

Process View

Design
Planning
Positioning

Conceptual
(Design)
(5-forces)

Formal
Analytical

Environmental

Passive

Entrepreneurial

Visionary

Cognitive

(Ideas)

Mental

Political

(Imposed)

Power

Cultural
Learning

(Experiential)
(Dynamic
capabilities)

Emergent

Configurational

(ACTIFELD)

Episodic

Ideological

In the Entrepreneurial school the process is associated with the vision that the alpha leader
has of the organizations goal. The relating Cognitive process uses cognitive psychology to
extract the strategy from the strategists. Environmental school forms strategy as a passive
adaptation process led by environmental stimuli. In Learning school the strategy emerges
as a product of organizational learning, which is a view shared by Cultural school where
the focus is rooting the strategy to the organizations culture and belief system. Then there
is the Political school where the strategy is a result of a power struggle either in the
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organization or between the organization and the parent company or similar instance.
Lastly, there is the Configurational school, which divides the process to episodes and can
utilize several of the process views discussed above. The table above presents also a loose
categorization of the other schools presented in this study for purposes of comparison.
Mintzberg’s critique (et al, 1998, p. 70, 99) leads to think that the problem with planning
and positioning schools is that they need mature and steady markets with players who
know how to behave to analyze and to make forecasts of. It is perhaps hard to reliably
forecast the market share for Blu-ray and how many of consumers or retailers have heard
of the Chinese high definition videodisc format which is a direct substitute. Even if not
commenting about strict formality of planning processes (see Mintzberg, 1994) it can be
criticized, that hard data needed for the rational decision about programs and such, has to
be aggregated or generated somehow, so the questions of data reliability especially
concerning the future arises fairly quickly. One view to classical planning is that it requires
static markets to function as originally intended, which would indicate that if caricaturized
a bit, planning best suites monopolies as they can forecast accurately and create
dependable plans.
What goes for positioning in turbulent markets, if new products drop every other week and
technological bets are made constantly, are the positions the same when the industry
analysis is ready or has technological convergence merged the industry to another. How
about positioning in the personal digital assistant (PDA) industry, when major mobile
handset makers have all the same goodies integrated. Porter (1985) indeed warns
strategists explicitly about breaking the industry structure; the idea of positioning to gently
leverage the existing structures falls flat if there is not any structure to position oneself to.
In terms of mainstream economics, the positioning school is concerned with the
optimization of oligopolic markets. Michael Porter’s (1985) take on strategy lays almost
solely on the framework based on the famed five forces that define the competitive
environment in a given industry, and the choice of a generic strategy based on the analysis
of the five forces. Porter’s view is close to the traditional design or planning as it is based
on systematic analysis of the industry forces and patterns, after which an organization is to
choose from the offered generic strategies. Porter’s view lies in between positioning and
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environmental, as the process is based on analysis, but could also be seen as a simple
reaction to environment.
When discussing the entrepreneurial school, Mintzberg (et al. 1998) brings up Schumpeter
as the supposed background figure. The Schumpeterian setup assumes perfect market as
given, where entrepreneurs of different sort take economical risks depending on their
vision and thrive or perish depending on their success (Wiggins & Ruefli, 2005). Similarly,
the entrepreneurial strategy is vision bound, and emerges mostly from the leadership of the
entrepreneur and less from a disciplined and deliberate process of planning or strategy
making.
Sometimes referred to as “process”-school (e.g. Walsh, 2005) the remaining descriptive
methods are indeed concerned with strategy formulation as a process, which shapes the
organization more continuously as the “content” or normative schools. In Mintzberg
(1998), the schools are cognitive, cultural, political and environmental. Despite different
stresses the strategy formulation in these schools the strategy formulation as a deliberate
action and orderly process is of little value, as the strategy form endogenously based on
organizations’ unique attributes.
Geoff Coyle (2004) proposes a practical oriented process “ACTIFELD” which stands for:
Asking the right questions, unraveling the Complexity of the business environment,
Thinking about the future, Identifying the right actions, Finding a way to implement the
plan and Evaluating the feasibility of the proposed actions. Coyle’s method follows very
much the traditional planning view, with the addition of a variety of tools or frameworks as
an integral part of the process. Coyle’s framework has elements of the planning or the
positioning school, but also the Configurational, as the process consists of multiple
analyses with a variety of tools or frameworks. In a way, Coyle also bridges the gap
between normative and descriptive school, as the book explains very explicitly the phases
of the said ACTIFELD-process, at the same time retaining strong content emphasis.
Teece and company (1997) propose the framework of dynamic capabilities for strategy
creation. The message is that an organizations competitive advantage is a function of its
managerial action, processes, resource positioning and paths to and from the current
position. The difference to for example Porter is the acknowledgement of path dependency
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created by the finite rationality of members of the organization (Cohen and Levinthal,
1990), and the knowledge assets and the processes and structures that contain them as
resources. The dynamic strategy is formed through a learning process, revolves around the
recognized competences and capabilities of the firm, and directing the path of the
organization.
If the schools or views are examined as a timeline, it might be noted that the more recently
developed views are approaching the episodic nature, using multiple frameworks and tools
(Mintzberg et al. 1998). It can be argued that it is a coincidence, but it can be as well
suggested that the reason is in fact a sort of détente between schools in the face of new
research evidence and changing conditions. Figure 4 above shows deepening and
broadening of strategic theory accumulation, as well as gathering empirical evidence
perhaps has made available that there is room for more than one school at a time.
Teece et al. (1997) point out that there is not one all embracing framework and not all
phenomena fit in one paradigm. Referring to the statement about industries, firms and
paradigms made above, perhaps it is not so clear after all which framework is to be used.
For example, it is relatively easy to explain a paper mill’s relative success with terms of
KBV, so that the quality and effectiveness of production is due to superior understanding
of properties of different fiber sources, the pulping process and so on, but also in terms of
the five industry forces. The same goes in other industries too, if we look at the relatively
knowledge intensive and high tech industry of high definition flat panel monitors, there is
not a single winning strategy: while other providers clearly make heavy use of their core
competences and extensive knowledge of optics, electronics and manufacturing
technology. However, there are also equally prosperous (revenue vise) manufacturers who
clearly focus in delivering adequate performance through generic solutions, economizing
perhaps in the framework of value chains and networks. How it is then determined which
firms do ‘have it right’, so to speak. Keeping the idea of path dependency in mind (Cohen
& Levinthal 1990, Teece et al. 1997), it could be perhaps suggested that the so-called right
approach depends on the firm’s properties; the paradigm, which is closest to the firm’s
internal belief system, dictates the strategic paradigm and the school of strategy creation is
chosen accordingly, more or less consciously.
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Summing up their “Strategy Safari” Mintzberg and company (1998) propose the
configurational strategy development as the philosophers stone of strategy process. The
idea is to form a synthesis of the strong sides of different the schools. The one thing that
the configurational school can be criticized about is that it mostly passes by KBV
considerations and most points in OE. Examining the processes presented in Appendix 1,
which are ordered according to Mintzberg’s framework, there can be found common
elements, which can be seen as elements of a general or generic process of strategy
formulation. These elements are positioned beside Harrison & Pelletier’s (2001) process
for strategic decision-making and reinforced with certain upgrades from Teece and
company (1997).
1. Problem setting
and analyses

1. Objective setting
- Definition of problem
- Objectives
- Heuristics for triggering a new cycle

- Defining the strategic problem

2. Structural analyses

2. Searching for alternatives

- Intrafirm structures and other
endogenous factors

- Scanning of internal and
external information sources
- Forming of relevant choices

3. The act of choice
- Deliberate choice between
the alternative paths

New planning
cycle when
objectives or other
triggers are met

3. Relation to environment
- Competitors
- Environmental factors
- Exogenous uncertainties

4. Strategy formulation

4. Implementing the decision

- Creation and choice of strategies

- The chosen course of action
is enforced in the organization

5. Implementation to
organization

5. Follow up and control
- Examination of outcome
- Controlling for when the objectives
or other triggers are reached

- Action of enforcing the formed strategy

Harrison & Pelletier process for
strategic decision making (2001)

Synthesis of Mintzberg
et al. Strategic schools
(1998; Appendix A)

Figure 5. Process views for strategic decisions (Walsh, 2005; Harrison & Pelletier, 2001;
Mintzberg, 1998; Teece et al. 1997)
It is to be noted that the purpose of this study is not to form a process for organizational
strategy formulation as such, but to examine the scenario process. Thus, the strategy
presented above is merely a construction for illustrating the background of the scenario
approach. Even so, there are certain common elements or compatibility between processes
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in Figure 5. Leaving different emphasizes aside; the common elements in strategy process
are generally some sort of problem definition, analyses of internal and external factors,
strategy formulation and implementation. The process is distinctly similar to strategic
decision process, originating in Simon’s work (Simon, 1955; 1979). The process has
problem definition, search of decision option through search of internal and external
information, which can be understood as the analysis of internal and external factors, to
form the decision problem, and the (strategic) choice, which can be also interpreted as the
choice of action plan, implementation and control.
Now, as noted above, the strategy needs information or knowledge about the organization
and the environment if it plans to develop some kind of advantage over its peers. Without
taking a stand for a particular process, whether the strategy formulation is a deliberate
action, like in the design schools, or emerges from interactions inside the organization, the
decisions that lead to the realized strategy need some form of data as a basis. Whether the
assumed source of advantage is knowledge or competence and the process is cognitive, or
the source is economizing and process is based on planning, there is a need for relevant
knowledge of the organization’s internal resources, capabilities and performance, and of
the development of the peers and the business environment. It is arguable what the impact
of uncertainty in different paradigms or schools is, but if one is about to form plans which
are to be executed with tight control, one needs to address the future uncertainties carefully
to stay on track in the competition. Even if there is not a formal, tightly controlled strategy,
competitive advantage is still relative to other players and the environment, so uncertainty
is not something that can be escaped in these schools either.
2.3. Strategy and uncertainty

Change and uncertainty has been discussed ad nauseam at least in the more popularized
writings and in the media. In addition to futures studies being trendy, there are also solid
reasons for bringing them into the strategy formulation. It is notable that despite the
obvious differences, all of the theories above picture the organization in relation to its
rivals and/or some of the other of its interest groups. Furthermore, most strategic writings
of the practical persuasion, e.g. Porter (1985), Coyle (2004), Johnson and Scholes (2002),
start with profiling the organization in relation to its surroundings and environment.
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Environmental change was also discussed above, and the situation seems to be that a
measure of interfacing organization and its strategy to the changing environment is needed.
Figure 6 depicts the ways of managing uncertainty according to Coyle (2004, p. 49). The
basic approaches are of course passive and active. Passive strategist, either relies on the
plans and hopes, ignores or copes with the consequences. The other crossroad is between
sharing the risk and anticipating the consequence. Insuring or shifting the risk works for
situations where the risks are more of the everyday variety, the more serious uncertainties
concerning the organization’s ability to operate in the future deserve more attention. The
final choice up the tree is between quantitative and qualitative methods. Quantitative
methods include classical forecasting activities, trend analysis, game simulations, system
dynamics modeling, real options et cetera. The cognitive (qualitative) methods are
narrative studies and systematic assessment methods or the scenario approach.
Scenario methods
System
Dynamics

Morphological
methods

Real
Options
Game
Theory

Exploration

System
Dynamics
Survey

Intuitive logical
scenarios

Delphi
method

Trend
analysis

Narrative
studies

Systematic
assesment

Forecasting
Insurance

Quantitative
methods

Ignore

Cognitive
methods

Assurance
Recover
-Contingency
planning

Share the risk

Anticipate
consequences

Denial

Passive

Active

Managing
uncertainty

Figure 6. Methods for coping with uncertainty and risk (adapted from Coyle, 2004, p. 49,
Bradfield et al. 2005)
As in theory of science, the battle between quantitative methods and comparable “softer”
methods rages on. There are persuasive arguments for each camp. Overall, quantitative
methods have similar limitations than any other. The most obvious limitations are: (Aiolfi
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& Timmerman, 2006; Mintzberg et al. 1998 p. 67; Golden et al. 1994) 1) any mathematical
representation, model or analysis is as good as the data input it uses, 2) if the properties
and axioms of a model are not understood or get ignored, the calculated results are most
likely erroneous or misleading 3) the resulting analysis may be incorrect or, if the analyst
and the user of the results are not the same person, the results may be incorrectly
interpreted. Aiolfi & Timmerman (Ibid.) identify “model instability” or the choice of best
performing and correct model as the greatest error source, if not in fact virtually
impossible.
In addition, the same pitfalls of seeing patterns in randomness and seeking the convenient
truth plague quantitative and qualitative methods. If there is a doubt about pitfalls of
forecasting, one can remind oneself about the “permanent and high plateau” of stock prices
in the summer of 1929, or read the book Dow 36,000 from September of 1999 (Thornton,
2003, p. 8).
During the last decade or two a consensus has formed at least in the less deterministic side
of theory of science that quantitative or qualitative methods are not better or worse than
each other per se, when applied properly (e.g. Silverman, 2005; Eskola & Suoranta, 1998)
but rather complementary. Anyone who has taken a course in statistics knows how easy it
is to use the most sophisticated methods and end up with an analysis that can be dismissed
straight away. The question of reliability is about the Bermuda triangle of analysis:
reliability of the data source and integrity of collection process, the choice of correct
methods and execution, and the right interpretation of results.
The industry of forecasting as seen today is largely associated with strategic planning
school. The requirement for ‘hard’ quantitative data has lead to mathematically
sophisticated modeling and forecasting methods. Seemingly planning has a deterministic
assumption that strategy formulation is a disciplined act reasoning and induction to
determine the correct moves for an organization’s success. (Mintzberg, 1994, p. 67).
Forecasting per se has similar assumptions that by manipulating data of past and present,
accurate projections of the future are trivial as long as correct methods are used with the
proper procedure. Ironically Gold et al. (1994) explicitly criticize forecasting practices for
about every single fallacy usually associated with the more intuitive methods.
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The other quantitative methods, like system dynamics, real options or other modeling
methods are largely open to the same critique than forecasting. Real options are based on
the 1973 article “The Pricing of Options and Corporate Liabilities” of revered Black and
Scholes. The real option thinking has since then seeped into strategy, e.g. by Luerman
(1998) who went as far as to reduce strategy to a portfolio of real options. Put simply, real
options are about reducing decision options to a path dependent series of investments,
which then tells the most profitable path in the same manner as, say a decision tree (Adner
& Levinthal 2004), and allows to “buy options” to resources or markets with partial
investments (Miller & Waller, 2003).
System dynamics in turn are based on Jay Forrester’s industrial dynamics, where the chase
is to model behavior of entities through relations, delays and feedback. A complex
environment can be modeled one entity at a time by picturing the relations and effects
between the actors, adding feedback and time delays one entity at a time (Sterman, 2001).
Jay Forrester (1998) even claims having built a dynamic model of world economy without
external time series correction, which correlates with the real world, thus a company or an
industry can be modeled through policies controlling decision and create projection about
future development. By definition, a model is a simplification of a real problem, often
described in the language of mathematics. Thus, the modeling approach has the same error
sources as described above; the first pitfall is deciding what in fact are the relevant
parameters that need to be included in the model, the second is the choice and forming of
the decision model and the third is of course interpretation.
Before going any further, it may be in order to fathom that the purpose of this study is not
to make forecasting or modeling the whipping boy for failed attempts of strategizing, but
to establish a reasonable doubt for other methods for dealing with uncertainty. It can not be
claimed that modeling or forecasting would not be useful when used properly; the point is
that they are as mundane and vulnerable methods as the next one.
Then there were two, narrative studies and scenarios. The general idea in narrative studies,
according to Coyle (2004), is the act of imagination and expertise by a writer who explores
the future based on a literature review, expert knowledge or both. The results range from
Orwell’s novels to something resembling full-blown scenarios. For the sake of equality, it
has to be said that narrative studies a concept is perhaps not the most convincing. The
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reliability issues of qualitative data are well known, and the validity of narrative studies
lies solely in the hands of the writer.
If there is any superiority in scenario approach, it is the built in redundancy and versatility.
Independent of the actual scenario method, the standard of practice has formed so that
scenario planning concerns multiple scenarios, be the method based on intuition and logic
or trend analysis and morphological methods, see e.g. (Bradfield et al. 2005; Coyle, 2004;
Schwartz, 1996; Schoemaker, 1993). The other feature is that scenario process can in fact
include various methods, including forecasts, real options, intuitive reasoning or strategic
programming. The scenario approach has received critique for ambiguity of terminology
and methodology, but the other side of the is that scenarios can in fact be seen as a carrier
for substance which sets the form of the process and lets the practitioner adjust methods a
needed (Bradfield et al. 2005).
In addition to Coyle, also other management scholars have addressed the scenario
approach, Mintzberg (1998) seems cautiously positive in referring to Porter’s (1985, p.
445) thoughts on the subject. Porter (Ibid.) criticizes strategy formulation for being based
on conventional wisdom, and forecasting activities which in his view tend to smoothen the
expectations unnecessarily. Walsh (2005) also proposes the scenario approach as a kind of
a standard method for strategy development with much of the same reasoning as reported
above. Between scenario practitioners and scholars, there is an unsurprising consensus that
scenarios are usually the most fit and versatile way to manage uncertainty (Stauffer, 2002)
but i.e. Schoemaker (1993) stresses that scenarios gain appeal as complexity and
uncertainty of a situation rise.
For the sake of comparison, Table 3 draws together the described methods for dealing with
uncertainty. Based on the consideration described above, the scenario approach seems
most feasible, as it flexes to different needs and seemingly avoids the most obvious
fallacies of futures methods. As shown above, the reasoning for use of scenario methods is
somewhat compelling. Surprisingly there is relatively little critique for the scenario
approach, which of course does not mean that it would not have pitfalls of its own. The
creativity and methodological freedom of the scenario approach can be seen as a doubleedged sword; it gives freedom to the practitioner to choose appropriate method, but
declines the possibilities for ex post reliability governance. With mathematical methods,
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data source reliability and proper use of models are relatively easy to address, but scenarios
often leave the reader hanging on subjective reliability evaluation. And of course there are
no guarantees in scenarios any more than in forecasting, even well-known scenario
practitioner and popular writer Peter Schwartz managed to publish visions of unforeseen
period of prosperity spanning decades ahead in fall of 2000 (Stauffer, 2002).
Table 3. Strengths and weaknesses of futures methods (De Gooijer & Hyndman, 2006;
Adner & Levinthal, 2004; Coyle 2004; Forrester, 1998; Gold et al. 1994; Schoemaker,
1991)
Method

Forecasting

System Dynamics

Real Options

Strengths

- Numerical results
- Convenient trend
and time series
analysis
- Relatively easy
process

- Numerical results
- Convenient multiparameter simulations
- Dynamic nature of
model

- Numerical results
- Easy comparison of
decision options
- Clear presentation of
decision options
- Supports early
engagement in
ventures
- Illustrates profit impact
of decisions

Weaknesses

- Vulnerable to
biases
- Only as good as
the data
- Doesn’t behave in
discontinuous
conditions
- Mostly single or
dual variate
methods

- Requires expertise
- Laborious model
building
- Vulnerable to subtle
errors in modeling

- Vulnerable to
exogenous changes
- Built in pitfalls can
lead to great losses
- Probability and cash
flow estimates

Scenarios

- Flexible
- Dynamic in nature
- Redundancy
- Structured method
- Simple process if
wanted

- Vulnerable to biases
- Qualitative nature of
results
- No universal
modeling heuristics

What goes for method selection and application, the right choice of method and drawn
conclusions are not explicit in the same way than in the realm of mathematics, which of
course brings its own spin of uncertainty. One solution Bradfield and others (2005)
propose, is clearer definition of the scenario approach, for less methodological ambiguity,
which in turn would help transparency of the process and reliability issues.
Finally, referring to previous thoughts about strategy formulation and different ways to
address uncertainties in operation environment, it seems that the scenario approach would
be a promising technique for interfacing strategy formulation with the operation
environment. Thinking the strategy processes in Figure 5 (p. 20) it seems that scenarios
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would possibly work as vehicle for searching strategic alternatives, whatever the term for
the action of relating the organization’s options to present and future conditions may be.
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3. SCENARIO PROCESS
3.1. Origins and background

Depending on the author, scenarios or scenario planning can be seen as rooting from very
different sources. One proposition comes all the way from ancient Greece, as the word
scenario can be seen as etymologic father of the word “scene” in theatratical terminology
(Ogilwy, 2002). Other popular suggestions are the Manhattan Project simulations in 1940’s
to find out if the Bomb would literally light up the skies, or even the Strategic Missile
Command early warning system (Bradfield, et al. 2005; van der Heijden et al. 2002;
Schoemaker 1993). The dawn of scenario planning, as it is known today, dates back to the
1960’s. The credit of being the primus motor has been given to Herman Kahn, who at the
time worked with the RAND Corporation, although Gaston Berger worked on the same
lines at the same time when pondering the future of France (Bradfield, et al. 2005;
Schwartz, 1996, p. 7).
In its infancy, scenario planning was mostly used for military purposes in the new world
and for governmental planning purposes in Europe. The break through in business was in
the early 1970’s when Pierre Wack, being familiar with Kahn’s work, started to
experiment with scenario planning in Royal Dutch/Shell. The landmark of scenario
planning, also widely popularized, is Wack’s first scenario set which supposedly predicted
the oil crisis in the seventies, but at the time Shell largely failed to act according to what
the scenarios would have commended to. Today the field of scenario planning is rather
scattered, Bradfield et al. (2005) go as far as describing the situation as a methodological
chaos. The reason for this is that every practitioner has a different emphasis and views. The
two main schools are Kahn’s American school and Wack’s French or La Prospective –
school. Inside these camps, the variety of methodologies can be further divided to
Intuitive-logical, La Prospective and Probability –models. Figure 7 depicts the pedigree of
the basic scenario approaches. As Bradfield et al. (2005) point out, since the beginning; the
variety of scenario techniques and applications has broadened substantially. The scenario
approach rooted in relatively straightforward techniques and has evolved to a variety of
more or less intricate views, with a trend of applying more “scientific” modeling and
analysis techniques.
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In the beginning of scenarios the scope was usually at the state or global level, and time
horizon spanned up to forty years forward, but the modern uses include innovation
management and technology selection, organizational strategy formulation, operational
strategizing and military applications, and time lines can as short as a few years. (e.g.
Ralston & Wilson, 2006; Kokkonen et al. 2005; MET; van der Heijden et al. 2002)
Heristical
approach
(Schoemaker)

Modern La Prospective
School (Godet,
Futuribles Group)

Intuitive Logical
School
(Wack at Shell, GE)

La Prospective
School
(Centre d'Etudes
Procpectives)

The French
School
late 1950's
Gaston Berger

Trend-impact Analysis
Method
(Futures Group)

Cross-impact Analysis
Method
(Gordon & Helmer)

Probabilistic Modified
Trends School
(Gordon, Helmer, et al.
At RAND)
The AngloAmerican School
1960's
Herman Kahn

The Scenario
Approach

Figure 7. Evolution of scenario techniques (Bradfield et al. 2005; Millet, 2003; van der
Heijden et al. 2002; Schoemaker, 1991)
3.2. Definitions

Starting from the very beginning, Kahn and Wiener (1967, p. 33) define scenarios as
“Hypothetical sequences of events constructed for the purpose of focusing attention to
causal processes and decision points” with addition that each situations development is
mapped step by step and each actors decision options are considered along the way. The
aim is to answer questions “What kind of chain of events leads to a certain event or state?”
and “How can each actor influence the chain of events at each time?”
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Schwartz (1996) describes scenarios as plots that tie together the driving forces and key
actors of the environment. In Schwartz’ view the story gives a meaning to the events, and
helps the strategists in seeing the trend behind the seemingly unconnected events or
developments.
Ogilwy (2002, p. 176) expresses this more poetically; his view is that, like in a proper
tragedy, a scenario should have beginning middle and end. Ogilvy’s (Ibid.) spin is that
creative and attractive stories arouse the readers’ imagination, thus helping in adopting the
ideas of change and facilitating action.
Schoemaker (1995; 1993; 1991) writes that scenarios simplify the infinitely complex
reality to a finite number of logical states, by telling how the elements of a scenario relate
with each other in a defined situation. In Schoemaker’s view scenarios as realistic stories
might focus attention to perspectives, which might otherwise end up overlooked.
Coyle (2004, p.57) defines scenarios as justifiable and traceable chains of events, which
can reasonably expected to happen in the future. Coyle’s stress is that scenarios are stories
of the future rather than descriptions of conditions at a defined time, and that the key is not
accurate prediction but the process, which is supposed to lead the decision makers to
ponder boundaries of the future outside their usual frame of mind.
Chermack (2004) agrees with Coyle in that scenarios and the process involved sensitize the
people involved to better consider changes in the environment. He also sees scenario
process as a way to enhance decision making processes in an organization, as a resultant of
knowledge convergence experienced in a successful scenario process.
From the definitions stated above, one can derive that scenarios are a set of separate,
logical paths of development, which lead from the present to a defined state in the future.
Furthermore, it can be deducted that scenarios are not descriptions of a certain situation
some time in the future, nor are they a simple extrapolation of past and present trends.
Table 4 illustrates different views of scenarios, outside the core definition there are many
different views, ranging from very elaborate normative scenario sets with well-defined
scenarios and decision options to narrower descriptive scenarios with the mandate of
affecting decisions mostly through the process.
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Table 4. Definitions and uses of scenarios
Kahn &
Wiener (1967)

Ogilwy
(2002)

Schwartz
(1996)

Schoemaker
(1991)

Coyle
(2004)

Porter (1985)
Walsh (2005)

Form

Story,
descriptive

Story,
descriptive

Story,
(normative)

Story,
descriptive

Story,
descriptive

Story,
normative

Use,
perspective

Macro level,
global and
state level
developments

Macro level,
Changes in
society, values

Macro level,
Organizational
strategy

Macro level,
Organizational
strategy

Industry level

Industry level,
organizations’
positions

Emphasis

Detailed,
elaborate,
broad sight

Values, social
structures

Learning as a
result of the
process

Relations in
the operational
field

Directing of
actions,
shaping
paradigms

Environment
analysis,
positioning

Time horizon
(approx)

<40

<20

<15

<10

<10

<10

Figure 8 provides further illustration of scenarios, for the purpose of clarifying the
concepts. As of this point, a single scenario is referred to as a scenario and multiple
scenarios developed as a set are referred to as scenarios. The other dimension in scenarios
is the relationship of entities in a scenario set. Some writers (e.g. Blanning & Reinig, 2005)
use the concept of “drivers of change” to describe forces, such as influential interest
groups, nations, large organizations and trends, which shape the operational environment
of organizations.
The interpretation used in this study is that these drivers create movement in the
operational field, which can be reduced to a chain of related events. These chains of events
are in turn labeled as scenarios, leading from the present status quo to the defined end state
during the time span of the respective scenarios. It may have to be noted that it is not
assumed that a driver has one defined state, but multiple possible states. Thus, a driver can
influence multiple events, which may or may not be inconsistent in a given set of
scenarios, but of course, according to the definition of a scenario, not in a single scenario.
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Driver1

Driver2

...

Drivern

Event1
Event1

(a set of)
Scenarios
End state2

Event1
Event1

t=n+1

Event1

Event1

a Scenario
t=n

Event1
Event1

Event1

Status quo

End state1

Event1

Event1

Event1

...

t=n+2

t=m

Time [a]

Figure 8. The relationship of drivers, events and scenarios (a single scenario highlighted,
driver relations depicted with the gray arrows)
In some sources, scenarios are categorized according to the broadness, namely are the
scenarios focused on development in the organization or relations and events of multiple
organizations. Henceforth scenarios, which focus in one organization or its position, are
called intra-organizational and scenarios, which are aimed to describe environment in a
broader level with no assumptions of the organization itself affecting the events, are called
inter-organizational.
Furthermore based on the uses of scenarios, scenarios can be categorized also on grounds
of the aimed use. Borrowing from Teece et al. (1997), Prahalad & Hamel (1990) and
Cohen & Levinthal (1990), for example technology selection and innovation management
can be viewed as an effect of the organization’s competences and the path of development,
which restricts the paths forward. On the other hand classical RBV or Porter (1985) view
the organization as static, thus the scenarios may be concerned in the relative positions of
other organizations. Further on, the scenarios that focus in organization’s internal
capabilities and paths are dubbed endogenous and the scenarios that view the
organization’s structure as a static element and focus on positioning are referred to as
exogenous. Thus, the basic types of scenarios can be positioned in a matrix, like in Figure
9. The figure has, based on the theory proposition, crude sketches of the types of situations
where each category scenarios would be found. In the references reviewed for this study,
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Type D scenarios are the most widely reported case, as perhaps the most typical use of
scenarios has been analysis of operating environment and its uncertainties through the
possible effect of changes that happen outside the organization, which can not be easily
controlled (see e.g. Walsh, 2005; van der Heijden et al. 2002; Schoemaker, 1993; Porter,
1985). One factor for this may be also the traditional view in strategy, that the
organizations properties are taken as given and static at least to some extent, so it is the
environment, which is seen as changing relative to the organization performing the
analysis. In the context of this study, type D scenarios are the most significant instance, as
nothing is assumed about the balance between organizations or the speed of change in
structures, so it is in order to assume the worst.

Endogenic

Drivers' relationship to
the organization

Exogenic

- Uncertainty grows
- Information
accuracy and
reliability suffers

Type D
- Relatively poor data
accuracy
- Most uncertain,
greatest amount of
undefined variables
- Hard to evaluate
reliabilty
- Strategy formulation
under uncertainty and
endogenous change

Type C
- Mixed accuracy and
access
- Postioning type
strategizing
- Static environment,
oligopolic market

Type A
- Easy data access
and good accuracy
- Least uncertainty
due to well defined
possibilities
- Innovation
management
- Optimum of
monopoly

Type B
- Mixed accuracy and
access
- Benchmarking type
applications
- Technology selection

Inter-organizational

Intra-organizational

Scope / Relationship of
the elements

Figure 9. Different types of scenarios
In similar manner the flexibility of methods can be seen a classifying factor when
discussing scenarios. Based on the consideration about different uncertainty management
and scenario techniques, these methods can be put into order by methodological stiffness.
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Different scenario methods have their own requirements and assumptions and similarly it
can be suggested that they have, figuratively speaking, own methodological sweet spots.
Each method naturally has its strength and weaknesses as already discussed above (chapter
2.4), but e.g. Schoemaker (1995) considers the extremities in methods as risky; on one
hand in intuitive approach the results may be too creative in order to win trust, and on the
other hand statistic approach tends to be mechanical and doesn’t encourage innovativeness.
In this study, most effort is put into intuitive or heuristical approaches, as they have the
least structure and they are also criticized the most for this. Bradfield et al. (2005) also
point out that model-based methods tend to be too demanding to be conducted inside the
firm, and in turn need experts or consultants to do the modeling and analysis.
-Methodological
uncertainty rises
- Results less
tangible /
quantifiable

Statistical
scenarios
- Mature and
static markets
- ”Well behaving”
trends
- Relatively few
drivers
- Heavily
regulated or
monopolistic
industries

System
dynamics
based
scenarios
- Well defined
players / drivers
- Finite number of
parameters
- Needs history
data for model
validation

Scenarios as
Real Options

Heuristical
scenarios

Intuitive
logical

- Relatively well
defined
options/drivers
- Need for
propability and
financial
estimates
- well defined
opportunities /
preferred
developments

- Possible
disruptive
changes
- Some structure

- Emerging
markets
- Disruptive
technologies or
paradigm shifts
- Little existing or
stable structures
in the industry

Figure 10. Examples of scenario methods (Ralston & Wilson, 2006; Bradfield et al. 2005;
Bergman, 2005; Miller & Waller, 2003; Schoemaker, 1995)
The theory would lend still another dimension to the classification of scenarios, namely the
distinction between normative and descriptive. In fact, Börjeson et al. (2006) have
identified even several other classifying factors, which are perhaps outside the scope of this
study. Because of the practical disposition of this study, the classification is left to the
dimensions depicted in Figure 9 and Figure 10 above.
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These three given dimensions can be grouped to a kind of toolbox. Figure 11 below
illustrates the overall ambiguity and quantifiability of the resulting scenarios. In the lower
left corner, the type A statistical scenarios produce seemingly accurate and tangible results,
where as type D intuitive scenarios can be somewhat far fetched at worst. However, as
discussed above, the method does not guarantee much when it comes to the results; if the
base data is not reliable, statistical models are not any better than any other method in the
palette. The figure should not be interpreted so that any method or type of scenarios
presented would necessarily be better than other in some absolute scale, but depending on
the case some may approximate the future better than others.
As stated, the aim in this study is to develop and test support methods for the scenario
process, not so much to categorize or disseminate the field of scenario methods. It would
perhaps seem that the type D intuitive logical scenarios perhaps are benefited from
defining and structuring more than the other types. In addition, the relative relaxedness of
method offers perhaps more convenient and seamless integration for support techniques.

Intuitive-logical
Scenarios
Heuristical
Scenarios

lo
gi
ca

Type D

do

Scenarios as
Real Options
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M
et

Drivers

Type C

lr

el
ax
ed
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ss

Greatest
overall
ambiguity

Type A

System Dynamics
based scenarios

Type B

Statistical
Scenarios

Scope

Figure 11. The scenario toolbox public beta 1
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3.3. Preferred qualities in scenarios

Now that definition of scenarios is established, the next step is to discuss what qualities
should be achieved in the scenario process. Even though the process is the goal, it can be
considered useful to stop for a moment, to think what the preferred outputs are. Dressed in
a cliché: it is not enough to do things the right way, one should be concerned if one is
doing the right things.
According to definition, scenarios are sequences of events. Many writers also stress this
chain must be detailed enough, in order to give ground to interpreting which scenario(s) is
about to materialize (Ogilwy, 2002; Schoemaker, 1991; 1995; Kahn & Wiener, 1967). The
justification of the scenario approach is that in an uncertain situation, the path of
development can be recognized at an early stage in order to influence the chain of events or
start damage control measures in time.
In contrast, even if a good scenarios is detailed, it has to be comprehensible and
manageable. Looking at Kahn & Wiener’s (1967) scenarios “The Year 2000” in all its 300
page glory; it has predicted many developments with surprising accuracy and in it’s time
has had a wealth of useful information, it still comes apparent that it might fairly easily
overload an unwary reader. The optimum of depth and breadth depends on the audience,
use or purpose and the severity of the situation, being a compromise of manageability and
detail.
Third point is relevance to the decision makers. The relevance starts from the corner stones
of actors and drivers; it can be argued that, at least in infinite span, everything is connected
in some way or another, but a reasonable cropping of the picture is necessary to keep the
scenarios in some reasonable boundaries. Then again the scenario stories should not be too
trimmed, so as important features are not left off and the individual scenarios remain
identifiable.
The other dimension of relevance is that all other things aside, all relevant drivers and
events should be included in the scenarios. At first look, this point might strike as the most
obvious, but that is also the pitfall of relevance. The reason of scenarios is to break free
from the safety of convention and the obvious, at least for a moment, and to explore the
possible instead of the probable. Sometimes fairly insignificant innovations or events may
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have surprising repercussions, for instance, five to ten years ago, the telecom industry
sneered at internet telephony, but today U.S. operators are possibly facing a paradigm
change because of the little innovation that could.
Next important challenge is coherence or consistence of individual scenarios. The
definition of scenario adopted above was a logical and consistent chain of events from
status quo to a defined end state. Schoemaker (1995, p. 29) defines three basic tests for
consistence:
1)

Are trends compatible with chosen timeframe?

2)

Do scenarios combine effect of compatible drivers?

3)

Are major stakeholders positioned in places that are realistic?

As an example: 1) Can open source software (OSS) movement disrupt the earning logic of
the software industry, and can it happen in five years? 2) Does the trend of tightening legal
governance for intellectual property rights and software patents allow OSS to develop to its
full potential? 3) Are the incumbent software vendors joining the bandwagon, or do they
try to raise entry barriers?
One qualitative factor is the number of scenarios. Walsh (2004, p. 117) suggests that 2-4
would be optimal, although Schwartz (1996) is certain that above three would be waste.
General opinion is that over four scenarios will be too much, especially if an own strategy
is formulated for each eventuality and two is the obvious minimum, if the objective is to
develop scenarios instead of a narrative study. Ralston & Wilson (2006, p. 120) add that
when two scenarios are presented, decision makers tend to interpret them as a positive and
a negative scenario which is necessarily not the case, and when presented three scenarios,
the risk is that one will be taken as the most probable, resulting in a tunnel vision toward
the selected direction. A reasonable approach has been introduced by Schoemaker (1995),
who suggests developing 7-9 preliminary scenarios, and then choosing or combining
necessary amount of final scenarios out of them.
Another major concern is preserving nuances of expert opinions and innovativeness in the
final scenarios. Innovative atmosphere in the process helps thinking outside the box and
nuances give depth to the story, which may help in reflecting which of the scenarios is
about to unravel in near future. Scenarios do not help much if they only encompass the
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convenient and obvious ‘truth’ or the writer is the only one who bothers to read the whole
set.
Lastly, there is the issue of trust. In the context of quality attribute trust refers to subjective
trust, as noted above the reliability of scenarios can be hard to assess and the aim is not
always in the absolute explicitly defined trustworthiness. In fact, Selin (2006) reminds that
the subjective trust of the intended audience is what makes or breaks the final results. The
process and communicating the results must gain subjective trust of decision makers
otherwise scenario planning will not be implemented to the actual management culture.
Selin list five conditions for trustworthy scenarios, which apply to the substance of the
scenarios, the scenario process and the use of scenarios:
1) The members of the group must trust each other enough to share their expert
knowledge, to create reliable data for the scenarios
2) The process must meet the methodological requirements of the participants, for the
results to be trusted
3) The scenario stories must be written in a trust inspiring manner
4) The substance of the scenarios must be trustworthy
5) The scenarios must be presented in a trustworthy manner

Table 5. The levels of successful scenarios
Challenges of Scenario Composition
Sufficiently detailed scenarios
1. Substance

Manageable breadth and depth
Relevance to the organization and decision makers
Consistency and coherence of the individual scenarios

2. Form

Right number of scenarios
Preserving the undertones and nuances in the final scenarios

3. Methodological integrity

Trust building in the process
Trust inspiring communication of the scenarios

The Bermuda triangle of scenario planning forms from the three overlapping challenges:
sufficient detail, relevance to the user and length. Yet a good scenario is detailed, the
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volume of information should be kept on a manageable level. Business managers are after
all notorious of ignoring too long written documents. A relating point is keeping the
scenarios relevant to decision making, there is little use of totally unrelated information
and it may frustrate the reader. Summarizing the challenges of successful scenarios, Table
5 above draws together the three levels of requirements.
3.4. Scenario Process

Despite the aforementioned colorful collection of practices, there are identifiable universal
elements between different proposed processes. Table 6 describes some of the more cited
models according to Bergman (2005) in more detail. The table is not in any case complete,
but acts as an illustration of actual scenario processes in different methods, and as a
reference point to the generic process used in the course of this study from this point
forward.
Table 6. Different scenario processes (adapted from Bergman 2005)
Intuitive approach
Key
elements

Schwartz
(1996)

Heuristic approaches
van der Heijden et al.
(2002)

Schoemaker
(1995; 1991)

Statistical approach
Godet (1993)

Defining the
problem and
scope

1. Exploration of a
strategic issue

1. Structuring of the
scenario process

1. Framing the scope
2. Identification of actors
& stakeholders

1. Delimitation of the
context
2. Identification of the
key variables

Analyzing the
key elements
of scenarios

2. Identification of key
external forces
3. Exploring the past
trends
4. Evaluation of the
environmental forces

2. Exploring the
context of the issue

3. Exploring the
predetermined elements
4. Identification of
uncertainties

3. Analysis of past
trends and actors
4. Analysis of the
interaction of actors &
the environment

3. Developing the
scenarios
4. Stakeholder
analysis
5. System check,
evaluation

5. Construction of initial
scenarios
6. Assessment of initial
scenarios
7. Creation of the final
learning scenarios
8. Evaluation of
stakeholders

5. Creation of the
environmental
scenarios
6. Building the final
scenarios

6. Action planning

9. Action planning
10. Reassessment of the
scenarios and decisionmaking

7. Identification of
strategic options
8. Action planning

Constructing
the scenarios

Implications

5. Creation of the logic
of initial scenarios
6. Creation of final
scenarios

7. Implications for the
decision-making
8. Follow-up research
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Starting from the first column from left, Schwartz exemplifies the intuitive approach,
which largely relies on logical thinking in constructing scenarios. In the middle are two
examples of heuristics methods that are more structured than the intuitive, but less than
statistic ones. In far right is presented a statistic approach by Godet, which is built on
modeling the environment and estimating the development on mathematical grounds. As
already implied above, the processes have all not only own characteristics each, but also
their own assumptions. The concept of the scenario toolbox however is in slight conflict
with the idea that every situation would require entirely different process, so some effort is
committed to forming a generic process which could act as a body to the scenarios built on
grounds of the toolbox.
Despite obvious differences in approaches, there are common elements across the field of
scenario planning. These characteristic elements are: 1) Definition of the problem 2)
Analyzing the key elements, i.e. the drivers of change and uncertainties 3) Developing
(preliminary) scenarios 4) Evaluation of results and revision 5) Creating final scenarios,
and 6) Implementing the scenarios to decision making. Figure 12 below illustrates the
adaptation of a generic process adopted for this study. The process has the common
elements found in most scenario processes and is reinforced by Bales and Strodtbeck’s
(1951, through Adkins et al 2002) identified three stages that a successful decision group
goes through: orientation, evaluation & control.
Problem
setting

Identification
of the
drivers of change

Composition of
preliminary
scenarios

Evaluation
of results

Final Scenarios

Implementation

Iteration

Figure 12. A generic scenario process
In context of organizational strategy formulation the problem setting is formed according
to the strategy process, but at least the time span and type of scenarios and the methods
should be addressed, see The scenario toolbox public beta 1 (p. 35). Defining the basic
guidelines has a lasting impact on the results, so it does not suffice so to say, just to whip
up some scenarios.
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The first step of the actual scenario process is identification of the drivers of change, as the
scenarios were defined in Figure 8 (p. 32); the drivers are indeed driving the uncertainties,
so the scenarios should be based on identifying the source or cause of the uncertainty.
Depending on the actual method, the uncertainties can be identified through e.g. trend
exploration, brainstorming.
The second step is the composition of (preliminary) scenarios. These scenarios should be
again derived from the drivers, and they should be fairly consistent and independent, even
though the next step is evaluation of the results. As discussed above, Schoemaker proposed
developing excess amount of scenarios and then choosing or combining the required set
from them. In the same way Schwartz (1996) proposes that, the initial scenarios should be
evaluated, and if the results are satisfactory and seem trustworthy, then the process can
move to the next stage, or if the results seem lacking then a revision is in order. Even
though these cited practitioners come from the intuitive and heuristic field, the process
applies to the more mechanical approaches in the same way; self-respecting modelers
simulate the results with time series data to verify that the model correlates with the reality.
The third step is then forming the final scenarios. In this phase the scenarios are, at the
latest, forged from events and drivers to the logical paths of development. Whereas the first
steps of the process are more of a group action, the actual scenario writing can be done by
a smaller group or an individual writer. Again, depending on the method, the writing may
be a fairly simple write up of the event sequences or the scenarios may need some
additional data.
Lastly, there is the implementation of the scenarios. At the very least, the implementation
should be an overview presentation of the final results and handing of the scenario reports
to the decision makers. The purpose of such occasion would be giving an idea of the
scenarios and the process to the decision makers, who (should) use the scenarios, and to
clear any misconceptions and doubts so that the scenarios would actually be used in the
organization. As many writers propose that scenarios would have a cultural impact, would
open the thinking of the organization to better consider uncertainties, or perhaps help to
avert decision failures etc. (Chermack, 2004; O’Brien, 2004; Schwartz, 1996). However, it
can be assumed that there is hardly an effect outside the people participating in the
sessions, if the reports lay in the shelves gathering dust. In other contexts the
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implementation may not be a separate occasion, but handing the results over to the
organizational strategy formulation.
3.5. Knowledge and work management challenges in scenario process

As already implied above, one angle to scenario process is that its purpose is to create
actionable knowledge from the private knowledge assets of participants in explicit form of
the scenario stories. The intuitive/heuristical process after all consists of people gathering
together to search drivers of change and whatnot, which can be seen basically as series of
intuition, consensus building and decisions over what to include. The proposition of
scenario process as an event of knowledge creation is reinforced by several scenario
practitioners’ notion, that the mechanism that results in the benefits of scenarios is
lowering information barriers and reforming mental models in organizations. (e.g. Ralston
& Wilson, 2006; Chermack, 2004; van der Heijden et al. 2002; Schwartz, 1996)
Nonaka et al. (2000) definition of knowledge is introduced back in chapter 2.1, the other
well known definition is the view of knowledge as a “justified true belief” which leans
heavily toward epistemology. In the cheerful spirit of pragmatism (Gettier, 1963), this
study adopts the conventional management science definition of knowledge as information
with a social context and meaning.
Viewing scenario process in terms of Nonaka et al. (2000), it can be seen as a kind of
SECI-process or a spiral of knowledge. In these terms, the final scenarios can be viewed as
a knowledge vision, and to achieve this goal knowledge assets and the space to utilize
these premises have to be present in order to create fruitful SECI-process. Furthermore, the
knowledge assets can be seen as held by the participants and Ba is analogous to the mental
and physical state of being, dependant on the work methods and places.
In some instances, e.g. by Ståhle and Grönroos (2000), the field of knowledge management
has been categorized in two parts; the so called Scandinavian school stresses that
knowledge creation happens primarily as a social process, whereas the other school,
dubbed as North-American, focuses in technical means of managing knowledge. In some
instances North-American writers treat the terms information and knowledge as synonyms,
which would perhaps in some sense indicate an underlying idea that when knowledge
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assets are in explicit form and easily available, connecting and internalizing take care of
themselves. Figure 13 illustrates the concepts and relationships of knowledge creation in
the Scandinavian context.
Ba

SECI-process

Type of interaction
Individual

Collective

Tacit

Tacit

Dialoguing Ba

Exercising Ba

Systemizing Ba

Tacit

Originating Ba

Emphatizing

Articulating

Connecting

Explicit

Face to
face

Externalization

Explicit

Socialisation

Virtual

Tacit

Media

Moderate

Embodying
Internalisation

Combination

Explicit

Explicit

Knowledge Assets

In
Conceptual KA

Experiential KA
Shared Through
common experience

Build, Synchronize,
Energize

Articulated through images,
symbols and language

Out

- Product concepts
- Design
- Brand equity

- Skills, know-how
- Trust, security
- Energy, passion

Routine KA
Embedded in actions
and common practices

- Know-how in daily operations
- Common routines
- Organizational culture

Systemic KA
Systemized and
packaged

- Document, specs, manuals
- Databases
- Patents and licenses

Control

Direct and Lead

Develop and (Re)define

Knowledge Vision

Figure 13. The elements of knowledge creation (adapted from Nonaka et al. 2000)
Keeping the definition and qualitative aspects of scenarios in mind, the challenges of
managing scenario process can be mapped. It is stated that information sharing is
conceptually unnatural for people and that trust is a necessary for people to share
information, or engage in meaningful collaboration for that matter (Ståhle & Grönroos,
2000, p. 19; Mintzberg et al. 1996). This translates so that participants not only have to
have a media through which they can communicate, but also will to do so.
One aspect of knowledge is that information can be transcended to knowledge by giving it
context so that everyone within the language or cultural barrier can understand the
contextual meaning (Nonaka et al. 2000; Ståhle & Grönroos, 2000). In context of scenario
process, relevant information about future is largely in public domain, but also buried in
experts’ tacit knowledge (Ralston & Wilson, 2006, p. 75). The question of making it
actionable is how to organize available information as logical and coherent scenarios,
which are relevant to decision-makers of the firm. Overall in the field of decision sciences
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group work has been seen as an improvement over independent work in several ways.
Turban et al. (2002, p. 275) list the positive effects of group decisions compared to
individual decision to be balancing of risk taking and aversion of individuals between the
group, simultaneous processing may speed up working, people with different areas of
expertise can work on the same problem.
In scenario literature, some guidelines have been established on selection of those who to
include in scenario work. The general view on this subject has been that managers of the
firm concerned may have too one-sided views on the environment (Coyle, 2004). This can
be also explained with the notion that an individual is able to learn new and filter the most
valuable knowledge from fields he/she has prior knowledge of, thus creating some amount
of path dependency (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990). Moreover, in the supposedly emerging,
more networked, knowledge economy the influence of extra-organizational interest groups
is said to be greater than before, thus perhaps raises the demand to include these groups in
strategic considerations (Foss, 2005). Translating this to scenario process, path dependence
creates a challenge of how to inspire people to see beyond their usual horizons and also
how to single out the most important factors despite of possibly lacking absorptive
capacity.
The question of trust is also present in another form; in order to create trustworthy
scenarios the process needs fill participants’ methodological criteria to gain trust to have a
impact in the organization. The issue is illustrated in the often cited Shell scenarios, there
are claims (van der Heijden et al. 2002) that although the scenarios predicted the oil price
rise in the seventies, the company failed to act because the lack of trust and inefficient
deployment.
Third issue of trust is the required healthy distrust to prevent “groupthink”. Groupthink is
perhaps best illustrated by the Abilene-paradox (van der Heijden et al. 2002, p. 71): in a
hot day, the man of the house proposes that the family should go to have dinner in the
town. Everyone agrees to go, but on the way back everyone, including the person who
proposed the trip, was miserable after a long drive in un-air-conditioned car and a lousy
dinner. What is remarkable, in the aftermath it becomes apparent that none wanted to
actually go to Abilene, but everyone thought the others would like it, a situation where
most people have been in. Although the aim is to reach consensus about a decision, it is
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unhealthy for decision quality if for some reason or other the group is too cohesive and no
contradictory views or critique are brought out. Groupthink is a function of many factors,
for instance power distance in the group, relationships and characteristics of the members,
individual hidden agendas and motives.
It could be suggested that the main problems in the scenario process would be encouraging
part takers to articulate their knowledge assets and communicate them between the
participants of the group. The sessions also should have an atmosphere or place where
everyone can and will participate, and the fruits of the process connect should be
connected to satisfactory scenarios that effectively mirror the groups collective
understanding.
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4. SUPPORT METHODS FOR SCENARIO PROCESS
4.1. Groupware

There has been some confusion in literature on the terms concerning groupware and group
support systems (GSS). To clarify the definitions, Figure 14 below illustrates hierarchy of
communications driven decision support systems (DSS). As an observation, groupware is
seen as a higher form than GSS, but in many sources, groupware is seen as more of a
parallel system (Turban, 2005; Benbunan-Fich et al. 2002). The problem is that both
groupware and GSS are computerized systems designed for facilitating group work and in
many cases, they use similar tools, but in practice the uses differ. This study adopts the
narrow definition of GSS as a system that is used to aid decision making in a defined
situation, between certain individuals assembled for this particular task, during a specified
time, and groupware as a system that is used to mediate and facilitate the workflow of a
wider audience in an undisclosed timeframe. The actual differences of these systems are
discussed below in more detail.

Documentdriven

Datadriven

Modeldriven

Decision Support
Systems

Communicationdriven
Knowledgedriven

CMC

Groupware

CSCW

GSS

EMS

GDSS

Figure 14. Hierarchy of decision support systems (adapted from Power, 2002, p. 9;
Elfvengren, 2006, p. 36)
Nowadays technological convergence has brought different systems closer and feature sets
are more similar than before. What makes most difference in practice is the
implementation and context, where the GSS applications are more specialized in context
and implementation, groupware is much closer to the users’ everyday routines. It seem that
there are not nearly as many studies of groupware effects as classical GSS, which might be
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largely due to the variety of implementations and loose structure of many of the tasks
supported by groupware.
One of the more celebrated features of communication driven DSS is the ability to work
around constrictions of location and time. With computer mediation, meetings can be
conducted so that the attendants are conventionally 1) in the same place at the same time,
2) in different place at the same time, 3) the same place at different times or 4) in different
places at different times (Turban & Aronson, 2002). Often setting where the work
progresses in different times, it is called an asynchronous setting as opposed to
synchronous (same time) and when members of the group are in different places, the
setting can be referred to as decentralized. This framework has been originally proposed by
DeSanctis and Gallupe (1987) as a basis of group support system studies, then extended to
G(D)SS (e.g. Aiken et al. 1994) and then as the term groupware has become more
embracing it has extended to groupware (Bose, 2003; Turban & Aronson, 2002). Table 8
below depicts some of the tools and features that are used in different time/place-contexts.
Table 7. Groupware/GSS time/place –framework and tools (Bose, 2003; Turban &
Aronson, 2002; DeSanctis & Gallupe, 1987)

Same time

Different time

Same
place

- GSS in decision room
- Web-based GSS
- Multimedia presentation
systems
- Whiteboard
- Document sharing

- GSS in decision room
- Web-based GSS
- Document sharing
- Workflow management system
- E-mail, V-mail
- Video conference playback

Different
place

- Web-based GSS
- Whiteboard
- Document sharing
- Video Conferencing
- Audio Conferencing
- Computer Conferencing
- E-mail, V-mail

- Web-based GSS
- Whiteboard
- Document sharing
- E-mail, V-mail
- Workflow management system
- Computer Conferencing with
memory
- Video conference playback
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As explained above, for their differing features and modes of use, groupware and GSS are
dealt with separately in this study. The reviewed literature uses applications like Lotus
Notes/Domino Server, Microsoft (MS) Exchange and MS Outlook as examples of
groupware (Turban et al. 2005; Bose, 2003). In this study, groupware is handled as an
application or set of applications offering support for group work in general conditions
with continuous workflow as opposed to the definition of GSS above, which stressed the
project nature of tasks.
Examining the examples of groupware, the offerings are similar to GSS but the original
feature is close integration with office productivity suites. Prime example is MS’ offering,
disseminated by Bose (2003), where Exchange Server acts as a remote directory for
contact information, work documents and appointments. The user can then have several
individual calendars and phonebooks in Outlook “personal information manger”, which
can be shared with co-workers through Exchange as needed. Related to Exchange, the
Office 2003 suite supports a feature called Joint Workspace, where documents reside in the
Exchange server and users with permissions can access them collectively. The upcoming
Office 2007, formerly known as Office 12, is also widely anticipated and reported. At least
in Beta 2 development stage it integrates collaboration even tighter; the Office System
includes, an optional server component and possibility for ad hoc collaboration network by
peer-to-peer connections if server is not present and a feature called. (Microsoft, 2006;
Foley, 2005)
To be fair, it must be noted that despite MS overwhelming popularity there are similar
offerings from a range of providers. For example the OpenOffice.org project, which offers
an office productivity suite comparable to MS Office, has a branch for groupware, which is
currently hibernating, the site says that the project is working in cooperation with similar
open source projects seen in Table 8. Moreover, one must not forget the ‘original
groupware’ Lotus Notes, currently under development by IBM.
The table below draws together feature sets of some readily available proprietary, free or
open source groupware implementations. As is visible, groupware solutions pack largely
similar features for facilitating work. It would seem that the actual solutions rarely have
whiteboard or brainstorming functions, which are frequently proposed in theory, if group
chat or IM functionality is not counted as brainstorming. The basic features seem to be
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communication tools, document management and some kind of workflow or group
management in the form of shared calendars and such. Judging form the Lotus brand
website (IBM, 2006b), Lotus excels in versatility and possibility to order tailored suites of
applications, MS promises apparently best integration between office applications and
groupware, whereas the FOSS side of offerings have the least branding and most
customizability provided that the target organizations has capabilities in software
development.
The effectiveness of groupware in knowledge management is subject some doubt, but there
are also some believers. Richard Karash (1995) believes that groupware, as a mean of
communication and archiving information would enhance knowledge creation as ideally
user would jointly build up explicit knowledge and information to the system and engage
in conversations, which would lead to internalizing knowledge. Nevertheless, he (ibid.)
also reminds that groupware, as any other technology, is a medium and needs true
collaboration in part of the users to realize its benefits.
Table 8. Features in groupware implementations (AdventNet, 2006; IBM, 2006a;
Microsoft, 2006; OpenGroupware, 2006; phpGroupWare.org, 2006; OpenOffice.org,
2004; Bose, 2003)

Application

Features

Compatibility

Lotus
Notes/
Domino
Server
- E-mail
- Calendar
- Contacts
manageme
nt
- Workflow
manageme
nt (toolkit)
- SAP
integration
- Document
Sharing
Discussions
database
- Instant
messaging
including
- Team
room
application
- Blog
template
Lotus, MS
Outlook

MS
Exchange/
Office
System

Open
Office.org/
Glow

- Contacts
management
- Email
- Shared
calendar
- Document
management
and sharing
- Project
management
- Instant
messaging
- Tasks and
notes

-Group
calendaring
- internet mail
- Presence/
instant
messaging
-web folders
and
whiteboard
- P2P
capabilities
that work in
harmony with
server-based/
offline
sources

MS Outlook,
Office
System

Thunderbird,
Apple iCal,
Outlook
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Open
Groupware.org

- Contact
Management
- Group
Calendar
- Resource
Planning
- Task
Management
- E-mail
- Document
Sharing
- News board
- Advanced
User
Management

Zoho Virtual
Office

- E-mail
- Document
Sharing
- Notes
- Instant
messaging
- Notes
- Tasks
- Calendar
- Contacts
. Group
discussions

All Platforms
(Web based)

phpGroupWare

- Contacts
management
- Email
- Shared
calendar
- Web content
and document
management
and sharing
- Project
management
- Issues
tracking

Banerjee (2005) on the other hand classifies GSS a tool for knowledge creation, along with
data mining and similar techniques, and groupware as a mean for supporting the
codification or transcending from tacit to explicit and transfer of knowledge. In similar
tones Gunnlaugsdottir (2003) proposes that groupware’s prime use would be storing
knowledge in orderly and easily accessible fashion, and delivering the knowledge
throughout the organization. In an empirical study of groupware effectiveness Artail
(2006) actually had hard time determining whether groupware facilitates knowledge
creation, but at least it was clear that information sharing through the system was efficient.
The common denominator in the reviewed studies is that implementation of groupware,
especially in the organizational culture and to ‘the way we do things here’ is what actually
makes or breaks the system. As one example, Coulson-Thomas (2005) reports that even 75
percents of job support or groupware implementations are considered as failed at least in
some sense 12 months after the roll out.
In practice, the uses of e-mail and shared calendar are the elementary cases for mustering
the necessary meetings and personal information manager (PIM) features are good for
organizing everyday work, although supposedly underutilized whereas many instances
claim that e-mail is used far beyond its efficient domain. For the advanced features, it
might be pictured that project planning features and workflow management might improve
the execution of the scenario process by providing structure and reduce idle and slack as
the workgroup is aware of the proceeding of the process and which items are ready, being
done and which are pending. As for shared workspaces, or whatever the marketing name
is, there is an undeniable benefit if the software implementation is proper. Anyone who has
worked with more than one co-worker on a paper or report knows the ache of juggling the
documents and the excess load to email when different versions and documents are sent
back and forward in the group.
Considering the scenario process, groupware can be pictured in the process much alike
GSS. Whether the use of groupware would be parallel, perhaps simultaneous, sequential,
or excluding, is a questions of tastes and the actual process implementation. If a heuristical
or an intuitive process is assumed, the identification of drivers and such can be made, but it
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would seem that GSS is better suited to the core of the process and groupware would
benefit mostly the actual scenarios writing and the underlying practical tasks. Especially if
the applications in Table 8 are considered, they do not offer similar tools for priorization,
voting, analysis etc. than a full-featured GSS implementation. Turban et al. (2005, p. 372)
refer to GroupSystems OnLine as a groupware, but then arises the question of the division
between groupware and GSS. As argued above, in the lines of this study the GS OnLine
would be considered as a GSS for its tools and applications. In the scenario context the
knowledge repository aspect might not be as important as the knowledge management
articles exclaim, at least if the scenarios process is considered as a one-time standalone
procedure.
4.2. GSS

By definition, group support systems are collection of applications aimed to facilitate
group work and communication similar to groupware (Turban et al, 2005; Jessup &
Valacich, 1999). In general hierarchy of decision support systems (DSS), GSS is placed in
the branch of communication driven DSS (Power, 2002). Without going into too much
detail, GSS implementations generally feature tools for idea generation, prioritization,
commenting and discussion, packaged into a software suite (Turban & Aronson, 2005).
Generally, GSS-tools are perceived as an effective way to mediate meetings, share
information and achieve consensus on decisions concerning un- or semi structured
problems (Turban et al. 2005; Power, 2002; Aiken et al. 1994). In recent studies, it has
been suggested that GSS would particularly enhance “exchange of unshared information”
(Garavelli et al., 2002) which could be interpreted so that GSS facilitates communicating
also tacit knowledge. Despite the positive overtone in most studies, Fjermestad and Hiltz
(1999) conclude that actually studies concerning GSS efficiency as a whole would indicate
that the difference compared to unsupported face-to-face meetings is insignificant or
inconclusive. Limayen et al. (2005) explain this by noting that the usual mode of GSS
research takes the actual group process as a “black box“ and focus on varying and
describing the inputs, and on studying the ex post attitudes toward the process.
The advantages of asynchronous and/or decentralized sessions are not indisputable, but
there are propositions that with asynchronous setting the substance of interaction gains
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depth, as people are more able to reflect the theme and the input of others, resulting in
better decisions (Benbunan-Fich et al. 2002). Similarly the question of decentralized
participation arises with the above discussed demand for including external interest groups
and experts in the scenario process; it would seem feasible to have efficient virtual or
decentralized session with GSS mediation, the main concern being motivation and team
cohesions of participants (Huang et al. 2002). In addition, on grounds of the above, a
hypothesis could be set that GSS would lower the transaction costs in acquiring
knowledge, i.e. in the form of lessened time consuming and travel expenses. However
intriguing these considerations of ‘advanced’ GSS settings might be, in the present stage
the main concern is the traditional face-to-face synchronous setting.
GSS methods have also gained critical attention among researchers. One great drawback,
also considering scenario process, is that some nuances of human communication are lost
in electronic communication. Although this can at least partly be averted by including
verbal communication when appropriate. Other big consideration is effectiveness of input
compared to traditional means of communication. The magnitude of this issue depends
largely from the people participating, the factors being habituation in electronic expression
and development of suitable mental models (Huang et al. 2002).
Benefits of using GSS are listed along with the challenges of scenario process in Table 9.
Weighting the benefits and challenges in using GSS, seems that research findings support
the possibility to facilitate scenario process effectively by means of a GSS. In many
instances, GSS has been deemed effective in facilitating communication and, to some
extent, improving group cohesion and idea generation (e.g. Benbunan-Fich, et al. 2002;
Huang, et al. 2002).
In addition, idea generation is more efficient and, as an important feature, the process
outcomes can be recalled and printed from the system for further use. Although one could
criticize written communication compared to oral, with GSS the original input is
retrievable unaltered as opposed to traditional methods. Actually, session recordings, even
with full motion video, are easily within reach with modern decision room setups and
hardware.
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Table 9. Benefits and challenges of using GSS, (adapted from Turban et al. 2005; Power,
2002; Jessup & Valacich, 1999; Weatherall & Nunamaker, 1995)
GSS features

Process
structuring

Goal oriented
process

Parallelism

Description and advantages
Keeps the group on track and helps them avoid
diversions:
- clear structure of the meeting; improved topic
focus; systematical handling of meeting items
Aids a group to reach its goals effectively:
- process support facilitates completing the tasks;
discussion seen to be concluded; electronic display
makes the commitments public
Enables many people to communicate at the same
time:
- more input in less time; reduces dominance by the
few; opportunity for equal and more active
participation; participation and contribution at one’s
own level of ability and interest; electronic display
distributes data immediately

Outcome

Shorter meetings
Improved quality of
results
Greater commitment
Immediate actions
Shorter meetings
Improved quality of
results

Group size

Allows larger group sizes:
- makes it possible to use tools for the effective
facilitation of a larger group; enhances the sharing of
knowledge

Greater commitment

Group memory

Automatically records ideas, comments and votes:
- instantly available meeting records; records of past
meetings available; complete and immediate
meeting minutes

Better documentation
Immediate actions

Anonymity

Members’ ideas, comments and votes not identified
by others:
- a more open communication; free anonymous input
and votes when appropriate; less individual
inhibitions; focus on the content rather than the
contributor; enhanced group ownership of ideas

More/better ideas
Greater commitment

Access to
external
information

Can easily incorporate external electronic data and
files:
- integration with other data systems; effective
sharing of needed information

Easier to justify the
acquisition of the
system

Data analysis
Different time
and place
meetings

The automated analysis of electronic voting:
- voting results focus the discussion; software
calculates e.g. the average and standard deviation of
the voting results
Enables members to collaborate from different
places and at different times: offers means for
remote teamwork

Challenges

Shorter meetings
Better documentation

Learning through
commitment and
collaboration

Sufficient amount of
detail

Relevant and
coherent scenarios

Implementation to
decision making

Better
trustworthiness of
scenarios and
process

Efficient
communication for
knowledge creation

Reduced travel costs
Time savings

Other benefits might be commitment and consensus creation through anonymity and
information sharing, when participants’ roles outside the session are not present with the
input seen by the group, the focus would turn to the substance more than in traditional
face-to-face situation. Of course, vested interests are not unavoidable when dealing with
humans, but in anonymous system power distance and relations will presumably not have
as great an effect as in unmediated face-to-face communication. In some sense, this would
indicate that electronically mediated work methods might not be ideal for knowledge
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creation. On the other hand, there are also contradicting views that, due to effective
information sharing and consensus creation, use of a GSS would in fact be beneficial to
learning or knowledge creation in a group (Garavelli et al., 2002; Kwok & Khalifa, 1998).
On the subject of scenario process, little has been written directly of mediating scenario
process with electronic means, perhaps the best known example is Blanning’s and Reinig’s
method, which is described in multiple instances, e.g. (Blanning & Reinig, 2005). Studies
that are more familiar are strategic planning exercises in an USAF fighter wing reported by
Adkins et al. (2002) and the experiences in the early stages of GroupSystems at IBM by
Nunamaker et al. (1989).
Among others, Kwok and Khalifa (1998) claim that GSS enhances group learning through
active participation and cooperative working. In scenario literature, it is sometimes claimed
that major benefit of scenario process is the process itself, in the sense that it opens the
decision makers up to consider effects of change, also in ways that are not written down in
the actual scenarios (Bergman, 2005; Chermack, 2004; Schoemaker, 1995). In this
perspective, it would be feasible that GSS could add value to both the process and the final
scenarios.
4.3. Knowledge representation by maps

If scenario process is considered as a learning experience and an instance of knowledge
creation, there might be room and demand for techniques to enhance knowledge
representation. For some time now, there have been many suggestions, but limited
research, about maps of different flavor. The most widely featured types of maps are the
Mind Map, which is even registered as a trademark, concept map, cognitive map and
causal map. The main differences are that a mind map pictures a central concept and the up
springing branches of relating matters, where the other maps can be used to describe
multiple concepts with intertwining relations and causalities.
Despite their differences, the maps are generally used as elementary knowledge models or
repositories. The advantage of concepts formed in maps is the relatively easy and quick
understandability, courtesy of the graphical representation and immediately observable
relations between the elements (Perusich & MacNeese, 1997). Supposedly, the
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characteristics offer improved sense making to the user. On example is the classical study
where examination success of groups of students with different study techniques was
compared. One group used reading text as the only study method, the other made
underlining, third made notes in addition to the second group, the fourth group added
summarizing the text in question and the final group made mind maps based on the study
material. The effect was that examination pass rate was far superior in the mind map group, supposedly because of the sense of relation between sub-topics in a certain area of
knowledge. The different kinds of maps are described in more detail below, with some
illustration of the differences when used on the same subject.
A mind map forms of a central concept, which acts as a headline for the map, and the
branches that represent the aspects of the central subject. Sometimes such rules of thumb,
as there should not be more than five branches, or three levels in each branch, are
presented. What a mind map allows doing is to summarize the key aspects of a complex
problem or issue. In the context of aiding studies, mind maps are offered as an aggregation
and sense-making tool, for example a mind map presentation of a book or a chapter of a
book might be clearer at least in respect of relations of aspects than a traditional written
summary of the same material.
Food price
might rise

More jobs
Money supply
increases

New
technology

Energy
price rises

Less
greenhouse
gases

Inflation
increases

Economical
effects

Incentive
to develop
alternative
energy

Oil Price

Ecological

Political

Figure 15. A mind map
An example of mind maps in scenario process is given by Coyle (2004, p.67), he proposes
writing essays or drawing mind maps as the first step in picturing the plausible futures. In
the same lines, it could be suggested that a mind map would suit the initial stages or the
conclusions of the scenario process. As the mind map approach does not allow
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interrelationships in the map any other way than from the center to a branch, but when the
nature of the problem is considered, it is clearly plausible that for example drivers of
change would have more to do with each other than just triggering different events
independently.
Cognitive map seems to be a hit among information system developers, particularly in
expert systems (Kim & Lee, 1998), research (Banxia, 1999) and various administrative
sciences (Chaib-draa, 2002). The map consists of nodes similar to causal map, but the
relationships do not have specified strength, just the polarity is included (Perusich &
McNeese, 1997). A cognitive map consists of concepts, which can be related to each other,
but they do not have to be. The relations are illustrated with arrows or connectors, which
are assigned with polarity to depict the relationship. As might be gathered from figures
Figure 16 and Figure 17 below, the resemblance in cognitive and causal maps is striking
apart from the numbers associated with the connectors of a causal map.
Demand for
alternative energy

+
Oil pricehike

Inflation rate

+

-

+

+
Oil consumption

+
Money supply

Living expense

+

Figure 16. A cognitive map
As matter of fact, a cognitive mapping software provider Banxia of UK describes a case
study where their cognitive mapping and analysis toolset Decision Explorer was used
extensively in a scenario exercise, although not in actual scenarios but to investigate the
effects of the process to the organization (Banxia, 1999). It also seems that the terms causal
and cognitive maps are sometimes mixed more or less intentionally, for example Chaibdraa (2002) calls a map similar to Figure 16 causal map, not that there is that much
difference.
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Sterman (2000, p. 135) proposes similar concept called a causal loop diagram for
identifying the basic elements and relations of a system. System dynamics stresses
feedback structures that result in the noticeable behavior of a given system, such loop is
implicitly if not in Sterman's view (Ibid.) explicitly visible in the figure above, where oil
price reduces consumption, which lowers living expense, which in turn raises consumption
and the price. That would be a so-called self-correcting loop, as when the price lowers,
demand rises, effectively pumping the price up, and the other way round.
In addition to cognitive maps, causal maps have been traditionally used in social and
behavioral sciences for illustrating belief systems of the research subjects. They include
elements called nodes, which are allowed to have causal relationships of different strengths
of positive or negative loading depicted with a number, usually in the range of from 1
(weak) to 3 (strong). The (believed) relationships of the nodes are depicted with arcs or
links labeled with the assumed polarity and loading factor or strength of causality, links
with positive polarity refer to dependency (when A increases B increases proportionally to
the loading factor) and negative to inverse dependency (when A increases, B decreases).
(Figure 17)
Demand for
alternative energy

+3
Oil pricehike

Inflation rate

+1

-2

+2

+1
Oil consumption

+3
Money supply

Living expense

+3

Figure 17. A simple causal map
Markóczy & Goldberg (1995) propose a method for causal mapping where a ‘pool of
constructs’ is offered to the subjects, constructs are a set of concepts related to the research
problem and the subjects, where the people can then pick the entities they see as significant
to form the map. Traditionally after the subjects pick a set of constructs that they see as the
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most important, the interviewer then goes the list through asking which construct or node
will influence which and with which strength.
However, as the causal maps can be also formed to a n x n –matrix where column and row
headings are the constructs of the map, and each element represents the strength of relation
between the constructs (Markóczy & Goldberg, 1995), there is a possibility to use
electronic means, for example a GSS for the job. The benefits of this approach would be
possibility for collecting the views of a larger sample in one session, easy manipulation of
the results, time savings. Namely, the writers (Ibid.) devote a great deal of attention to
develop a kind of variance analysis for maps, as a measure of assessing differences in maps
of the same substance field. This problem could possibly be averted with use of a GSS, as
in the context of scenarios the actual goal is not to compare differences in individuals’
belief systems, but to synthesize the groups collective understanding.
The last flavor of maps presented is the concept map. The difference to the above is that
here the connectors have written descriptions, linking phrases, instead of numerical
strengths (Figure 18), otherwise the map or logic is not that different. Novak and Cañas
(2006) present about the same claims about concept maps than were presented above of the
other options; concept maps promote meaningful learning as they clarify conceptual
structures and relations in them, and the concept maps suit also aggregation and preserving
knowledge.
Demand for
alternative energy

Will increase

Inflation rate
Likely
increases
Oil pricehike
Will lower
Affects
indirectly

Demands
more

Will affect
Oil consumption

Living expense
Affects
expenses

Figure 18. A concept map
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Money supply

The value of maps in general, would be that relatively large volumes of complex data
could be presented in an illustrative manner with mapping techniques. Thinking of, say a
table of correlation coefficients, the content is not very informative, but if it would be
formed as a map, especially the relations of the elements would be more visual than in the
raw data form. When it comes to the scenarios process, it can be proposed that for
example, the drivers and their relations could be formed into a map fairly easily and
perhaps the information value and usability of such map would be higher than a written
document of the same subject.
As for the question, which mapping technique to use, it should depend highly on the
subject. There is hardly any comparative research, which would enlighten the possible
differences in acceptance and intelligibility of maps in different audiences. Causal maps
offer a chance to use correlation coefficients and such qualitative techniques as
reinforcement, cognitive maps suit the illustration on systems thinking and a way to
identify feedback loops and such from the data and concept maps offer a touch of
qualitative spice with free use of verbal descriptions in the linking phrases. What goes for
mind maps, they perhaps suit best the purpose of data abstraction or summarizing.
In practical sense, the generation of maps is a fairly important factor in selecting the type
to use. One approach would be to ask the participants of the session to draw the links
during the session, or if there is a large number of elements, to ask each participant to form
their own, for the scenario writer to parse a synthesis out of. The problem with this
approach would be that if the maps are formed together, one or some participants may
overrule the conversations and drive their opinions through, and if each is to do an own
map the amount and quality of the maps may suffer, as the facilitator or the group is unable
to control the situation. There would also be the problem of making the synthesis, as the
final map formed from for example ten individual opinions is a task not to be taken lightly,
and the result would probably mostly reflect the one person’s view of the field. Thinking of
the ready-made solutions presented above, perhaps the best compromises would be
gathering a causal correlation matrix with a GSS in the session, or if the group is fairly
homogenous and cohesive and the qualitative flavor is wanted, then use the groupwaretype concept-mapping tool where each can make the links and edit them at their leisure.
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5. CONCEPTUALIZATION OF SUPPORTED SCENARIO PROCESS
To tie up the loose ends, Figure 19 presents a conceptualization of scenarios in the context
of organizational strategy. The figure combines the conceptualization of organizational
strategy from chapter 2.2 added with ‘dynamics of paradigm change’ as Johnson and
Scholes (2002, p. 79) put it. The numbered phases below the process are from Harrison &
Pelletier (2001).
The headings might seem counterintuitive for some readers, but the logic is that after the
objective setting, decision alternatives are presented in the form of different futures or
available paths, as scenarios, forecasts, SWOT analysis, PESTEL analysis, or some similar
technique associated with the strategy process. Then the act of choice happens in the
strategies, as the strategies tell which technological, organizational etc. path of the
presented alternatives is chosen as the basis of strategy. Then action plans, such as budgets,
production schedules, R&D projects, are formed based on the strategies and objectives.
Finally, in the follow up stage, as the plans are executed, results are compared to the plans
and the development of the organizations environment is scanned for changes.
4. If all else fails, adjust
objectives and start over

3. Adjust scenarios
if necessary
2. Adjust strategy,
choose a different one
or develop new
1. Tighten control or
readjust action plan
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Figure 19. A conceptualization of scenarios as a part of organizational strategy process
(Figure 5; Johnson & Scholes, 2002, p. 79)
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As already stated above, considering the context of organizational strategy, the outlines for
scenarios come from the larger process. Then again, it need not be that scenarios are
associated with a formal strategy creation, if an organization prefers emergent strategy; it
need not exclude scenarios or other uncertainty management for that matter. Concerning
the actual subject, it is perhaps necessary to evoke the generic scenario process in Figure
12, which forms the basis for using different support methods. The main phases are
problem setting, identification of the drivers of change, composition of (preliminary)
scenarios, evaluation, revision, and writing of the final scenarios, are examined in more
detail below.
5.1. Problem setting

The goal and scope help characterize the process and aid the facilitator in keeping the
discussions relevant. Ralston & Wilson (2006, p. 51.) even go as far as writing that it is
difficult to overemphasize the definition of scope and objectives, for example, if the
greatest uncertainties are forming a technology roadmap for research and development
projects, the determinants are the organization’s own path and capabilities compared to the
rivals’. Similarly, the time span may be five years for R&D, or ten years for general
strategy. Nevertheless, meaningful scenario process would need answers to following
questions: what is the goal of the process, what information is needed, who will (need to)
participate in the process, what methods are to be used, what is the schedule for the
process, what questions the scenarios aim to answer, what is the time span, and so on.
What goes for participant selection, the group composition should depend on the
objectives, but as a general guideline there are three cornerstones for selection: first the
senior managers of the organization in question, staff form planning, middle management
and technological/R&D functions, and outside experts as needed (Ralston & Wilson, 2006,
p. 48; van der Heijden et a. 2002).
As in any major project involving resources and possible changes in the organization
structure and direction, the senior management carries the authority to make the process
work. Furthermore, if a desired outcome is to shape the mental models of in the
organization to be more open, senior management with the executive power to shape the
organization is not a bad place to start. Including the other layers of organization would in
turn be likely to alleviate resistance to change, and especially in intra-organizational
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scenarios, workers from specific functions are likely to possess information not held by the
senior management. Lastly, outside experts can bring fresh perspective to the scenarios,
especially if the organization feels that it lacks the capacity to conduct the process on its
own, or feels that knowledge of the environment or some other relative operational aspects
is lacking in the organization.
5.2. Drivers of change

When the objectives are clear and communicated, and the actual process starts with
identification of the drivers of change, henceforth drivers. Here the basic suggestion
adopted on grounds of the literature review is that a GSS would be used in seeking the
drivers and forming the preliminary scenarios. Fjermestad and Hiltz (2006) summarize the
results of literally hundreds of papers on GSS effectiveness to the following
recommendations for which would most likely generate relatively positive effects; it
would:
1) Use a “level 2” system with sophisticated analysis tools built in.
2) Use subjects who are likely to be knowledgeable and motivated about the task
3) Aggregate the subjects in medium to large sized groups—at least 6, 10 or more is
even better.
4) Give the groups a facilitator and plenty of time.
5) Use a task type that is most likely to benefit from GSS and is matched to the
communication medium.
6) A planning task is especially likely to benefit from GSS.
7) If you have a decision (preference) task, use CMC, and if an intellective task, use
decision room GSS.

The actual driver identification would then consist of using a brainstorming tool, or
whatever the functionality is called in a specific application, to gather ideas for different
drivers. The proposed procedure is a defined period of time for idea generation, followed
by a period for writing comments on the ideas and clarification of the proposed drivers, so
that there would not be ambiguity about the meaning of inputs. Depending on the amount
of generated ideas, a priorization vote finishes this part of the process.
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One way of giving structure and stimulating idea generation at this stage could be using the
PESTEL framework as categories for the drivers. PESTEL, in fact originally just PEST,
acronym stands for the Political, Economical, Social, Environmental and Legislative or
Regulatory factors in the sense how they affect the organizations concerned. It presents a
framework for analyzing organizations’ macro environment, or acts as a checklist where
different driving forces are considered, in their respective turn. (Coyle, 2004, p. 60;
Johnson & Scholes, 2002, p. 99)
5.3. Preliminary scenarios

After working out the relevant drivers and, if the need be, selecting the most significant,
there is an array of possibilities to work the preliminary scenarios. The literature is full of
examples about different methods, but if a GSS is chosen as a tool, then an adaptation is
needed.
One feasible method would be to take a number of prioritized drivers, say ten drivers,
which are placed in a matrix so that there are two independent drivers at the top. This
matrix (Table 10) forms naturally four scenarios, when each column is been examined and
each driver is assigned a state by answering question, for example in first column “if A and
B both realize, will this happen?”
Table 10. An exemplary driver set
Drivers

State

Driver A
Driver B
Driver C
Driver D
Driver E
…

Realized
Realized
Not
Realized
Realized
…

Not realized
Realized
Realized
Realized
Not
…

Realized
Not
Not
Not
Realized
…

Not realized
Not
…

When the basic frames for the scenarios are set in this fashion, the participants are
presented the task of generating events that would arise in each scenario, which is the
world driven by a specific column. The result here is a set of scenarios consisting of events
directly related to certain drivers and their alignment.
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A second possibility would be taking a page out of Blanning & Reinig’s (2005) book and
brainstorming for events. There could be categories based on PESTEL like in the driver
stage, categories such as internal, stakeholders, microenvironment, and macro
environment. The point of this exercise is to have a large set of events, which are derived
from the drivers (see Figure 8). When there is sufficient amount of events, say 50-100, the
events can be again commented and prioritized, leaving the most insignificant out if there
is a need to lessen the amount of events. The catch in this approach is that the group votes
(or otherwise assigns) a subjective probability and impact factor for each event.
In this stage, Blanning and Reinig (2005) propose that the events are projected to a scatter
plot where probability 1-100% forms the x-axis and impact from very negative to very
positive forms the y-axis. The scenarios are then grouped by selecting three groups of 1020 events, so that most probable events form a realistic scenario, medium to high
probability events with positive impact form the positive scenario group and events with
medium to high probability and negative impact form a negative scenario respectively.
One critique for this event would be that the selected scenarios are not very ‘scientific’ as
the selection of events is ostensibly random.
There are of course possibilities for furthering this process. One that would suit it is cluster
analysis for grouping the events to sets by the individual impact vectors or position on the
scatter, whatever is the preferred expression (Markóczy & Goldberg, 1995). Cluster
analysis has again wide range of methods, or algorithms to group the given dataset and the
possibility of clustering error often demands some form of manual elicitation for
meaningful results.
Generally, cluster analysis, or clustering, is a wide array of mathematical methods and
algorithms for grouping similar items in a sample to create classifications and hierarchies
(Witten & Frank, 2005; Everitt et al. 2001). As the scope of this study is not to review
clustering methods, so the theory on the subject is kept succinct. Following Everitt et al.
(2001) the case in hand would be identifying groups of events according to similarity.
Using clustering would then ensure that the sets are consistent in the sense that their
probabilities and impacts are close by in a given set. Then again, this approach could be
criticized on grounds that, although methodically sound, using clustering would not bring
anything to the scenarios per se. Using any method or other in grouping the events does
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not actually give more consistency in the substance level unless the method scans the
events based on logical cohesion of the events themselves, not just the impact vectors.
Either way, use of clustering may very well be justified by matching the participants’
methodological criteria, and the grouping of events has to be done in some reasonable way,
but actual gains from using these more sophisticated methods is not axiomatic.
One other measure would be using the GSS in constructing cognitive or causal maps from
the selected sets of events in the manner presented above. Placing the events in a given set
in a matrix and voting “will A affect B” the result should be a matrix where each element
of the matrix tells whether there is causal link and, depending on the voting scale, possibly
a strength for the causality. In an n x n matrix non-zero entries below main diagonal would
then give links from A to B and the entries above main diagonal vice versa and zero entries
could be interpreted as no relation.
5.4. Evaluation and revision

The next phase in the process is evaluation and forming the final scenarios. In this GSS
driven scenario method, what arrives to the evaluation is a bunch of drivers and events and
voting results printed from the GSS. Depending on the actual conduct, are there any
correlation tables or something like clustering; the first stage is to take the events and
scrutinize them as a group to evaluate the logicality and causal or temporal relations. As
suggested above, a mapping technique of preferred flavor could be a useful sense-making
tool in this stage. The objective in evaluation is to judge whether the scenarios cover the
intended scope and timeframe adequately and are they logical enough frames for the final
stories.
After initial cleanup of data, the first phase would be to inspect that the events are
reasonably logically grouped and possibly adjust the grouping carefully. A good basic
move could be checking the results for traces of rigging the votes, for example by
deliberately voting against supposed group average with malicious intent, a process also
known as cleaning up outlier points. The second phase would be entering the events to the
chosen map. If there was no correlation vote in the GSS session, the situation can still be
rescued by using the hopefully plentiful comments from the events as basis for the arcs
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forming a concept map. In the mapping, another basic and simple analysis technique would
be color-coding the events based on standard deviation of the votes.
When the maps or preliminary scenarios are ready, it could be beneficial to gather
comments from the original group. Here technology gives flexibility, a basic approach
would be posting the maps to a web page, and ask for comments by email. The problem of
course is that if there are any responses, they can be ambiguous and if the feedback is
plentiful, fixing the maps to a satisfactory compromise can be a tricky job. The savior
could well be a mapping program that has the opportunity to post the maps to a server,
where clients can connect and make changes to the map at their own leisure.
Then there is always the possibility that the initial scenario maps do not satisfy the
audience and there is a need to revert to previous phases and make revisions or start with a
clean slate. As with the challenges of scenario process (Table 5) the reasons can be
varying; the method might not seem right or trustworthy, the scenarios might not seem
logical or plausible or the results do not simply seem right. In the first eventuality, there is
little choice but to change the method and call forth another session. Logicality might be
improved by a simple revision or if there seems to be a fundamental flaw in the scenarios,
it might need a new session for corrections. The lack of subjective trust in the results or
overcoming the vested interests of the participants might well be the hardest obstacle to
overcome. If all else fails, leveraging managerial power of senior members of the group
might be the only option to get reasonable results. Of course, there is also the happy
coincidence that the results are approved by the group only with minor modifications and
the maps can move relatively straight to the second last phase.
5.5. Final scenarios

The last phase before implementation is the writing of the final scenarios. Hopefully in this
stage the participants’ collective wisdom is condensed in the scenario maps and GSS
printouts, and the task of writing the final scenarios is question of making them credible
and bringing them to life. In short, the objective is to use the preliminary scenarios, and
write up credible stories how the identified events for a causal and temporal chain from the
present to the end state, including the driving forces and how they act in the chains.
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There seems to be a shortage of practical advice about writing the actual scenario stories,
but at least some guidelines have been established. One reasonable question is that how
long the stories should be. At least two sources propose that around ten pages (per
scenario) should be adequate (Flowers, 2003; Schnaars & Ziamou, 2001). Similarly for
example Shell scenario team publishes two sets; one of ten pages a piece as a sort of quick
reference and the other set with much broader set of research material and analysis
spanning across tens or even hundreds of pages (Flowers, 2003).
Van der Heijden et al. (2002) offer some general advice for the writing; for the stories to be
credible, the writers should think of the roles and the actions of the key actors and other
driving forces and illustrate how their action lead to the supposed events in a scenario. The
proposition is that a human perspective makes the stories more interesting and credible.
Flowers (2003), who also has been a part of the Shell team, phrases this more poetically. In
her view, the scenarios should be written so that they resemble the stage of a theater, and
the managers who read the stories would then act on the stage. The catch in this
‘unscientific’ view is to make the scenarios more memorable, as volumes of facts and
figures rarely stick in one’s memory as well as a concise and anecdotal little story. On a
more serious note, Flowers (Ibid.) adheres to a method where she tries to pick a central
theme or a definitive aspect in a scenario, name the story after the fact and build the rest of
story around it. Similarly Neilson & Stouffer (2005) use very colorful and popular
language in their scenarios and embed the hard facts in the stories.
As for the more practical prescriptions of scenario writing, Ralston & Wilson (2006, p.
125) put the pressure on weaving the drivers and events together to form a bigger picture
of the development. The stories should describe how the drivers affect the events; describe
the relationships, temporal and causal, between the events leading to a described end state.
To summarize, the stories should (Ibid; Flowers, 2003; van der Heijden et al. 2002):
- Explain the core logic, or central theme, of the scenarios
- Describe the cause and effect relations between the elements
- Have a description of the end state and how thing have developed to that
- Highlight critical events, or decision points, in the scenarios
- Include an introduction, the main narrative, preferably with illustrations, and
summaries for comparison between the scenarios.
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In this case of the supported process the first approach that comes to mind would be
writing a set of short stories based on the session results, using the formed maps as the core
logic, and attaching some of the GSS print outs as reference material. Using some
additional literature for validating the results could improve the trust in the results.
The scenario writing is a relatively simple phase if examined from the support angle. In the
writing process a group of people, possibly a lot smaller than the original group of
participants write a document, so the first support method that comes to mind is
groupware. As described above, groupware possesses tools for organizing work and
sharing documents between people working on the same assignment. Document sharing
for example could potentially make handling different inputs and versions easier and
reduce needless back and forward email traffic usually associated with group work. Then
of course, calendar and instant messaging functions could ease the pain in coordinating
schedules and offer a chance for quick consultation without leaving the desk.
5.6. Process summary

As a product of the literature study described above, this study has arrived to a point where
an attempt at making normative statements is possible. Referring to the available types of
scenario methods, the domain of these considerations are the intuitive-logical and, with
some reservations, heuristical scenario methods. This chapter has aimed at forming a
feasible intuitive logical method for scenario creation and binding the proposed support
methods in the steps in a manner that facilitates information exchange and by those means
would, figuratively speaking, create a breeding ground for knowledge about the future
operational conditions of the organization in question.
The process used as a platform is the generic process proposed above and the method,
which is described above, is an adaptation of the works of many practitioners and writers
respectively referenced. As a summary for the process, Table 11 below illustrates the
specific challenges in each stage and the tools that can be used to facilitate the process. As
can be observed, the challenges and requirements vary through the process, which creates
its own problems as one single software solution or technique as of today cannot
effectively mediate the whole process.
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As the table suggests, the main tasks are proposed to be carried out in GSS sessions. The
actual use of GSS would depend on the available facilities and experience in using the
system. The testing and exemplary scenarios presented in this study are formed in a single
face-to-face synchronous GSS setting, but the session could just as well be decentralized or
even asynchronous. As discussed above, the limiting factor in GSS or any other support
method just as well, is often the experience of the users. The facilitated decision room
session is often the safe choice if the participants are not used to working with computer
mediation or the systems are not tested in different setting before.
Table 11. Challenges and support methods in the scenario process

Drivers

Preliminary
Scenarios

Reasonable and
clear objectives
and scope

Cropping the
relevant drivers

Recognizing
relevant and
significant events

Choosing the
participating group

Fusing the
collective
knowledge of the
participants

Elucidation of
events and
underlying logic
prior to vote

Problem setting

Evaluation

Final scenarios

Implementation

Main challenges

Gaining the trust
of the participants
Choosing the
(right) methods
and means

Covering all
aspects in the
scope of the
scenarios

Interfacing the
events logically to
the drivers
Getting the
causalities and
time line right

Assurance of
the participants

Preserving the
underlying logic
of the group
Compromising
between level of
detail, length and
style

Getting the
attention of the
group to
actually
validate the
results

Making the
scenarios
realistic and
interesting,
without
alienating the
readers

Mapping tools,
possibly GSS
or Groupware

Groupware

Instituting the
scenarios in
strategizing
and/or daily
management

Tools
Groupware for
practical
arrangements

GSS

GSS, Mapping
tools,
Clustering,
(Groupware)

The timeline for the scenario process is another matter, the test session were one workday
or less each and the phases that were accomplished were mainly identification of the
drivers of change preliminary scenarios and evaluation to some extent, but that can be
considered as the absolute minimum. Thinking of the process phases the natural division
would be three sessions using the second proposed process, firstly the drivers and driver
map, the events and the evaluation when the scenario maps are ready. As pointed out in
some instances, GSS sessions are individuals and it is difficult to give exact time
specifications as the amount of sessions is still very little.
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6. EMPIRICAL TESTING
As an important part of this study, some empirical experiments were conducted in order to
test and validate the constructed theoretical framework. The testing was conducted in a
decision room with a GSS, in Lappeenranta University of Technology (LUT). The test
setting is based on the theory proposition expressed above, concerning the use of a GSS in
scenario process. The testing concentrates on the first phases of the process, illustrated by
Figure 20. Reasons for this narrow sitting are the ability to better control the situation in a
controlled setting, better exclusion of random variables and the convenience and cost
factors. As scenario methods are not a part of LUT’s actual formal strategy creation, these
experiments do not enjoy the resources and time that the actual strategy process might
have.

Problem
setting

Identification
of the
drivers of change

Composition of
preliminary
scenarios

Evaluation
of results

Final Scenarios

Implementation

Iteration

Material

Laboratory assignment

Written Report

Figure 20. Illustration of the empirical testing in relation to the generic process
The decision room is used for teaching and research in the field of group decision support
processes and systems. The decision room has been designed to support up to ten-person
electronic meetings, and there is a possibility for remote use from within the University.
The main group support software of the decision room is the GroupSystems developed by
the University of Arizona and Ventana Corporation. The GroupSystems contains all the
general characteristics of GSS software. The facilities are specifically constructed for
supporting use of GSS, including a big horseshoe-shaped table that faces a large screen and
a PC with an adequate display for each participant in the decision room.
6.1. Test settings

The first three experiments, henceforth called case I, were carried out as a series between
16.-17.2.2006 and the second series 22.5. - and 19.6.2006. Participants in the first series
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were 3rd – 5th year, or post candidate, students who took part in course concentrating in use
of decision support systems. Case II respectively consists of the fourth setting, in which
participants were random staff members of Department of Industrial Engineering at LUT,
and the fifth where participants were researchers and administrative personnel from a
variety of different departments of LUT.
In both cases, the place was the decision room, or GDSS-laboratory, of LUT. The tested
groups had the same objective to create scenarios concerning changes that LUT faces over
the next ten years. The subject was chosen, so that participants would have comparable
interest and background information on the subject. Also on both cases, the same facilitator
acted as chairman, presented the task and set up the GSS-application.
The main differences in Case I and II are selection of the test subjects and differences in
scenario method. Actual methods are described in further detail later. Method in case I
implements more intuitive-logical method, whereas II is more mechanical approach.
Process outlines are presented in Table 12, with the appropriate GroupSystems tool in
brackets. In addition to test setting, the research objectives of the cases differ in the sense
that where case I is more mechanical concept testing, case II is intended to validate and
explain prior results and focuses more on qualitative methods.
Table 12. GSS mediated scenario processes
Case I
Session time 1h 45min
Problem setting, (15min)

Key Drivers of Change (30min)
(Categorizer)

Preliminary Scenarios (30min)
(Voter)

Evaluation and final scenarios
(30min)
(Categorizer)

Case II
Session time 3h 45min
Problem setting (15min)
Key Drivers of Change (30min)
(Categorizer)
Identifying Future Events (45min)
(Categorizer)
Priorization of Events (45min)
(Categorizer)
Creating Scenarios (45min)
(Alternative Analysis)
Evaluation (45min)
(Categorizer)
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6.2. Case I

The session followed a modification of the generic process described above in table 3. The
first step, definition of the problem was made by the facilitator, who presented the group
with a summary of the exercise and a paper version of PESTEL analysis considering LUT.
Introductory presentation is of course standard issue in any session, and the purpose of
preliminary PESTEL was to ‘warm-up’ the participants, as it is not self evident that
students would be well prepared upon arrival to the class.
The work progressed to the next phase where the group brainstormed the key drivers of
change and uncertainties. The PESTEL was also used here as preset categories for idea
generation, and the facilitator went the categories through one at a time with the group.
Brainstorming was followed by a discussion where ambiguous items were clarified
between the participants, by verbal explanations and additions to the system. Unclear items
were rephrased or explained by comments and overlapping items were removed or merged.
After the discussion, the drivers were prioritized by voting. Ten-point scale was used in all
the voting through GroupSystems, as it allows accurate weighing and does not have a
neutral point, so participants are forced to take a either negative or positive posture.
From the prioritized drivers, ten of the most important were chosen. The divers were
positioned in a matrix so that two of the most important independent drivers were first
given the four possible combinations of realization/not realization, as explained above.
These four combinations also formed the four scenarios created in the session. The rest of
chosen drivers were placed in the matrix below the first drivers and the state of realization
was the logically derived from the previous by the group. The formed scenarios or scenario
logics were evaluated by reasoning after Schoemaker’s (1995) criteria and if there were
perceived inconsistencies the driver states were adjusted.
Last step of the session was event generation. The scenario logics were printed to the
participants and the subjects generated events according to the formed driver framework,
one scenario at a time. The purpose was to use these event sets as a basis for the actual
scenarios. Again, after the event generation, the results were inspected by the group for
illogicalities and adjusted.
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This approach relies much on the logic of participants in the forming of scenarios and it
might be described as intuitive-logical or borderline heuristic process. The weak is point is
the formulation of scenarios, where, also depending on the drivers, distinctions of
scenarios can be very small, thus bringing the borders of possibility narrower than might
be sought after. In addition, when the drivers were voted with question setting “When A
happens and B does not, would C materialize, or not?” frequencies of Yes and No –
answers were in many occasions almost equal, which of course undermines the validity of
vote results as the actual result could go either way. Of course, in a situation where the
group is unanimous in deciding the driver states, the problem goes away.
6.3. Case II

In case II the approach was somewhat different from case I. The session started with
definition of the problem and proceeded to defining the major drivers of change, as in case
I. The drivers were discussed in a similar fashion using the PESTEL framework than in
case II.
The difference comes in the part where participants were presented with the prioritized list
of drivers and were asked to identify concrete events that are consequent on the identified
drivers. In the first of the sessions, the subjects started with a blank screen and a printed list
of the identified drivers, in the second session there were three base categories, internal,
interest groups, micro and macro environment. The resulting event sets were once again
discussed and commented, and overlapping events were merged or removed.
These events were then subjected to voting in two dimensions with alternative analysis
tool; first the impact of the event and then probability. The ten-point scale was interpreted
here so that in probability vote the 10 is read as 100% and 1 as 10%, with impact 10 was
set to being extremely positive incident and 1 highly negative. Then the scenarios were
formed on grounds of the voting, so that events that had high probability were grouped in
“realistic” scenario and event with average to high probability and most negative or
positive impact were grouped in negative and positive scenarios respectively. In the final
stage the event forming each scenario were subjected to discussion with concerns that was
the set logical and coherent and the events were also grouped in approximate chronological
order.
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This process was aimed to be more structured that case I, although it could be also
prosecuted for being too mechanical in order to capture the innovativeness and nuances of
the session. In fact case II uses large parts from Blanning and Reinig’s framework for
scenario creation (Blanning & Reinig, 2005), as discussed above. As described in their
paper, Blanning and Reinig tend to go straight to brainstorming events in the future, with
headlines such as ‘optimistic’ ‘negative’ and ‘realistic’ events. In contrast, many scenario
practitioners explicitly warn about such approach (e.g. van der Heijden et al. 2002). The
point of the criticism is that the three categories steer the process too much, resulting in
uninventive thinking. It could also be suggested that present or likely future can not be
simply forged into pessimistic or optimistic scenarios with a good conscience. To prevent
that effect the subjects were not told how the scenarios are formed, until it was time to
group the scenarios. Case II might be called hybrid process, which synthesizes elements
from intuitive and mechanical approach, to alleviate the problems of the “triangular” view,
at the same time preserving the clean structure it provides for the process.
6.4. Description of research material

In both cases, all participating subjects were presented with an anonymous questionnaire to
review the session. The questions are derived from the theoretical framework, particularly
from the challenges of scenario process and characteristics of GSS. The 5-point scale was
chosen instead of 10, because in all cases the part takers were more intimately familiar
with performance grading in 5-point scale.
To further explore the scenario experience, the participants in case II were interviewed
personally. Interviews were conducted in usual working environment of the subject during
office hours. Interviews were semi-structured or focused, that is, questions were prepared
but answer options were open. The reasons for using focused interview are, the subjects
had already completed a survey and semi-structured could offer some more insights to the
topic. On the other hand, the time and resources compared to the amount of interviewees
did not support the use of more in-depth interviewing methods. All interviews were
recorded and transcribed prior to further evaluation.
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6.5. Quantitative analysis

Table 13 below expresses the questions in the survey form, as well as gives overview to
the results. In case I the separate grading from the three sessions with ntot=29 were
processed with Kruskal-Wallis 2-tailed variance analysis with margin of error p=0.05 and
thus ascertained as a unified sample of the population- As for Case II with ntot=14,
variance analysis was an excluded possibility in terms of good practice. For purposes of
validating results, some key figures are provided. Confidence intervals are also calculated
with the standard margin of error p=0.05.
From the table can be observed that overall scores are high, especially considering that the
common verbal key is 1 ‘tolerable’, 3 ‘good’ and 5 ‘excellent’. Notable figures are the
confidence interval and standard error in case I; deviation in the group is within a quarter
of point. In average, the scores are good or even very good, but the trustworthiness lacks
behind. Judging from the open critique given, the reason for low regards in this respect is
that the sessions were carried out as assignments, participated solely by students. Although
the process received some critique of its own, the point was the actual creation of scenarios
where the drivers of change were positioned in the matrix and given yes/no-states., this
was considered as confusing and incoherent practice. The numbers for case II are to be
taken with a grain of salt because of the small sample, but for what it is worth the grades
are even better than in case I. Especially the grade for relevance and trustworthiness
gained a lot compared to the student sessions.
When it comes to the fit of GSS in the process, the overall result in both cases is very
good. In the light of the ratings, the highlights of GSS are systematic processing, increased
commitment to the process and ability to help in considering different perspectives.
Compared to theoretical suggestions about the benefits of GSS presented above, the results
can be seen as supportive.
The quantitative results of case I get reinforcement from case II. Overall, the scores are
closer to very good, although standard error is somewhat higher than in case I. Of course it
is debatable is the difference in the group or the different process, and even the reliability
of the case II might be viewed as questionable. On the other hand, it might be said that the
direction is right. What is encouraging in the results is that in case II the process got better
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evaluation in most respects, even though it can be assumed that administrators and
researchers would be more critical, at least when it comes to trust, than engineering
students.
Table 13. Questionnaire results
Question

Case I

Case II

Results
Avg.

Std.
Dev.

Md

Std. Error

Confidence interval

D(x)

+/x⎯

D(Md)

Results

LL

UL

Avg.

Std.
Dev.

Std. Error

Confidence interval

Md

D(x)

D(Md)

+/x⎯

LL

UL

1. Do you have previous experience with scenario planning?
a) I'm familiar with
scenario planning

2,64

1,10

2,00

0,20

0,26

0,42

2,23

3,06

3,11

1,54

3,00

0,44

0,56

0,91

2,20

4,02

3,86

0,92

4,00

0,17

0,21

0,35

3,51

4,21

4,00

0,71

4,00

0,20

0,26

0,42

3,58

4,42

3,31

0,85

4,00

0,16

0,20

0,32

2,99

3,63

3,89

0,78

4,00

0,23

0,28

0,46

3,43

4,35

3,62

0,78

4,00

0,14

0,18

0,29

3,33

3,92

4,11

0,33

4,00

0,10

0,12

0,20

3,91

4,31

3,31

1,07

3,00

0,20

0,25

0,41

2,90

3,72

3,72

0,57

4,00

0,16

0,20

0,33

3,39

4,06

2,62

0,68

3,00

0,13

0,16

0,26

2,36

2,88

4,06

0,17

4,00

0,05

0,06

0,10

3,96

4,15

2,31

0,60

2,00

0,11

0,14

0,23

2,08

2,54

4,00

0,71

4,00

0,20

0,26

0,42

3,58

4,42

2,97

0,68

3,00

0,13

0,16

0,26

2,71

3,22

3,22

0,67

3,00

0,19

0,24

0,39

2,83

3,62

2,86

1,06

3,00

0,20

0,25

0,40

2,46

3,27

3,11

0,60

3,00

0,17

0,22

0,36

2,76

3,47

2. Scenario process
a) The objectives of
the session were
clear
b) The objectives
were reached
c) Do you feel that
the process used
produces useful
results
d)Do you feel that the
key drivers of change
were identified
e) Are the results, in
Your opinion,
relevant to LUT's
operation
f) Are the results
trustworthy to you
g) Are the result
logical and coherent
h) How much of the
trust depends on the
process itself (1 small
-5 largest)

3. GSS in scenario process
a) GSS fitted
naturally with
scenario process
b) GSS systematized
the process
c) GSS helped in
observing different
perspectives
d) GSS helped to
committing to the
process
e) GSS helped in
creating trustworthy
results

4,14

0,69

4,00

0,13

0,16

0,26

3,87

4,40

4,00

0,87

4,00

0,25

0,31

0,51

3,49

4,51

4,28

0,59

4,00

0,11

0,14

0,22

4,05

4,50

4,56

0,53

5,00

0,15

0,19

0,31

4,24

4,87

3,76

0,74

4,00

0,14

0,17

0,28

3,48

4,04

3,89

0,60

4,00

0,17

0,22

0,36

3,53

4,24

3,52

0,99

4,00

0,18

0,23

0,38

3,14

3,89

4,22

0,83

4,00

0,24

0,30

0,49

3,73

4,71

2,97

0,78

3,00

0,14

0,18

0,30

2,67

3,26

3,67

0,71

4,00

0,20

0,26

0,42

3,25

4,08

To investigate the dependencies further, Spearman’s Correlation factors were calculated
for the material of case I, still with p=0.05. The results are shown in appendix 2. Most
significant correlations are; 1) GSS helps observing different perspectives correlates
positively with usefulness and coherence of the results and commitment to process 2) GSS
helps in committing to the process correlates positively with identifying most important
drivers of change and observing different perspectives. 3) The goals of the session were
met correlates positively with the objectives being clear and trustworthiness of the results.
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Interestingly enough there were no statistically significant correlation between level of
prior knowledge about scenario process and other answers. These correlations could be
translated to notion that the main benefits or added value from GSS is that it improves
commitment, which results in deeper substance, and diffuses information between the
group which helps in identifying important pieces on information regarding session goals.
Further observation would be that the primary mechanism for improving commitment in
the sample is GSS’ ability to diffuse information. The basic case is that when the
objectives are explicit in the group, they are easier to accomplish, and the results are more
trustworthy. These correlations are consistent with the other data and thus provide further
support for the framework.
Summing the quantitative analysis up, it can be said that the empirical results support the
formed theoretical concept of supporting scenario process with a GSS. As can be observed
from Table 13, the test subjects were fairly unanimous in their answers, so even though the
sample is small, the validity of the results can be seen as better that the sample size alone
would suggest. Judging from the results the specified process seems to function as
intended, even with variation in actual method of forming the scenarios. The correlation
test suggests that GSS adds value to the process by focusing the group’s attention to the
task at hand and through supporting commitment in the process. On grounds of these
results, it can be suggested that the concept of utilizing GSS in scenario process seems
feasible.
6.6. Qualitative analysis

Qualitative processing is based on the above-mentioned interviews, which were conducted
amongst subjects of case II. In order to investigate the problems and deepen the
understanding of the process, the interviews were carried out as semi-structured with
predetermined themes, as discussed above.
The themes presented in Table 14 were chosen on grounds of the theory proposition, to get
knowledge of the weaknesses unveiled by the questionnaire. The three main themes were
the perceived usefulness of scenarios and trust in the results, the fit and advantages of a
GSS, and the relationship of information sharing and knowledge creation in the process.
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Table 14. The structure of the interviews
Themes and sub themes
1. How deep was your previous knowledge of scenario planning and how does that compare to the
session
- Was there something missing
- Should there have been more structure or intuition
- Was the essence of scenario process in your view

2. In the survey there were implications that the goals were not clear enough: was the process enough
goal-oriented and if not, how would you improve?
- Were the goals communicated clearly
- Should the goals have been emphasized more during the action
3. There were also implications that the results lacked logic, what induced these problems in your
view?
- Was the reason process, facilitation or the subject
- How would you improve
4. Did the final result meet the spirit of the session?
- If not, where did the process go wrong
- Did you feel that the triangular model (positive-negative-realistic) would have affected the results
- Were the ideas and tacit knowledge transferred efficiently
5. Did you feel that GSS enhanced communication?
- Was the communication better or worse than verbally
- Do you feel that the meaning of ideas and comments was understood in the group
- Was there something important missing in the written communication
- Was there enough clarifying verbal communication
6. Do you feel that knowledge was diffused and/or transcended in the session?
- What helped or hindered the communication
- Do you feel that you have gotten something from the session

7. Do you feel that using results of this process in actual situation would be feasible?
- If not, why
- Is the trust in the process, participants, GSS or in all of them

The interviews as a whole did not paint as rosy picture as the numerical evaluation. Table
15 below gathers some specific comments and insights lifted from the interview material to
back up the overall perceived picture. Interviews were conducted some time after the
session, so the novelty of the situation did not affect the results. The process still seemed
overall positive and working concept to the interviewed, but clear points of critique arose.
On the negative side, goals of the process or the process itself were somewhat unclear to
the participants or were forgotten during the process. The identification of drivers of
change was not integrated to the process well enough, or the identified drivers did not
connect to the future events properly. Even if the subjects were presented with a list of the
prioritized drivers, they felt that the events did not connect to the drivers, which is
somewhat puzzling as the group was specifically asked to think of events those drivers
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would cause. One topic of critique was also poor catering to relationships in the elements
of scenarios. Contrary to the theory proposition above, due to time constraints there was
not any map drawing or correlation votes in the session.
On the other hand, the triangular scenario creation did not seem to bother the subjects, one
factor being that the actual scenario method was not specified in session introduction, so it
would not affect the situation. Then again, one thing is that how the final scenarios might
act in decision making, as the most probable scenario is likely to attract most attention,
whether it is a negative matter is another story.
According to the interviews, the poor logicality or credibility of scenarios was because of
two reasons. Some subjects were downright suspicious of validity of the scenario sets. The
other reason for average rating in the survey appeared to be that subjects did not want to
rate the results too high, when they had not seen but a handful of probable events instead of
ready scenario stories.
In the matter of knowledge creation, the material leans towards inconclusive. Statements
were mostly vague, although pointing to the direction that some knowledge creation took
place. The subjects saw the GSS as a positive thing because they felt that information
sharing was effective, and it promotes open minded considerations when you can see
others’ contribution it can waken thought different connotations and mind sets. One factor
was that definition of ‘knowledge’ or knowledge creation is none too familiar with the
subjects and definitions are somewhat equivocal. If any creation happened, it would have
been mostly combination of explicit knowledge or systemization of conceptual knowledge
assets.
In the concluding question, the subjects generally saw the scenario method as a viable tool
for large and important decisions, even with its flaws. One finding is that in addition to the
concrete scenarios some interviewees also saw the process as kind of learning experience,
promoting open-minded consideration of different options and ideas, and as a possibility to
create consensus on large issues and goal in a large heterogeneous organization. When
asked the basis of trust was the whole of the process, GSS and the situation rather than one
separate factor.
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Table 15. Selected comments from the 1st session of case II grouped by themes
Theme

1.

Positive comments (number of similar)

Negative comments

- Efficient process
- the process was generally successful

- Might be too structured to capture most ‘far-out’
possibilities
- Loosening the schedule might improve
substance
- Tight schedule leaves little time for critical
assessment
- The group should be reminded of the objectives
(4)
- Time span tends to slip out of the mind (2)
- Difficult to juggle the process and objectives at
the same time
- More exhaustive introduction to the framework
would help

2.

- Identification of drivers did not meet with
generation of events (4)
- People reluctant to give good grading without
seeing the final results (2)
- Grouping of the scenarios (event sets) seen as
equivocal
- Different contextual meaning of input, because
of differences in mental models

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

- Generally yes (2)
- Triangular model did not bother (5)

- Some negative or improbable contribution
wasn’t taken seriously
- Hard to detach from own point of view

- GSS promoted democracy in the group
- Idea generation was effective (2)
- Enhances commitment (in tech-savvy
group)
- Ability to see the session logs reduces
ambiguity
- Ability to see intermediate result gives
some sense of accomplishment

- Generally the input was understood well in the
group (2)
- More time would have waken perhaps more
resonance in the group

- Information diffusion and extraction was
efficient (3)
- Promotes considering new perspectives
(2)
- Possible to ride on the wave of others’
ideas

- Maybe too much information in a short time

- Yes, promotes open-mindedness toward
decision options (3)
- Especially in complex and uncertain
decision conditions
- Possibility for consensus creation in a
larger perspective as a byproduct of process

- Risk of the stories being too populist to gain
trust

The quantitative results are overall positive regarding the feasibility of using a GSS in
supporting scenario process. Another appreciable note is that the results support the formed
theoretical framework. The results duplicate many of the reported results on benefits of a
GSS, so it could be cautiously suggested that the theory supports the usability of a GSS in
a scenario process and vice versa. At the same time, it is to be noted that this testing does
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not validate other parts of the framework than the creation of (preliminary) scenarios with
the support of a GSS. In addition, the qualitative analysis reveals that there is some set
backs in the actual scenario method, so there is something to work on before deeming the
framework ready.
Summing up the findings, it seems that the concept of utilizing GSS effectively to facilitate
scenario process and thus creating actionable knowledge seems feasible. On the other
hand, it seems that the execution of the process needs further development to achieve
optimal performance and substance from the setting.
6.7. Validity and Limitations

As always, there is a justified doubt if the results are valid or reliable. At first attention
turns into test setting and conduct. The empirical tests were executed in fairly constant
conditions, keeping the process and other factors as same as possible between tests in each
series. The tests were also executed by the same personnel in order to control variance in
conditions. By these standards, the testing could be deemed reasonably reliable.
Then there is the question of sample size, the total amount of test subjects or participants is
43, which is relatively low compared to some other studies in the field and the population.
However, in the testing the results were consistent between cases I and II, and were also
supported by the theory proposition, which elevates the trust beyond what the sample size
alone would suggest.
Another matter is generalizability; the results are automatically valid only in the population
consisting of senior students of Industrial Engineering and to some extent university
administrators. The extent to which these results can be extrapolated into general
management of public or private organizations and what is the effect, is a question that
cannot readily be answered on these grounds.
With these limitations, this testing should be considered as an attempt at proofing the
concept of supporting scenario process with a GSS and a part of the concept of supported
scenario process. A reasonable question is that why the whole process was not tested: apart
from practical considerations of finding a case organization to do the scenario process, and
time limitations, the black box approach might not give any better answers. If a scenario
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process, supported or not, is done following some methodology and the inputs and outputs
are measured, there are many unexplained variables and results left. In a single process the
inputs, the process and the methods give a result, but it is not easy to explain what the
contribution of each factor is in the final scenarios. Although the conduct of process is
documented, the results show that there is need for improving the execution and thus the
process used in test sessions should be used warily for actual scenario creation in the
present form.
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7. SCENARIOS IN ACTION LUT 2016
7.1. Process description and outcome

This chapter focuses mostly in the phases after the initial scenarios are formed and it is
time to form the final scenarios (see Figure 20), although certain amount of overlap with
previous chapters is unavoidable. As noted above, the domain of the empirical validation
does not reach to this chapter’s area, so the following pages should be viewed as an
illustration of the process rather than a normative suggestion.
The details of the first phases of the process are for most parts documented above, in
description of case II of the empirical tests. The material used in the actual scenarios is
mostly from the second session, as the background of the participants were more diffuse,
the execution of the session went smoother and the gathered amount of material is greater..
As reported above, the scenario sessions started with orientation and a short discussion on
the topic of the future of LUT in the next ten years. The actual work started with
identifying the essential drivers of change and a vote to prioritize the identified drivers.
After the drivers were prioritized, the process moved on to generating events based on the
drivers and finally the events were voted for impact and probability. Lastly, the scenarios
were briefly discussed and the events of each set were positioned in an approximate
chronological order.
What this means in practical terms to the scenario writer is that the results are present in a
large text file exported from GroupSystems. The output might depend on version of the
program, but basically the log contains the input of each phase of the session, first in the
original order as the items were created and then vote results in descending order by rank.
The votes include frequencies of different points, sum of points, mean and standard
deviation per item. The systems is hard coded for anonymity, so it is not possible to
identify votes or created items from different workstations. For practical reasons the
original logs are not included in this report, the output file spans some hundred pages per
session in Rich Text Format. However, Table 16 below presents the drivers from each
session ordered by rank of importance. The drivers are translated and rephrased from
Finnish. For purposes of comparison, Appendices 3-5 feature the original drivers and
scenario sets.
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The drivers below form the backbone of the scenarios for LUT. Comparing the two
different driver sets, the common denominator seems to be concentration and
specialization of universities and changing of financing structure from government issued
budget funding to private sector through research services and other arrangements.
Otherwise looking at the ranks seems that the standard deviation is quite high in most of
the drivers, seems that the groups were none too single-minded about the most important
forces shaping the environment. When looking at the individual vote distributions, the rank
distributions are surprisingly uniform but it would seem that there were no actual attempts
to shift the balance.
Table 16. The most important drivers of change for LUT, ordered by importance

1 Session

Avg.
(Std.
dev.)

2 Session

Avg.
(Std.
dev.)

Strong concentration of universities in Finland

8.22
(1.79)

Specialization of universities to achieve high quality

8.86
(0.90)

Call for centralization of research to achieve critical
mass

8.11
(1.45)

Role of top tier research gains weight as a
competitive advantage

8.00
(1.53)

Ministry of Schooling reduces funding for
universities

7.89
(1.36)

Competition between universities tenses and role of
image increases

7.86
(0.38

Intensifying competition on research project
funding

7.78
(0.97)

Cooperation between university and the industry
grows

7.86
(2.41)

Co-operation with polytechnic

7.78
(1.39)

Demand for combination of technology and
economics in society

7.86
(1.57)

Linking of business and technological studies

7.78
(2.39)

Globalization demands more for survival

7.43
(1.62)

Furthers shift from budget funding to research
services

7.67
(0.71)

The workings of university finance changes

7.43
(2.15)

Merger of universities and polytechnics

7.67
(2.06)

Governments role as financier of universities
decreases

7.43
(2.23)

Mission of university: quality research or degree
factory

7.56
(1.88)

Quality and amount of available student material

7.43
(2.57)

Increasing demand for research on welfare
technology

7.56
(2.01)

Amount and importance of outside funding increases

7.29
(1.98)

Quality and amount of available student material

7.44
(1.94)

Importance of schooling and research as a part of
national competitiveness increases

7.29
(2.56)

Decreasing competitiveness of traditional
industries

7.22
(1.72)

Shifts in demand of technologies

7.14
(1.68)

Decreasing appreciation of university degrees

7.22
(1.92)

Increasing understanding of market structure

7.14
(1.86)

Requirements of innovative university

7.22
(1.99)

Ever-increasing internationalization

7.14
(1.95)

Opportunities for long-term productive cooperation
with the industry

7.11
(1.45)

Capacity to absorb new technologies

7.14
(2.67)

Teaching of mathematical subjects in elementary
and high schools

7.11
(1.90)

Russia demands more attention from LUT

7.00
(2.16)

Engineering works shift to third world countries

7.00
(1.50)

Forest cluster and basic technology keep their
importance

7.00
(2.52)

Effect of regional development planning

6.89
(1.96)

Economic growth in Asia increases knowledge and
know-how

7.00
(3.16)

Increasing unemployment of graduate engineers in
Finland

6.89
(2.03)

Importance of business ventures as users of
technology increases

6.86
(1.35)

Focus and amount of EU research funding

6.89
(2.15)

Shift from handing out degrees to knowledge diffusion

6.86
(1.46)

st

nd
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If the need be to validate the drivers, one comparison would be Kati KorhonenYrjänheikki’s licentiate thesis (2004) made in Helsinki University of Technology together
with Finnish Association of Graduate Engineers. The drivers identified in Delphi-panel, by
some of the most influential people in Finnish education and industry, are reassuringly
similar than the ones above, with the exception of more present bio- and nanotechnology
(Ibid. p. 90).
When the drivers are sorted out, it is time to look at the scenarios. Figure 21 illustrates the
votes from the 1st session in a scatter plot, where x-axis represents the probability and yaxis the impact of the event. Here the events are grouped by hand with the rule of thumb,
that one scenario consists of around ten events and medium to high probability events are
used (Blanning and Reinig, 2005). As can be observed, the events are rather scattered
around the field. What is interesting in the plot is the local inverse correlation of
probability and impact, illustrated by a cluster of events near the intersection of scenarios
one and two, which would point to rather pessimistic expectation amongst participants in
the session.
Scenario sets
10,00
9,00
8,00

Scenario 3

7,00

Impact

6,00

Scenario 1
5,00
4,00

Scenario 2

3,00
2,00
1,00
0,00
0,00

0,10

0,20

0,30

0,40
Probability

Figure 21. Scenario sets from the 1st session
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As mentioned briefly in chapter 5.3 cluster analysis would be one possibility for doing the
grouping. Figure below in turn illustrates the events from the 2nd session, drawn in Weka 3
Machine Learning Workbench’s desktop. Even though the user interface could be more
polished, Weka has the unsurpassed benefit of being free and fully customizable from
custom algorithms all the way to the source code. The method used was the expectationmaximization (EM) clusterer, which is based on iterative use of k-means algorithm (Witten
& Frank, 2005, p. 265). Generally k-means methods optimize clusters by comparing
individual impact vectors to group mean, and iterating the grouping thereof, which should
be quite robust approach to the present data with unknown distributions (Everitt et al.
2001, p. 100). The figure below shows that the run with default parameters produces four
reasonable clusters which are divided roughly by lines x=0.6 and y=6, which translates
more or less to two pessimistic and two optimistic sets. As discussed above, the sets are
examined manually for apparent clustering errors.

Scenario cluster 1
Scenario cluster 3

Scenario cluster 2

Scenario cluster 4

Figure 22. Clustering of scenario sets from the 2nd session
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Now that the scenario sets are formed, it is time to form the scenario logics around the sets.
For the reason of simplicity, the results from the second session were picked as the basis
for the final scenarios, because the participants were more uniform sample of LUT staff.
As mentioned, these sessions did not include causal votes in the sense that was proposed in
the theory section, so the causality is left to the shoulders of the writer. As a result, there is
no possibility to compose any maps straight away from the session material, but the items
and their comments are used to form concept maps manually as a basis for the actual
scenario writing later on.
The starting point of mapping is sorting out the events in the scenario sessions. One
approach to the mapping would be using the principles of so-called systems thinking to
ponder about the cause and effect of the events inside each scenario. John Sterman (2000,
p. 10) sheds some light on the basics of social systems: feedback loops (of information),
like the control phase in decision framework (Figure 5), are the source of growth, cause
and effect usually are further apart in time and space that is intuitively perceived, delays in
feedback cause the system to perform different from the intended. Sterman (Ibid.) stresses
the importance of understanding the systems in question, as changing one parameter may
have surprising consequences when the system adapts to the new situation. Using this
analogy, the drivers of the scenarios form a system and the system’s cycles result in the
events, much in the same way as Figure 8 pictures the elements in scenarios.
The general advice in mapping (Novak and Cañas, 2006) and systems thinking (Sterman,
2001) is to start carefully with few central elements and expand the map as needed. The
approach here was to take the drivers and form the map of them to get a view of the forces
shaping the scenarios. Then the work proceeded to examination of the events’ comments
and forming basic frames based on them. In mapping one impeccable rule is Emperor
Marcus Aurelius’ catch phrase "For any particular thing, ask, 'What is it in itself? What is
its nature?'" (Aurelius, M. 2001). The elements were added the mapping tools workspace
one by one forming the probable links with constant referral to the drivers and comments.
After the maps are created, it is time to start working on the stories. After advice of Coyle
(2004, p. 61) and Ziamou (2003) the names for the scenarios were picked after examining
the general theme in the scenarios. The mapping as a process went so, that the events were
fed to a cognitive mapping program, IHMC cMapTools, and the links were drawn. The
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primary source of links was again the comments from GroupSystems log, and secondarily
reasoning based on the driver maps and common knowledge. In this case, after initial maps
were drawn, they were presented to some of the closer colleagues familiar with the
sessions as a sort of focus group interview, to test the reactions and validate the logical
structure of the maps. The revised concept maps or the scenario maps are presented in
appendices 5 to 8.
The final stories are written around that theme following the logics in the maps. During the
writing, as the story unfolds so to speak, the maps are subject to some minor adjustment.
Otherwise, the writing is fairly straightforward process of tying the events together as a
logical story, from present to a defined state in the future. During the writing, some
background checks from literature concerning similar issues, for example from exploratory
studies or public scenarios, might be in order. Previous works, such as publications by
government bureaus, research organizations and similar instances, gives the opportunity to
test and challenge the writers own perspectives. Of course, the matter is not so
straightforward, as seen below much of the reasoning and effort in writing the exemplary
stories was used in analyzing the drivers and their effects on the matters. Careful
examination of the drivers aids considerably in forming the scenario logics and
reverberates in the stories, as well as in the scenario maps. One might characterize the
process as iterative, as a resonance between the drivers and the scenario maps conducted
by the writer. As scenarios are by definition exploratory in nature, one should not be afraid
to challenge one’s own or others’ views during the process.
7.2. Overview of the scenarios

This chapter acts as an overview of the scenarios presented below. As presented above the
stories are based on the described test sessions for using a GSS in scenario process. For the
sake of clarity, the latter set of scenarios from 2nd session of Case II was picked to form the
stories.
At first looking at the drivers in Figure 23, the gestalt seems to be that in the wake of
globalization, the competition in the economy tenses and markets becomes more
transparent between nations, which increases needs for internationalization in
organizations. At the same time, as the government decreases budget funding, the financial
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structure of universities shift toward private funding from partners in the industry, which
leads to a cycle of closer co-operation, but also demands more from the universities as the
funding companies need something back and so the competition between universities
tightens. It seems that according to this map, the key to success would be developing top
tier research programs, to attract students and partnering firms. Succeeding in this venture
would need developing market understanding, absorptive capacity and wise choice of areas
of expertise, while not turning the back on traditional manufacturing industries.
Examining the forces by Schoemaker’s (1995) rules, there are no apparent flaws in the
drivers, in the sense that the drivers are on par with timeframe of ten years, perhaps except
for Asia surpassing Europe economically. However, there is one critique on the drivers; if
the map is examined for what it is in itself, the true drivers might be increasing global
rivalry in economy and education, and the decreasing budget funding by the government,
which together have repercussions, which are represented by the rest of driver items. This
may not be such a negative thing, as Sterman (2000) eagerly reminds that human
perception of causality is indeed bounded, so the map should give a fairer view of the
situation than using just two or so drivers.

Figure 23. A concept map of the drivers of change for LUT
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To pursue the system analogy presented above (chapter 4.3) further, the drivers were also
presented as a cognitive map to investigate whether there are apparent feedback loops. This
approach is also supported by the elements in lower right corner of Figure 23, where the
three concepts form a self-reinforcing loop. The cognitive map in Figure 24 was made
paying attention to Sterman’s (2000, p.135) advice.
The figure includes four distinct self-reinforcing causal loops. Loop labeled as number 1, is
the financial loop, where decreasing budget drives the university to seek comfort in
cooperation with the private sector, which in turn decreases dependence of government
funding. Loop 1 is also fed by loop 2, where shift in technology undermines basic
industries, which raises importance of new business ventures and so on. Loops 3 and 4 in
turn tie these two together. In loop 3, emerging technology raises importance of education
and research as a competitive factor, which stimulates quality improvement in education,
raising absorptive capacity, reinforcing the ongoing in shifts in technology. Loop 4 adds
competition between universities acting as a catalyst in technology evolution.
Economic growth in Asia increases
knowledge and know-how

Increasing understanding
of market structure in LUT

+
+
+

Ever-increasing
internationalization

Globalization demands
more for survival

+

Russia demands
more
attention from LUT

+
+

+
+

Competition between universities
tenses and role of image increases

Importance of education and research as
a part of national competitiveness
increases

Demand for combination of
technology and economics in society

+
+

+

+

Amount and importance of
private funding increases

+
Importance of business
ventures
as users of technology rises

Forest cluster and basic
technologies keep their
importance

2
-

+
+
+

Shifts in demand
for technologies

1
Governments role as
financier of universities
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+

+
+

-

The workings of
university
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3

Role of top tier research gains
weight as competitive
advantage

Shift from handing out
degrees to knowledge
diffusion

Cooperation between the
university
and the industry grows

Capacity to absorb
new technologies

+

4

+

Specialization of Universities
to achieve high quality

Figure 24. A cognitive map of the drivers of change for LUT
The selection of map types was pondered upon above, and the result was something in the
lines of choosing the one that is more convenient. However, comparing the two maps
presented above, the output of them differs. These two figures provide more insight to the
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matter. When comparing the maps above, they seem to address different questions; the
concept map seems to tell a story of what happens and how, whereas the latter cognitive
map provides a better answers to questions beginning with “why”. Similarly than the
scenario maps in the appendices, the concept map tells what is happening and how the
things might develop, which event leads to which and so on. The cognitive map, on the
other hand, pictures how the drivers interact. The difference is that now the cause and
effect in the drivers, or driver system if you will, is more explicit which clarifies why the
scenarios are shaped as they are.
There would still be a possibility to use causal or mind maps. For one, it can be argued that
adding numerical strength to the connectors in the figure above would likely not bring
much more value or have any more explanatory power. Secondly, introducing a mind map
at this stage would not likely have any effect either, the proper place to use it would
probably be in the initial stages of the session as Coyle (2004) proposed.
Nevertheless, what is debatable is the underlying cause for these feedbacks. It would seem
by the map that growth in Asia would be the root of all evil so to speak, but that would be
perhaps too straightforward interpretation, for example the shift in university finance has
already started without much pressure from Asia. Some readers might also feel compelled
to criticize the maps on account that even though the items were a product of the experts
participating in the sessions, the maps lay on the writer’s narrow shoulders. That is a
reasonable critique, and hard to dismiss straight out of hand. So let us examine the map
critically. The change in governments position toward universities is reality at the moment,
the ongoing profitability programs, new incentive programs, funding based on the number
of graduated students and so on reflect the change (e.g. Ministry of Education, 2004). The
matter of globalization is a harder point, it can be argued that the constant strive for
international free trade, global capital markets, increasing international trade and such are
the ripples of underlying change in paradigm. Similarly, others as Shell Global Scenarios
(Shell International Ltd., 2005) and Kokkonen et al. (2005) have identified globalization as
one of the key drivers in their work. Overall, if there is strength in numbers, similar driver
constructions have been put forward in scenarios for public and education sector by the
Finnish Academy (Suomen Akatemia & Tekes, 2006), Finnish National Fund for Research
and Development (2005), Finnish Association of Graduate Engineers with Helsinki
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University of Technology (Korhonen-Yrjänheikki, 2004) and University of Sussex, United
Kingdom (Berkhout, 1998).
One great concern is what if the system turns backwards; globalization is taken as a sort of
exogenous, given fact, in the consideration throughout the scenario material, what if the
Western world finds a competitive edge somehow after all, or closes the borders? Hilmola
(2006) points out that in the light of the long cycle theory, the economy is eating the fruits
of the fifth innovation wave but the starvation might be in the horizon already, which could
cause Asia to gain relative advantage. In a contradicting situation where globalization
stalls, Shell’s Flags scenario (Shell International Ltd., 2005, p. 103), economic growth is
seen as hindered by trade barriers. Especially in Asia as export demand drops, but also in
EU, which in contrast to the initial interpretation, would actually not lessen the importance
of research in national level, or put more budget funds in universities.
Figure 25 below pictures the general themes in the stories. The scenarios maps are
presented in appendices 6-9. There are four distinguishable themes in the scenarios. One
path leads to isolation and slow degradation of abilities because of lack of renewal in the
organization, the other is a path of stagnated development, where the future does not hold
much positive, but neither will it lead to complete demise. Then there are two upward
paths led by internationalization and warm relations across the border, or by organic
growth through specialization and networking.
As a matter of fact, the differentiating factor in the scenarios is, same as in the drivers, very
much the ability to develop international relations and the level of innovation and scientific
accomplishment. Interesting factor is that depending on context, diminishing budget
funding is seen as either a source of economic autonomy or a severe threat. Otherwise, the
nuances in each scenario map are quite distinct, as figure below tries to suggest that despite
similarities, there are separate paths that lead to different outcome.
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Figure 25. Overview in the scenarios
As a disclaimer, it is to be noted that base material used above and the following stories are
firmly based on the consensus of the participants in the test sessions, and thus these
scenarios are not just figments of the writer’s imagination. The writer’s humble role is to
phrase the gathered ideas as stories of the future, so to speak. As the purpose of scenarios
is to give picture of plausible futures and to challenge present worldviews, the style in the
following sub chapters may be polemic in nature. It is also notable that despite some
suspicion the drivers seems to form a reasonable construction and the events or scenarios
do have a connection with the drivers. Whether or not it is a distortion put forward by the
writer, and is it a positive or negative thing, is debatable, but in any case it is aligned with
the theoretical proposition, where the drivers are supposed to form the underlying logic
that is realized in the separate chains of events.
7.3. Scenario 1 - Slow degrade and demise

The scenario has three intertwining storylines that lead to the final state. The premises of
degradation and demise are lack of basic research, problems in traditional industries and
locking into collaborating solely with incumbent companies.
The domino starts with the industry having troubles to renew itself when the society and
economy moves towards a knowledge intensive paradigm. There are already some
concerns. For example, Weckström (2006) has seriously warned the printing and paper
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industries about the future, as content and consumers increasingly move to electronic
media. The intermediary has little to offer if there are no new ways to enhance customer
value, the content provider is indifferent toward the used media as long as the content sells
and the consumers act on their preferences and convenience.
In present state, declining profits are patched with rationalization and cost cutting
programs. Innovation and development need investments, which are costly in the short
term, and managers do not want to spend any more funds when the figures are already
looking poor. The quest for most efficient manufacturing drives the industry to move
toward bigger markets and cheaper labor to minimize cost. The mathematics are simple,
Asia has the largest potential customer base and economic growth in the world. On the
other hand local industry is also recruiting from abroad, be it lack of available workforce,
or worker immobility and lack of incentive, engineering works’ recruit more and more
from the former Eastern bloc to get willing and cheap engineers, welders, construction
workers and so on.
In the mean time, the academic world fails to see the wave of change in the industry and
continues to work exclusively with large incumbent companies. The views in these
companies are locked to cost savings and this lack of perspective infects the scientific
world. The resulting effect is a vicious cycle where researchers and managers support each
other’s views and en up reinforcing the conventional wisdom. In the same time SME and
start-up businesses are overshadowed by the dinosaur, and suffer in deprivation of funding,
research, and business development programs. Neither banking nor government instances
are willing to risk with wild ideas and uncertain future, resulting in many a promising
ventures going toward bankruptcy. Before long, this results in listlessness toward ventures
and entrepreneurship as there is no support. Even the potential SM-enterprises suffer and
may fail to develop to the full extent. Unfortunately, the full effect of this oversight is
discovered in the long run, as the western world is slowly overrun with dynamic Asia.
The growing importance of Asia means also problems to LUT as the incumbents continue
to move toward the third world as they try to gain profitability by forcing themselves to
new growing markets. They also cut research projects in trying to save money, and the
remaining projects are concerned with savings. This averseness toward research turns
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attention toward SME-sector, for LUT to find that local business ventures are in similar
shape than the large companies, and are interested in nought but survival.
Meanwhile, the lack of interest in research and development has long since restricted basic
research to only few areas of interest. The few that have the resource and knowledge to do
profound research are strong in competition when it comes to practical application and
division of funding. When the competition between universities escalates, the ones who
have original basic research are in a strong position. In the meantime, organizational
changes and the new incentive system have depleted interest to do basic research in LUT.
As a result, LUT turns to local South Carelia Polytechnic (SCP) for collaboration in more
practical, applied research. The result is that the students who are interested in research
start to seek accommodation in other universities at graduate level. This cycle also
undermines the scientific base of LUT as the students who have scientific ambition leave
for the rivaling institutes, and at the same time research is based on solely applied
applications.
The student number of LUT has been dropping for other reasons too, the attitude climate in
the society as a whole has turned toward education of the more practical persuasion. The
attitudes reflect the disinterest to research in the large companies, and the poor position
where entrepreneurs find themselves. People see a brighter future in pursuing a good solid
hands-on education for a modest paying and secure job. The winners in this game are
vocational education and polytechnics.
These developments cumulate in ten years time, leaving LUT with little choice but to
merge with SCP. This can be seen as a symptom of failure to implement the dual model of
higher schooling, as the borders and missions of polytechnic and universities become
increasingly fuzzy (Korhonen-Yrjänheikki, 2004, p. 198). The most important partners in
the industry have concentrated in lean management and Asia has spurted to the pole
position in the economy and research. It is increasingly hard to attract motivated students,
as people are not interested in a career in science. When there are little graduate, let alone
post-graduate, students the amount of research staff is declining. In this situation, LUT is
reduced to handing bachelor’s degrees, and as polytechnic degrees are already regarded
largely equal, and it does not make much sense to keep two separate institutions in the
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same smallish city, so the two schools merge to pursue lower administrative cost and
synergies.
7.4. Scenario 2 - Oriental Express

The general themes in this scenario are wise choices and making the most of the
possibilities that the environment offers. The development is rooted in the faculty reform in
LUT that is aimed to streamline the administrative organization and allow the teaching and
research staff to concentrate more on their primary tasks instead of administrative duties.
The organizational reform has succeeded and the former departments manage to regroup as
faculties without crippling disputes over budgeting or power. The reform gives a chance
for some of the younger, ambitious, actors to step up as the new administrative bodies are
formed. The working atmosphere is improved and the people feel freer to bring up new
ideas and the suggestions are taken more seriously than before. In this new encouraging
environment a more visionary and ahead-looking stance is adopted in the organization, as
change has made way for fresh perspective and new values besides the existing.
The reformed organization promotes more vision-bound management instead of the old
“this is how it has always been done”. In this spirit, a true change is possible, which
triggers two major projects; the research expertise is marketed to outside interest groups
more aggressively, and the areas of interest are examined critically. New management
attitude makes it possible to take advantage of the new economic autonomy in the form of
increasing private funding offers, instead of seeing it as a risk. Change needs new
perspectives, which leads to developing a more open and flexible attitude in the
organization.
In the academia, research is the key in competition, which leads to pressure toward
concentration. In the presence of scarce resources and tightening competition between
research units, it would be an advantage to concentrate on fewer areas to achieve higher
level of expertise. This leads to choosing the areas where LUT possesses true advantage
and expertise in accord with national agenda and other universities’ specialties. Deliberate
choice of specialization early on gives the possibility to avoid them being ordered in the
future and gives an edge in competition. The flipside of the coin is, that as the attention
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focuses in narrower areas, the need for cross disciplinary research comes apparent, this
means a shift from doing everything adequately inside the organization, to seeking
excellence on the selected key focuses, and collaborating with other research teams who
have supporting expertise.
In the level of goals, the existing research and assets are screened to determine what the
core capabilities of LUT are and which of them show the promise of developing to unique
capabilities. In the operational level these changes need incentive measures to support the
vision and targets, as the goals often are forgotten despite the speeches. Budgeting is
evaluated according to the research objectives, the monetary incentives are set toward
cross disciplinary research, and the select research areas are supported in budgeting and
short-term goals.
As the research and organization develops, the main attracts in student recruitment are
original course palette and available subjects, and Lappeenranta as a city. This leads to
closer relationship wit the city of Lappeenranta to develop the image of dynamic and
growing environment, full of possibilities for students. Some departments as start to offer
English subject for Finnish and foreign students alike, to reinforce the international
capabilities of the people and the organization. In the general spirit of internalization and
cooperation, LUT finds partners in Russia to develop common graduate programs across
the border.
Meanwhile the industry is going through a similar development. As the realities of
stagnating economic growth and decreasing margins hit the industry, the companies started
searching ways to increase their revenue stream in addition to questing for the lowest costs.
The result is traditional metal, energy and service sectors sitting around one table to find
common interests and developing product/service offerings of added value. This creates an
opportunity for LUT to exploit the existing relations in the industry and remain a balance
in the research portfolio. In cooperation with LUT, the industry is able to find convergence
in their product lines and move toward higher technology products, coupled with matching
service offering. During this shift, LUT deepens the relationship with the industry, which
starts as a failsafe to manage research portfolio, and ends up in strong partnership with
mutual advantage as LUT’s research pushes the industry toward higher technology and
business excellence.
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In the end of the line, the pieces of the puzzle fall in place and LUT has developed strong
original base of research activities, rooting in the path of development and capabilities
accumulated during the course of LUT’s history. This has been accomplished in
cooperation with the industry, forming a strong relationship with evolving and dynamic
innovation driven enterprises, both sparring each other to higher achievements. As a result,
LUT’s expertise is well known and renowned, but focused in limited areas. LUT also
acknowledges these limitations, and has developed cross-disciplinary network with other
universities and research teams, domestically and internationally, to support it’s own and
the partners’ core competences.
7.5. Scenario 3 - Bilateral Trading

The general theme in this scenario is the development of strong relations with Russian
partners and scientific renaissance in LUT. The starting point is English Master’s Program
initiated at LUT. The English study program starts to attract Russian students and gives a
possibility to attend to studying without learning Finnish. On the other hand, incentives to
learn Russian in LUT pave the way even further.
As internationalization furthers, LUT starts to attract also Russian scholars and recruiting
from St Petersburg area comes easier and more commonplace. The students also act as a
bridge between their institutions and LUT, furthering collaboration in research and studies.
As the time goes on, the formed network based on division of research interests, gives
possibility to divest unfruitful research areas and to specialize in stronger disciplines. The
development leads to branding LUT as the leading expert in Russian markets and forest
industry.
Inside LUT, the faculty reform has raised new actors up the ladder in the organization,
which promotes more open minded views. This gives LUT the flexibility it needs to face
economic and other challenges posed by the environment. With its newfound dynamics,
LUT assumes a more active position in the development of the Southeast region. As the
basic industry slowly loses its attractiveness, LUT turns its attention toward the regional
entrepreneurs. However, this poses new challenges as the comfort and safety of long time
relations is laid aside, the difficulty of betting on the right horse in respect of emerging
technologies and markets becomes acutely apparent.
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The made technology choices need a certain amount of mass to back them up, so the
pressure is put on LUT as the driver of technology and the regional entrepreneurs as the
users. The pressure to create critical mass on the technology drives the partners closer to
LUT and vice versa. Slowly the investments start to pay back as the local ventures start to
gain momentum and the general attitudes become warmer toward business ventures and
collaboration, LUT acting as the census of the efforts. The newfound regional unity also
promotes Saimaa-city project, as the municipalities in the area seek to better support
economic efforts and cooperation in the area.
As LUT gains in rising to the spearhead of the region, it becomes apparent that student
proficiency especially in mathematical and physical subjects needs rising. LUT starts to
make presence in the basic education to lobby mathematical subjects and waving the flag
of life-long learning. At the same time LUT itself need to develop incentives toward
cooperation, and ways to measure collaboration and intellectual resources to support the
system. The spirit of sharing promotes the view that every person is working on “sending a
man on the moon”.
Together with the efforts in education, cooperation and tight relations to the growing
ventures around the region pays off in a surge of scientific success. LUT rides the wave
with its Russian partners, doing research for regional success. Only one drag remains
despite improvements; the success of LUT has been mainly regional, but when more
aggressive marketing practice is adopted, the industry discovers LUT’s dynamic abilities.
7.6. Scenario 4 - Times of Stagnation

In this scenario, two negative feedbacks work toward stagnated development. The starting
point is an organizational reform in LUT that has gone awry. The newly forged faculties
are in disarray as there is no incentive for cooperation and differences in cost structure has
triggered disputes over budgeting. The internal problems in LUT lead to everyone
entrenching in their position and blindly asserting their positions in division of resources.
This widespread opposition to change smothers the ongoing improvement programs and
cripples collaboration between departments and faculties. As a result, the work atmosphere
becomes unbearable to some, and meaningful research programs become difficult to
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manage. These events lead to resignation of the more ambitious researchers, as the
prospects start to seem better with other employers.
The situation is made worse by lowering appreciation of academic degrees. The rising
polytechnics allure students by promising balance between practical and theoretical
subjects. One factor resulting in disinterest in engineering sciences is diminishing
mathematical and physical understanding, put forward by lack of teaching in lower
schooling, which will in the end strike the research of hard sciences. Aiding in the
transition away from university as the first choice of higher schooling is the possibility to
apply to a university for Graduate Degree as polytechnic degrees are seen as parallel to
Bachelor’s.
Despite of lowering interest, universities continue admission at the same level, regardless
of decreased support from the Government. Productivity programs degrade quality of
education, as more students have to be handed degrees, faster and with lower resources
(Korhonen-Yrjänheikki, 2004, p. 66). Rising quota of doctoral degrees, together with
lowering standards, undermine the appreciation of the degree, more graduates seek
doctoral degree to differentiate themselves from the already vast array of masters.
Korhonen-Yrjänheikki (2004, p. 60) points out that the number of doctoral degrees in
technology has quadrupled since 1990 and Ministry of Education is setting even new and
higher targets (Ministry of Education, 2006). Together, these developments result in
collapse of applicant amount in LUT.
At the same time, Finland has failed to attract foreign students to fillip the decreasing
number of applicants. Protectionism in Russia withers the promising Master’s programs
initiated by LUT. The international mobility of students and researchers does not develop
as planned, and the hope of replacing shortcomings in applicant amount seems to dry up.
Other universities in Finland have to address similar problems, and national cooperation in
research and education is trampled in everyone’s own problems.
As the problems start to pile up, the whiplash effect strikes LUT hard, the research partners
and customers start to show signs of dissatisfaction, as the level and results of research
does not meet their demands in the long perspective. Added damaged is inflicted as the
industry and demand evolves, but the focal areas of scientific interest in LUT do not
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address these needs. In the development leads to failure in offering research services, as
LUT struggles for students with SCP and collaboration with other universities in the
national and international level is forgotten.
7.7. Summary of the scenarios

Figure 25 already summarized the central themes in the individual scenarios. If the stories
were considered as a set, it would seem that what it all boils down to is “I conclude, then,
that so long as Fortune varies and men stand still, they will prosper while they suit the
times, and fail when they do not.” (Machiavelli, 1513). Clichés aside, it would seem that
the probable future needs some adapting from LUT. If nothing were done, the result would
be isolation and if the wrong or careless choices are made, it may lead to even worse
outcome.
Nevertheless, there is also some light at the end of the tunnel. If the changing conditions
are not taken as a straightforward threat but as a chance, it would seem that the outcome
might just as well be very positive. When looking at the stories, it seems that the ongoing
reforms in the organization and the associated change management measures will play a
large role in determining future success in LUT. Change is not easy, especially in an old
organization, as Churchill might say, the future holds blood, sweat, toil and tears, but also
possibilities.
Now then, getting back on the ground, one might ask what the value of these scenarios is.
In scenario literature, there are plenty of warnings about writing too apparent scenarios, but
if the purpose of this exercise is to collect the opinions and expertise of the organization,
the session results bind the writers to follow the session outcome. At least to the writer, the
scenario themes seem largely obvious, most administrators should be at least by and large
aware of these kinds of prospects. If there were value in the stories for LUT, it would be
that the future possibilities are explicitly illustrated.
The second large problem is then the implementation of the results, how is it that these
results are used. One answer would be the conceptualization of scenarios in relation to
strategy presented in chapter 5, or it could be that the personnel starts to work toward
desired outcome.
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8. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
Before going into the conclusions, Figure 26 draws this study together using the
constructive framework as a background. The first chapters were spent familiarizing with
the subject, and forming the background for constructing the solution. The theoretical
contribution is tied together in the conceptualization of the supported scenario process. The
sixth chapter then forms the backbone of the testing of the construction.
Looking from strictly methodological perspective, chapter seven is a problematic phase, as
it does not strictly fit in the chosen approach, even if it still has a place in the study as an
illustration of the methods. Chapter eight returns back to track, by concluding the study
and addressing the contribution and generalizability of the study. Lastly, chapter nine gives
a concise overview on the work.
2. Organizational
strategy
and change

1. Introduction

3. Scenario
process

7. Scenarios
in action LUT 2016

5. Conceptualization
of supported
scenario process

6. Empirical
testing

8. Conclusion
and
discussions

9. Summary

4. Support
methods
for scenario
process
1. Definition
of research
problem

2. Familiarizing
with
the subject

3. Constructing a
solution or model

4. Testing of
construction

5. Verifying
scientific
contribution
6. Addressing
generalizability

Figure 26. The structure of the study in the constructive framework
In probing the theoretical background for the subject of scenarios, the suggestion was that
the competitive advantage of an organization arises from the ability to identify the
competitors and aligning the organizations assets to exploit the opportunities provided by
the environment. In the more practical level, identifying or creating the advantage is
however immaterial, if the organization lacks means to realize it. The solution often posed
for these problems is organizational strategy, which embraces different methods and means
for addressing uncertainty and changing conditions. Some of the more popular of these
methods were examined to some depth, and the resulting suggestion was that scenarios in
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their various forms present a potent platform for managing uncertainty, and it would seem
feasible that scenarios would be able to avert some of the pitfalls present in other methods.
As for the scenarios as a process, the challenges were identified and are presented above in
more detail. The common denominator in the challenges is creating scenarios that are
logical and coherent chains of events or storylines, leading from the present to a defined
state in the future, while effectively combining the most important factors that shape the
operational conditions in a usable and trust inspiring package.
The principal methods that were proposed are groupware and especially group support
systems to collect the participants’ contribution for the scenarios. Further proposed
methods are cognitive and concept maps, to help illustrate and analyze the preliminary
results, facilitating the forging of the final scenarios.
In evaluating the construction of support methods in scenarios, most effort was put into
testing the contribution of a group support system, which was found to be very promising.
The formal testing of the proposed methods is limited to using GSS in the process, but
subjective evaluation of the other means is encouraging. The results and process presented
above are of course open for the readers to draw their own conclusions.
When it comes to the practical level, the support is structured in the process so that after
the initial definition of the aims in the scenarios, the first stages are done with a group
support system. The forming of the preliminary scenarios is done partly in the group
session, and it can be enhanced with using cluster analysis. The following phases are then
supported by using cognitive and concept maps, as a tool for presenting and analyzing the
results, and if preferred with groupware as a support for collaboration in the process. The
execution of the process and the resulting scenarios are documented above. The results are
the open for scrutiny. However, it could be said, comparing to some of the publicly
displayed scenario stories (e.g. Ralston & Wilson, 2006; van der Heijden et al. 2002), that
the results are comfortingly comparable. Finally, Table 17 gathers the main findings
themed by the corresponding research issues.
As a further comment on the results, it could be said that the one(-‘s) who benefit the most
from the scenarios seem to be the participants and writers of the scenarios. If the scenario
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stories are seen as the sole benefit of the process the case if different, but most of the cited
benefits in terms of learning and widened worldview are realized only through the hands
on working with the scenarios. As for the scenario stories, they are included in the text as
much for their value in evaluating the process and as an example of the process outcome,
as for use in actual management.
Table 17. Research issues, questions and findings
Main issues

Why: what is the motivation
for scenario planning?

What: what are the
characteristics of scenario
planning and what support
methods suit them?

How: how does the scenario
process go and how the
support methods are
implemented in the
process?

Resulting research questions

Findings

What is the relationship of an organizations
strategic paradigm and uncertainty
management?

- To some extent, the competitive advantage is not so much dependent on the
paradigm, but knowledge of the operational environment, and needs measures
to be realized
- Uncertainty comes into play when trying to realize the advantage by planning
actions
- Uncertainty management is a part of the strategic formulation cycle, aimed to
realize the supposed competitive advantage

What are the characteristics of uncertainty
management methodologies and how do
they suit different strategic paradigms?

- The choice of method is not so much dictated by the paradigm as such, but
perhaps the beliefs associated with the paradigms and schools of thought
- The chosen school of thought it the most probable decisive element in
choosing methods
- Each method can be used in its effective domain, regardless of paradigm

How does scenario planning measure up
as a method of uncertainty management?

- Each method has its strengths and weaknesses, and their optimal domain in
the strategy formulation
- Straightforward ranking of methods is inexpedient without context
- Scenarios present the most versatile and redundant platform for managing
uncertainty

What are the challenges in scenario
planning as a process

- Choice of methods according to the group
- Building trust in the process and to the results
- Connecting the contribution to meaningful and useable scenarios

How can scenario process be facilitated
with decision support methods?

- In the group of general-use support systems there is no one application that
suits the whole process
- The process can be supported with different methods during different phases
- Generally the methods are found in the communications driven branch of
decision support systems

Can use of these methods add value to the
process or results?

- The results would suggest that information extraction in the supported
process is efficient
- The use of maps may increase understandability of the results and helps in
forming and evaluating the final scenarios
- The results would suggest also that further development of the process would
increase benefits

How is the use of support systems
conducted in practice?

- The process documentation describes the used and proposed practices
- The process and systems both need some adapting for fluid execution
- The effect of support methods in the process is hard to evaluate objectively
compared to more traditional methods

How the support systems fit in the
process?

- Results from test sessions suggest that the GSS fits well
- Subjectively the other methods are equally well suited
- Some aspects of the implementation need further development

How are the resulting scenarios?

- The scenarios have two main layers, the maps and the stories built around
the maps
- The maps could be used even by themselves
- Subjectively the scenarios seem to be more logical and coherent than the
GSS session ratings would suggest

As an important part of the constructive approach is assessment of significance and
validity. Starting from the significance, the study presents the concept of scenario toolbox
and the generic scenario process to act as a platform for applying different methods
depending on the goals and situation in hand. As there is a tried conceptual framework and
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method-independent process for supported scenario work, there is a starting point for
developing more efficient and effective ways for creating scenarios to be used in
organizations. A manageable and documented process creates possibilities for repeatable
scenario process for reliable results. There is also an implication for research; a common
process should improve validity of comparisons of scenario process and scenarios between
different methods, groups or types of organizations. The contribution in this study can be
seen as two-fold. In the level of theory, there is the conceptualization of scenario toolbox,
which is a novel concept in the sense that it rises above the question of ‘which method is
better’, leading to the question of ‘which method produces the best results in the situation
and assumption in hand’. Moreover, in practical level there is the contribution of finding,
introducing and, to some extent, testing methods to facilitate the process.
Examining this study in research perspective, three limiting constraints for validity can be
identified; in the level of theory proposition, in method level and thirdly in scenario level.
The domain of the proposed support framework is the intuitive-logical and heuristical
scenario methods. In this slot, the support methods can be evaluated and according to the
empirical results, the concept of using GSS would seem feasible. Then there are the rest of
the proposed and used methods, for which there is little objective support but the writer’s
subjective opinions, however positive they may be. One approach would be examining the
methods through results, but then the separation of cause and effect poses a problem; if the
resulting scenarios seem logical and coherent, is it because or despite of the used methods
and practices, and what is the effect of the writer. Even though the situation seems grim,
the results are still supported by literature, which should raise the validity at least by a
little. Now there is little to be concluded, else that based on this data the framework cannot
be deemed fully valid in objective domain, but if we give in to relativism, the methods
would seem to work and thus be valid at least to some extent. Exploring the research
methods, much of which is already assessed in chapter 6.7, to which there is little to add in
this stage. The theory proposition was partly subjected to testing in laboratory condition,
by test sessions that were graded, the conditions were kept constant, and the questionnaires
were processed with reasonable practices. Furthermore, the results are similar to the
literature, which would lend further support to the results. Then there are the scenarios, the
source of validity is that they are directly based on the contribution of LUT staff that might
be called experts on the issue. Then there is the documented process and the sources that
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are referenced in order to check the writer’s assumptions. On these bases, the scenarios
might be seen as a reasonably valid contribution.
Generalizability is an interesting issue in this study, straightforwardly one might deem that
the results for using GSS in the process are valid in the population of university graduate
students and administrators, but still the theoretical proposition is formed in the general
level. If this study would be deemed a high-quality case research, according to Lukka &
Kasanen (1995) it could be argued that the framework or at least the concept of supported
process has passed a weak market test during the test sessions. Thus, a more open-minded
interpretation would be that the reported results could be generalized to the population of
administrators with graduate degrees. In addition, much of the proposed methods and the
proposed use are based on theory, anecdotal evidence and subjective considerations, so it is
hard to give extensive declarations on generalizability with a good conscience.
During the research, numerous interesting issues have been raised. Probably the first
question that rises is that how can the other proposed methods be validated. To be sure, one
would need to have separate groups who would be given the same input, for example
GroupSystems logs, half of which would do scenarios with pen and paper and the other
half with the methods proposed here to be rated by blind review. The answer is mostly the
same for the other big question, is there a significant difference in the substance and
validity of scenarios when comparing traditional methods to the supported method.
Considering the critique toward the methods used for scenario creation in the laboratory,
an interesting issue is that what is the effect of group composition and work methods in
credibility and validity of the results.
Generally, three different paths of further research could be derived from this framework.
One would be that of developing methods for scenario creation and testing of the effect of
different GSS settings and the effect on group work and knowledge processing in this
proposed process variation. The other path would be finding further ways to support
scenario process in organizations to better efficiency and substance, for example, the
implementation of cluster analysis in this study is not perhaps the most solid. Thirdly, there
would be the task of finding the individual characteristics and methods to support the
process variations inside the scenario toolbox, a task that was also left hanging for large
parts in this study.
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9. SUMMARY
The background and motivation of this study was the supposed uncertainty in the business
environment, and the increasing speed of change. As the introduction states, this study was
set to find out what is the motivation to use scenario planning as a method for managing
uncertainty, how it would be done and how it could be supported and what would be the
outcome. The study follows the constructive approach where there is a construction, a
solution or model addressing the research problem, which is validated empirically.
Following that guideline, the study starts with literature research, and moves on to forming
the theory proposition, which is then tested and illustrated.
In searching for the source of competitive advantage, the main finding was that the source
is generally identifying the opportunities provided in the industry and creating a unique
and inimitable set of resource, knowledge or economic advantages. Which of the factors is
the actual source, is dependent of the perspective, and furthermore even if the source of
competitive advantage is identified, it needs deliberate action to be realized in the operative
level. Much in the same lines, the examination of strategy formulation inclined that there is
little hope for right answers, but the implicit assumptions about strategizing are formed
during time, and affect the choices.
The relationship of other assumption and uncertainty is realized in the process of strategy
formulation. Examining the different views, they mostly vary the same formula; the
strategy process is generally based on analysis of the organization itself and its
surroundings, and moving to forming some kinds of plans based on the analysis and the
organization’s goals. Uncertainty comes to play inherently whenever planning for the
future, as the environment and competition is changing. Because of this, the wary strategist
uses a tool or tools to address the future developments. Several methods were examined
briefly, ending up with a resolution that scenario planning as a concept seems to have
certain advantages over the other proposed methods. To name the most apparent, scenario
planning does not exclude the use of other methods as a supplement, and there is built in
redundancy because of the multiple scenarios.
When developing the scenario approach further, the adopted definition was that the
scenarios are logical and coherent paths of development or chains of events, leading from
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the present to a defined state in the future. Further investigation revealed that scenarios
include a variety of methods, used in different contexts. The instance adopted for further
study was intuitive-logical scenarios in context of the organizations environment.
Inspecting the challenges in scenario process, the most important points are building
logical and coherent scenarios that are usable and inspire trust in the aimed users. In
practical level, this would mean encouraging the participants to contribute for the
scenarios, providing efficient information diffusion, and connecting the results to logical
and coherent scenarios that mirror the groups understanding of the future.
The proposed support methods for the process were groupware, particularly group support
systems, and cognitive and concept maps. The proposition is to use groupware and GSS to
facilitate communication and information diffusion during the process and cognitive and
concept maps to help with presenting and analyzing the results. The process follows the
presented generic process, utilizing GSS in the initial stages of identifying the drivers of
change, preliminary scenarios and evaluation. The maps come into the process in the
preliminary stage, helping in presenting the process results and as a frame later in the
forming of the final scenarios.
In the empirical testing, the use of a GSS in the process was tried in laboratory conditions.
The testing consists of two cases, devised to follow the theory proposition. The test
sessions were graded with a questionnaire and the results were investigated further to gain
insight to the reasons behind the answers. The results suggested that the concept of using
GSS as a mean for constructing scenarios would be viable, with some reservations. The
interviews implied that the critique was directed mostly toward the execution of the
process and to some extent, the work methods used.
After the initial empirical testing, the work proceeded to illustrate the proposed methods,
by forming scenario for Lappeenranta University of Technology for the next ten years.
Using the logs from the GSS sessions the results were examined and the identified events
were grouped into scenarios. After that, the drivers were used to form the underlying logic
for future development, which was illustrated by concept and cognitive maps. Using the
driver map as a background the scenario maps were formed in a similar manner. As the
final part, the scenarios were written down to make them more useable.
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In conclusion, the motivation for using scenarios is the versatility and redundancy
compared to some of the more popular rivaling methods for managing uncertainty. The
initial results gained during the study point that the concept is sound, but needs some work
in the practical level. The study also raises topics for further research, particularly in
finding support and testing in different process variations, in addition to the practical finetuning of the presented process.
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5. Implementation to
organization

4. Strategy formulation

3. Relation to
operational environment
(exogenous)

2. Structural analyses
(endogenous)

1. Problem setting and
analyses

Process Steps

7. Implementation

6. Evaluation and choice of
strategy

5.Reflection of organization's
values

4. Creation of strategy (-ies)

3. Distinctive competences

2. Key success factors

1. SWOT analysis

Design
Mintzberg 1998

6. Review and corrections

5. Organization for
implementation

4. Short range goals, operative
procedures, tactical plans

3. Medium range objectives,
strategic programs

2. Mission statement, long
range objectives, strategies

1. Company's purpose,
managerial values, SWOT

Planning
Steiner 1969

6. Implementation

5. Strategy formulation
according to generic strategies
framework

4. Identifying and selecting
competitors

3. Technological selection

2. Value chain analysis

1. Industry analysis (5-forces)

Positioning
Porter 1985

6. See it through

5. Challenge conventional
wisdom

4. Consider the options and
possibilities

3. Look at the big picture

2. Determine the path where
you’ve come

1. Definition of the vision

Entrepreneurial
Näsi 1991

4 Organizing for implementation

4. Decide where rents are
invested(invest/divest –
concentrate/diversify)

3. Figure out which markets are
most suitable

2. Identify path of development
and possibilities based on
unique capabilities

1. Identify firm's unique
resources

Cultural
Teece 1997

APPENDIX 1: Processes of Strategy Formulation (after Mintzberg et al., 1998)

8. Feasibility assessment
9. Implementation

7. Identify obstacles and form
action plan

6. Evaluate stakeholders'
acceptance

5. Organizing for implementation

4. Address future uncertainties

3. Think about futures

2. Unravel complexity

1. Strategic question

Configurational
Coyle 2004

APPENDIX 2: Correlation test results for Case I
The verbal key for the row and column titles is consistent with the questions in table 13.

1 a)

2 a)

2 b)

2 c)

2 d)

2 e)

2 f)

2 g)

2 h)

3 a)

3 b)

3 c)

3 d)

3 e)

1 a)

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

1
.

0.283
0.145

0.188
0.339

0.049
0.805

0.22
0.26

0.099
0.616

0.171
0.384

0.108
0.585

0.181
0.356

0.239
0.221

0.145
0.463

0.055
0.78

0.136
0.49

0.026
0.894

2 a)

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

0.283
0.145

1
.

.450
0.016

0.083
0.676

0.017
0.931

0.005
0.979

0.175
0.373

0.028
0.888

0.226
0.248

.382
0.045

0.041
0.834

-0.17
0.386

0.053
0.791

0.113
0.567

2 b)

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

0.188
0.339

.450
0.016

1
.

0.196
0.317

0.085
0.667

0.027
0.893

.498
0.007

0.318
0.099

0.168
0.393

0.203
0.301

0.149
0.451

0.22
0.261

0.039
0.843

0.154
0.433

2 c)

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

0.049
0.805

0.083
0.676

0.196
0.317

1
.

.453
0.015

0.079
0.689

0.218
0.266

0.254
0.193

0.058
0.771

0.204
0.298

-0.13
0.509

.550
0.002

0.315
0.103

0.246
0.206

2 d)

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

0.22
0.26

0.017
0.931

0.085
0.667

.453
0.015

1
.

0.111
0.575

0.095
0.629

0.044
0.823

0.076
0.702

-0.15
0.447

0.062
0.753

.402
0.034

.395
0.037

0.373
0.051

2 e)

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

0.099
0.616

0.005
0.979

0.027
0.893

0.079
0.689

0.111
0.575

1
.

.411
0.03

0.366
0.055

0.326
0.09

0.153
0.436

0.355
0.064

0.053
0.79

0.004
0.982

0.295
0.128

2 f)

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

0.171
0.384

0.175
0.373

.498
0.007

0.218
0.266

0.095
0.629

.411
0.03

1
.

0.146
0.459

0.008
0.968

0.135
0.494

0.355
0.064

0.264
0.175

0.085
0.669

0.291
0.133

2 g)

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

0.108
0.585

0.028
0.888

0.318
0.099

0.254
0.193

0.044
0.823

0.366
0.055

0.146
0.459

1
.

0.145
0.462

0.094
0.636

-0.22
0.26

.404
0.033

0.261
0.179

0.262
0.178

2 h)

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

0.181
0.356

0.226
0.248

0.168
0.393

0.058
0.771

0.076
0.702

0.326
0.09

0.008
0.968

0.145
0.462

1
.

0.23
0.239

0.068
0.732

0.112
0.57

0.23
0.239

0.052
0.791

3 a)

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

0.239
0.221

.382
0.045

0.203
0.301

0.204
0.298

-0.15
0.447

0.153
0.436

0.135
0.494

0.094
0.636

0.23
0.239

1
.

0.015
0.938

0.055
0.782

0.093
0.637

0.223
0.255

3 b)

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

0.145
0.463

0.041
0.834

0.149
0.451

-0.13
0.509

0.062
0.753

0.355
0.064

0.355
0.064

-0.22
0.26

0.068
0.732

0.015
0.938

1
.

0.009
0.963

0.3
0.121

0.131
0.505

3 c)

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

0.055
0.78

-0.17
0.386

0.22
0.261

.550
0.002

.402
0.034

0.053
0.79

0.264
0.175

.404
0.033

0.112
0.57

0.055
0.782

0.009
0.963

1
.

.449
0.017

.427
0.024

3 d)

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

0.136
0.49

0.053
0.791

0.039
0.843

0.315
0.103

.395
0.037

0.004
0.982

0.085
0.669

0.261
0.179

0.23
0.239

0.093
0.637

0.3
0.121

.449
0.017

1
.

.421
0.026

3 e)

Correlation
Coefficient
Sig. (2-tailed)

0.026

0.113

0.154

0.246

0.373

0.295

0.291

0.262

0.052

0.223

0.131

.427

.421

1

0.894

0.567

0.433

0.206

0.051

0.128

0.133

0.178

0.791

0.255

0.505

0.024

0.026

.

APPENDIX 3: Drivers of change

1 Session, 22.5.2006

Avg.
(Std.
dev.)

2 Session, 19.6.2006

Avg.
(Std.
dev.)

yliopistojen voimakas keskittäminen suomessa

8,22
(1,79)

Yliopistojen erikoistuminen korkean tason säilyttämiseksi

8.86
(0.90)

Vaatimukset tutkimuksen keskittymiseen - kriittinen massa, "

8,11
(1,45)

Huippututkimuksen rooli kilpailussa kasvaa

8.00
(1.53)

OPM:n rahoituksen supistuminen yliopistoille

7,89
(1,36)

Yliopistojen välinen kilpailu kiristyy ja imagon merkitys
kilpailutekijänä kasvaa

7.86
(0.38

projektirahoituksen kilpailun tiukkeneminen

7,78
(0,97)

Yritysten ja yliopiston välinen yhteistyö kasvaa

7.86
(2.41)

AMK yhteistyö

7,78
(1,39)

Tekniikan ja talouden yhdistämiselle kysyntää yhteiskunnassa

7.86
(1.57)

Liiketoimintatutkimuksen ja teknologisen tutkimuksen linkitt

7,78
(2,39)

Globaalit markkinat asettavat kiristyviä edellytyksiä selviytymiselle

7.43
(1.62)

Painopiste edelleen budjettirahoituksesta palvelututkimuksee

7,67
(0,71)

Yliopistojen taloudellinen toimintatapa muuttu

7.43
(2.15)

Ammattikorkeakoulujen ja yliopistojen yhdistäminen

7,67
(2,06)

Yhteiskunnan rooli koulutuksen maksajana vähenee

7.43
(2.23)

Yliopiston tehtävä: painotus tutkintotehtailuun vai laatutut

7,56
(1,88)

Opiskelijamateriaalin saatavuus ja taso

7.43
(2.57)

hyvinvointiteknologian tutkimuksen kysynnän kasvu

7,56
(2,01)

Ulkopuolisen rahoituksen osuus ja merkitys kasvavat

7.29
(1.98)

Saatavilla olevan opiskelijamateriaalin määrä ja taso

7,44
(1,94)

Koulutuksen ja tutkimuksen merkitys kansallisena kilpailutekijänä
kasvaa

7.29
(2.56)

Perinteisten toimialojen kilpailukyvyn heikkeneminen

7,22
(1,72)

Teknologian painopistealueet

7.14
(1.68)

Yliopistokoulutuksen arvostuksen väheneminen

7,22
(1,92)

Yliopistolla tunnistetaan paremmin markkinaosaaminen

7.14
(1.86)

st

Innovaatioyliopiston vaatimukset
Jatkuvan, tuloksellisen yritysyhteistyön mshdollisuudet
Matemaattisten aineiden osuus peruskouluissa ja lukioissa

7,22
(1,99)
7,11
(1,45)
7,11
(1,90)

nd

Edelleen lisääntyvä kansainvälistyminen
Kyky omaksua uusia teknologioita
Venäjän merkitys vaatii LTY:ssä suurempaa huomiota

7.14
(1.95)
7.14
(2.67)
7.00
(2.16)

suunnittelutyön siirtyminen halvan tuotannon maihin

7.00
(1,50)

Metsäklusteri ja perustekniikka ja -osaaminen säilyvät tärkeinä

7.00
(2.52)

Alueiden kehittämisen vaikutus

6,89
(1,96)

Aasian kehittyvien maiden talouskasvu nostaa niiden
osaamistasoa

7
(3.16)

Diplomi-insinöörien työttömyyden kasvu Suomessa

6,89
(2,03)

Liiketoiminnan merkitys teknologian hyödyntämisessä kasvaa

6.86
(1,35)

EU tutkimusrahoituksen painopisteet ja määrät

6,89
(2,15)

Tärkeäksi tulee osaaminen – eivät tutkinnot

6.86
(1.46)

APPENDIX 4: Scenarios 1st session
Scenario 1
Akateemisten tutkintojen
ylituotannon vuoksi valtio muuttaa
koulutuspainotusta ja supistaa
yliopistojen saamaa rahoitusta
OPM vähentää LTY:ssä
opetettavia aloja

Scenario 2
Akateemisten tutkintojen ylituotannon
vuoksi valtio muuttaa
koulutuspainotusta ja supistaa
yliopistojen saamaa rahoitusta
Metsäteollisuuden pako Suomesta
- LTY:n metsästrategia epäonnistuu

Scenario 3
Hankerahoitukseen keskittyviä
virkoja,
professoreille tutkimusrauha
Syntyy temaatisia tutkimusryhmiä
yli yliopistorasjojen

Opiskelijamäärän raju lasku,
henkilökuntaa joudutaan
saneeraamaan tuntuvasti

Opiskelijamäärän raju lasku,
henkilökuntaa joudutaan saneeraamaan
tuntuvast
Tutkintopohjainen rahoitus johtaa
tutkintotehtailuun
- osaamistaso laskee
-työllistyminen ja tutkimus heikkoa

Metsäteollisuuden pako Suomesta
- LTY:n metsästrategia
epäonnistuu

Kukkais-insinöörejä
-perinteiset insinöriaineet minimoidaan

Henkilöstövaihto yritysyhteistyön
muotona

Nokia muuttaa Suomesta

Kansainväliset tutkimusryhmät
merkittäviä tutkimuksentekijöitä
Syntyy tutkimus- ja
innovaatiovetoisia alueita

UPJ:stä LTY:n uusi
strategiaraamattu
Professuureissa avainasemassa
rahoitusosaaminen/
rahan hankkiminen

Tiedekuntauudistuksen seurauksena
tekniikan osastot ajetaan alas

Tutkijajoukkoja jotka työskentelevät
osittain yrityksessä, osittain
yliopistolla

LTY:stä tulee opetusyliopisto

Tuta-osaaminen avainasemaan
LTY:ssä

UPJ johtaa paperinkirjoitteluun,
ei kannustetta pitkää ja syvälliseen
tutkimukseen

UPJ johtaa paperinkirjoitteluun,
ei kannustetta pitkää ja syvälliseen
tutkimukseen

Poikkitieteelliset tutkinnot

UPJ:stä LTY:n uusi strategiaraamattu

Huomataan että laadukas opetus
on tärkeämpää kuin tutkimustehtailu

Ympäristötekniikan
suosion/tarpeen raju kasvu
Tutkintopohjainen rahoitus johtaa
tutkintotehtailuun
- osaamistaso laskee
-työllistyminen ja tutkimus heikkoa

Poiikitieteelliset tutkinnot
Tuottavuus ja tehokkuusajattelu
tuulettaa
yliopiston henkilöstörakenteen

Kansainväliset tutkimusryhmät
merkittäviä tutkimuksen tekijöitä
Syntyy temaattisia tutkimusryhmiä
yli yliopistojen,
joilla yhteinen koordinointi
Yliopistot kategorisoituvat
laadun perusteella USA:n tapaan

LTY ja AMK sulautetaan

APPENDIX 5: Scenarios 2nd session
Scenario 1
Opiskelijoiden liikkuvuus
kanditasolla kasvaa

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Tieteellistä / teoreettista opiskelua
ei pidetä mielenkiintoisena

Saadaan vahvat johtajat joilla on virtaa
antavaa näkemystä tulevaisudesta
Metalli. energia ja palvelu-ala löytävät
toisensa uudela tavalla. olemmekin
omavaraisia

valmistava pk-teollisuus rekrytoi
yhä enemmän Venäjältä

Yliopistossamme tehdään
korkeatasoista. maailmalla arvostettua
huippututkimusta

Yliopisto ja ammattikorkeakoulu
yhdistyvät

Kannustinjärjestelmät tukevat
poikkitieteellistä tutkimusta

TUTAlle englannin kielinen
sivuainekokonaisuus tarjolle
kaikille

mahdollisuudet kehittää pysyvää
kilpailuetua vaihtoeihtoisissa
energiamuodoissa

Fossiilinen energia ei lopukkaan

Metsäteollisuus onnistuu uusien
tuotteiden lanseerauksessa
Yhteiset maisteriohjelmat venäläisten
yliopistojen kanssa

perusteollisuus on hiipuva hevonen.
huomio nouseviin teknologioihin
joissa ei vielä vakavaa kilpailua
Vaikea tunnistaa voittaja-alat ja
fokusoitua niihin

perinteisen valmistavan
teollisuuden kannattavuus
heikkenee. siirtymä suuremmille
markkinoille
opiskelimäärä laskee - voittajina
AMK ja ammatillinen koulutus
Ulkopuolisten rahoittajien
vaatimuksiin kustannusten
seurannasta pystytään/ei pystytä
vastaamaan

Kansallisesti opiskelijarekrytointiin
panostettava koupungin imagolla.
omaperäisellä koulutusprofiililla

UPJ:ssa ei kannusteta pitkää ja
syvälliseen tutkimukseen huppuosaaminen jää
saavuttamatta

Perinteinen valmistava teollisuus
keskittyy monimutkaisiin. korkean
teknologian tuotteisiin

Euroopan talous jää Aasian
jalkoihin

Erikoistuminen: Viisasta liittoutua. koska
siten voi saada parempia ja vahvemoia
painopisteitä

metsäteollisuuden painopiste
siirtyy päiväntasaajan alapuolelle

Yhteistyön on perustuttava yhteiseen
tutkimukseen ja sen ympärille
rakentuvaan koulutukseen etc

Ei tunnisteta uusien Nokioiden
syntyä ajoissa

Poikkitieteellista tutkimusta todella
tuetaan

On voitava resursoida ajattelijoita
Yritykset huomaavat yliopiston
dynaamisuuden
Keksitään kestävä ratkaisu
kansainväliseen energiapolitikkaan

Valitaan poliittisesti väärät
painoalat

Jokainen yliopistolainen on saatava
lähettämään miestä kuuhun
Yliopiston sisäinen rakenne on
reagointikykyinen ja pystyy
hyödyntämään yliopistojen
taloudellisen autonomian
lisääntymisen
Venäjänkielen osaamiselle
kannusteita sisällä LTY:ssä
Painopisteiden valinnassa syytä sitoa
alueet kansainväliseen verkostoon
Jos sieltä löytyy oma alue. kotimaiset
kilpalijat eivät niin helposti uhkaa
Tekniikassa yliopistojen ja järjestöjen
yhdistettävä voimat koululaitoksen
kanssa. jotta taataan riittävä
luonntieteellinen perusosaaminen ja
kiinnostus

Yhteistyöhön kannustavia mittareita ei
saada aikaan

Uudistusvoimat tukahdutetaan
uudessa hallintorakenemallissa
Tiedekuntamalli tappaa vahvoja
erikoisosaamisalueita
Yhteistyöhön kannustavia mittareita ei
saada aikaan

tietointensiivinen paradigma uhkaa
perusteollisuutta
Hakijamäärien romahtaminen 50 lla

Opiskelijoiden ja henkilökunnan
kansainvälinen liikkuvuus ei lisäänny
toivotulla tavalla
Venäjän protektionistiset toimet
osaajien vientiin

Yliopistoje pystyy vastaamaan
ministeriön ja muiden rahoittajien
kustannuslaskentaa koskeviin
vaatimuksiin

Yliopiston sisäinen rakenne on
reagointikykyinen ja pystyy
hyödyntämään yliopistojen taloudellisen
autonomian lisääntymisen

Valitaan riittävän vähän keskeisiä
osaamisalueita
Alueellinen yhteistyö savolaisten ja
karjalaisten kesken käynnistyy:
Syntyy uusi dynaaminen
yritystoimintamalli hajautettuun
tuotanto- ja kulutusympäristöön

Perustutkimusta harvoilla
painopistealoilla tekniikassa

Toiminnan (sopimusten) jatkuvuuden
varmistaminen sidosryhmäyhteistyössä

Elinikäisen oppimismahdollisuuden
konkretisoiminen kasvateille

TBRC:llä paljon potentiaalia kehittyä

On uskallettava julistautua osaajaksi.
kun ollaan vielä rakentamassa
osaamista

Uusi hallintorakenne pirstoo vanhoillisen
ajattelun

Tuotteiden ja palvelujen
tunnistaminen kirkastuu
sidosryhmissä siten. että yliopiston
merkitys korostuu

Muutosvastarinta
hallintorakenneuudistuksessa tai
vastaavassa

Kaikilla yliopistotason koulutus arvostus?

Tieteestäkin löytyy yllättäen Lordi

Yriysyhteistyössä päästävä
pitkäjänteiseen yhteiseen työskentelyyn

ankaraa kilpailua
suosituimmuusasemista
huippu(tutkimus)yksiköiden kesken

heikon matematiikan tuntemuksen
johdosta tekniikan tutkimuksen taso
romahtaa
Oma tutkimusosaaminen ei vastaa
teettäjän (yritykset) odotuksia

Kansallisen yhteistyön merkitys
unohdetaan

PK-yritykset jäävät suurten
yritysten varjoon yliopiston kanssa
tehtävässä yhteistyössä

LTY:n brandeiksi metsä ja Venäjä

Scenario 4

Toimintaa riittävän useilla osaamialueilla
riskien minimoimiseksi
Yliopistojen sisäinen rahanjakomalli
tukee yliopiston strategisia tavoitteita
Nuorelle polvelle annetaan aito
mahdollisuus

Osastorakenteen muutos
tiedekunnaksi nostaa esiin uudet
toimijat
Etelä-Karjalankin yrittäjä oppii
ottamaan riskejä pohjalaiseen malliin

LTY:n painopistealueiden tunnetuksi
saattaminen
Tiedekuntauudistus antaa voimaa
yhteistyölle
Tutkimusyhteistyö muiden yliopistojen
kanssa

Oulu-ilmiöitä meiltä odotetaan
Liittoutuminen muiden yliopistojen
kanssa. esim ÅA:n kanssa
metsäasioissa. Lahden AMK:n
kanssa muotoilussa
Saimaan kaupunki löytää uudet
ulottuvuudet
Kaakkois-Suomella vain voitettavaa
Venäjä-linkistä

Yhdessä LTY. kaupungit jne

Yliopistojen väliset mittarit yhteistyötä
tukemaan

Erimielisyys rahanjakomallista
osastojen tms kesken

Palvelujen tuotteistaminen
epäonnistuu
Suomi ei saa kiinnostavuutta/mainetta
opiskelumaana. vaihto-opiskelijoita ei
tule
LTY hukkuu
ammattikorkeakouluyhteistyöhön. kun
sen pitäisi profiloitua korkean
tutkimuksen yksikkönä
LTY:n kiinnostavuus työpaikkana
vähenee --> huippuosaajien pako
Opetuksen laatu ja kehittäminen jää
tulosohjauksen jalkoihin
Tohtorien määrän kasvu aiheuttaa
inflaatiota tohtorien arvostuksessa

Omat toimet ohjaavat keskittymistä
painopisteisiin

Kahdenvälisiä koulutusohjelmia
pietarilaisten yliopistojen kanssa.
double degree

LTY:n rooli osataan valita kansallisesti
viisaasti (metsä. energia. jne)

Yhteistyö ja jopa työnjako yliopistojen
kesken rakennettava

Tekniikan painopisteitä karsittava ja
vietävä erikoitusmisalat syvemmälle ja
korkealle kv tasolle

Pietarilaisten rekrytoiniin puhtia

Kotimaassa pärjättävä painopistealojen
jaossa sekä koulutuksessa.
tutkimuksessa että aluevaikuttamisessa

Oman tutkimusalueen näkyvyys
omassa yliopistossan

Kun resurssit eivät todennäköisesti
paljon kasva. on oltava uskallusta tehdä
rankkoja ratkaisuja erikoistumisen eteen

ENTEllä bioenergia

Kotella pakkaustekniikka
Kilpailussa korkeatasoinen tutkimus ja
sen näytöt A ja O
Yliopistojen taloudellista autonomiaa
lisätään. yliopiston kyky hyödyntää tätä
tärkeää
Englanninkielinen opetus auttaa
kansainvälistymisessä ja verkostojen
rakentamisessa
valmistava perusteollisuus maailmasta
mihinkään häviä
Tekniikkaan liitettävä melkein aina talous
ja liiketoiminta. mikä on LTY:lle
ominaista
Omilla järjestelmillä ja vain omilla teoilla
voidaan omaa tilaa parantaa
Erikoistuminen: itse valittava omat
painopistealueet

IBTM:stä englanninkielinen
maisteriohjelma suomalaisille ja
ulkomaalaisille
Painopisteiden valinnassa syytä sitoa
alueet kansainväliseen verkostoon
Jos sieltä löytyy oma alua. kotimaiset
kilpalijat eivät niin helposti uhkaa

APPENDIX 6: Scenario 1 – Slow degrade and demise

APPENDIX 7: Scenario 2 – Oriental Express

APPENDIX 8: Scenario 3 – Bilateral Trading

APPENDIX 9: Scenario 4 – Times of Stagnation

